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No.7. Main Street, Hopkuasville, Ky.
••
FROM 05 LBS. TO 161 LBS.,
y _9 •To The Coatroom neuseedies I owe
Mg Hewitt,. Sly Ilappiesess.,
avid ma y Life.
- --thir of Ow larg•-• awl iiiost elegffint rtlitl.•es in the vitt'. -- 
A dav never passes that I do not thi•tk and
speak kindle of the I utieura remedies. Seven
New and: Complete in MI Its 0 ar moll s ..;:1-.;n.,...1,1„.;,..:.,;,:w:,.11i:u.v;.--:,..7„1,:T„TJ,°rause 'rte. tarp, ones were frightful to loos.
at. ard Painful to bear; people turned aside
ti. B. Garner, of the ••ld arm of we'll a t ismer. who f •r malty year. id th,- ; ft.i,,g .t. :tc 4 rt.', s a 
hen they saw me. in disatiat. and I Ira*
Weettcra Momickv. h•ving purchatted Dr tidah's Interest. is now sole proprietor rt. the ite•• 1.0U.Y. I'' • a•liallied to Ise 01. the 
strest. or in imeiety.
... ; awe all hes ex,..•rienee and ability to InertilIk.  af as— ,.... e,,- high reputation of the old firm fot fad nti%sicianst awl their treatment. and all meth .
• , .g. competency &ad renabiltty. by keeping ...ries fa ile.1 to .1.0 all.V tn. at III a moment. of
• . oespair I tried the 4 1111(.11n1 Itt-1114..11C.-1 Ilti-
Pure, Fresh Drugs and Medicines, I .., exquisite skin Berton tier. e‘iernally, and
cum, the great skin 4 tire. and 1 Mitoses Soap,
l'uticura Ree.is % ent. the new Ithsst Purider,
And stock or the hest quality in all departments of the trade, at the lowest prices. Drugs. 
Paints and gilrfiLr.::::::;..; .tti::',.1.7";:li. lump' ' aS I '''‘i I th"u
• .11., of -• ery It ,,,i. ill.111.1114•4 sit F.RW I N ..t %% 11.1.1 v. M s- cabserviED PA INTs. Patent Mt-deities, 
Rol. and the large ones
the beat and mos. popular 1st stock. 
broke. in about la.. w. eks, il:scharging large
quantities of matter. !ravine Ia. might wars
The Celebrated Wild G3ose Liniment
In III) Uel't to-day to tell the story of my suf
• tering. M v weight then w Mollie hundred and
Manufactured to order 'es,. lean. e A p,1,1 
Aileen sick), pounds; my weight one
tiousts a sp.cialty 
hus•Ir .1 and si %I yome solid, Ile •Ithy pound•.
and Isis height is only fire feet dve owlies In
my travels I praised the rulicura Remedies.
North. south. kind and a est To t utieura
Reme•lies I "IS c my health, ply happiness. god
my life. A promii.eut Sea ork liggi.t ask-
ed rue the other .15v, "Do 0 st.I1 use the 1..11- L
new a Heinedies; you look to he in perfect r
health'" My tv•plv was."' do. aml shall always.
I have er Iit/VI %lint 1.1.1. e
 nee,' tint ng the Cutwura Rrinedies."
soniet ines I am laughed at by praising them 
Observations on the Habits of tit•
seople uot ar.illnInted with their merits. but
sooner or later they ill come to their senses
and believe the same as line... that use them, as
dozens have at  I have told. May the time
come whenollere shall lw a large t.' ut wars Sup-
ply H011iit in every city in the world, for the
benefit of humanity, where th.• Cutworm Reme-
dies shall br sobl Only.... that there a ill Ile
rarely a need of sver enteritis a drug •tore.
M. Hi SD a II..









H. B. GAR N .•








—THE TBIUSIPHAIET SUCCESS OF THE-
HARDMAN PIANO
-To Be Seen Is But To Be Admired. •
But When Heard Is Sure To Be Desired.
eleganee der. gn ',ore. row paroao.. 14 Lie It• 11,1", t t••ne, lovely
touch and.phenomenal ouralmIty. has made it the
Leading and Standard Piano of America,
and it is rstn.11y taking front rank in Europe. Tar, have ree. irtemlece•I lie vs onderful
harp stop attachment and metal iron frame Ites ti..i tom. two of the most v alualderumprov. meets
of the age. We base also a full line of otiier makes of Pianos and Oi
LOW FOR CA•111, or on Easy 1/01T1111.11" Qt tItTE111.11" PA% it FATS.












Iron Duke Harms, Studebaker Wagons.
AVERY'S CAST AND STEEL PLOWS.
Blount's True Blue Steel Pins,
LONE STAR STEEL PLOWS,
Iron Beam Double Shovels,
Brown's Walking and Riding
TJ ri• I NT AL CP 3EL SEi;
Wheel-Barrg,ws and Road-Scripere, Frick It Co's Engines, Separators and Saw-
Mills, Springfield Etogines mod Separatora, Eagle Engines, Separator's mid Straw-
Stackers., Roes st Co's Straw. Oats and Hay Cutters, and large aissi nage ( utter-
for steam power, Bell City Feed Eisele:ere Cutters, all sizes Loth heed and
power; Thomas' Hay Rekee, Hohot Power, and Bay Forks. Corr
Menem, Pumps for cisterns and deep wells; Mast, Foos & Col Turbin Engine
Wind Mille and Pumps for same,
Iowa BM Wire alld WIN Sirgichors.
• Our line of Bugeies is full an.I somplete, with latest !styles! aril at pekoe to 6Uil
• every one. We call special attention to the "HORSE SHOE BRAND"
FERTILIZER!
For Tolsacio ane Corn. Every bag has a guaranteed analyse!. printed thereon
and thle gicarantee is good morally atto . Give us a eall before bilying.
Respectfully,
J. R. CREEN & CO., ,




412 Main St.. bet. 4th and 5th
- - -




If he should wet a little kits,
0, 1 khotild toe so chary;
For it would waken such sweet blies
If he should ask a little kiss,
That I should never wieh to miss
The blush preliminary,—
If he should ask a little kiss,
Oh, I should be so chary!
If he should dare to squeeze my hand,
Or touch my little finger,
No blush on picket could withstand.
If he should dare to squeeze my hand.
The chance to warm my heart unmanned
By blood that fain would linger.—
If he should dare to squeeze my hand,
Or touch my little linger.
If he should ever come to woo,
And should to wed beseech me,
What should a happy maiden do,
If he should ever come to woo,
And breathe hie vows with great ado?
0, darling Cupid, teach me!
If he should ever come to woo,
And thould to'wed beseech me!
—Kiri Marble in The Current.
THE OYSTER AND HIS LIFE.
Cutworm Remedies are a positive cure for
every form of skin and .11-4! In•ni
Pimple,' to seconds Sold y% erv wt:ery Price:
uticura. 10 vents; .4111p. 2.1. cents; Ke....vent.
II On. Prepared by the l'otirf in tie azel c hem-
ical Co . Roston, Mass
send for "How to Cure Skin Diseases."
Haekheadit. skin illemisties. sod
ltdby III1111••r-, use t ieura sorp.
KIDNEY PAINS
Cseir a ear) melting. lifeleiwi.
.11-gone   relieved in one min-
ute I.) the Cut•eurit Anti-Pain Plaster.
Warranted. At druggists, 25 rents
Potter Drug l'o.„ Roston.
COSTIVENESS
streets seriously all the dig,
assimilative or.r...ms. th.• hie-
ney s. Witco t hew organs are so aitla
they fail to extract from the blood the
uric mad. which. carried throlPzli the
ciliation. causes Rheumatism and Neu-
ralgia.
funetiens of the firer are also
affeetall by costiveness. causing
Bilious Disorders.
Among. the warnitrz symptom, of ItiliOUG-
Des. are Nauwa. Dizziness. headache.
Weakiwo, rider. I/Mule... of Vi-ion,
Yellown.•., skim reins in 111,- side.
Back and shoulders. Foul Mouth. Furred
Toneue. Irregularity in the action ot the
Bewels. Vomiting. ete.
The Stomach suffers win the bowels
are constipated, and Indigestion or
Dyspepsia,
follows. Feti•I Breath, Gastric Pains.
Headache. Acidity of the Stornaelh Water-
braeh. Nein ousuess. and Depression.are all
eykleneee et the presence of 1 his distrees-
ing.,snalsafy. A Sure Relief for irrezu-
larities of the Stennadi and all asansequent
disease., will f.itm.1 tit.. ,,f
AYER'S PILLS.
They stimulate the stomaeli. free the
bowels, healthfully invigorate the torpid
liver anal kidney:. anal by their. cleansine.
healing and tonic. properties. single-then
and purify the whole syseem. end restore
it to a salutary anal normal condition.
PREPARED BY
Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
eat by all Druggists.
Rositionco tor Salo!
My resident's. Russ..
Is large and convenient
kitchen., servants rooms,
smoke how*, hen house
thing in the way of build
sire. There are three a.
Lie -trect, 1 ti - iodise
has ing g rooms with
carriage house. staiiie
an.I coal house-every-
ing.. that one a ould
.res of ground a ith a
good orchard Any one
ean make tbe payments
will sell at a bargain.
wishing to pureheee








T ISA U 'fur vracTAIIILE PRVOJIMBARK ••••:/....50
FP ;VII AT:RICXYA94
SENNA - ?AANDRAXE-SUCHU
4..0 0.4ES toiraur Micas, sttstOiCA
steed the Test of Sears,
1 Ctirirg all Diseases of the
LLOeD, LIVEN, stou-
P.Cli, XIDNETS,ECW.







disappear at ono, ur der
its beneficial inleaeCe.
It is purely& Meditine
as its cathartic proper-
ties forbids its nes c
beverage. It is pleas-
ant to the taste. and LE




















The Colleges and Pub-
lic Schools, both in the
city arid throughout the
county, will find at
HOPPER'S by far the
largest and most com-
plete stock of Books in
the city, and we are
daily adding to our
stock of School and Mis-
cellaneous Books, Sta-
tionery and School Sup-
plies, and will be furn-
ished at most reasona-
ble prices. Give us a
call.
We have our usual
stock of Drugs, Medi-






AND AMUNITION! • .
Fine Cutlery, Knives and Razors! 
Building Lots
HOUSE FURNISHING GOODS!




A number of fine litol•ling lots, on the Green-
ville road, opposite the old Starling tarm.
These tees are 1UO feet by about 240 feet, and
fronton n street :gt feet wide—with le foot alley
bark of each. Win be sold ',OW DOWN.
LALLIS Acct.. Ag'ta.
Lusciou• Bivalve— recoils/rinse.
Of all the vast army of oyster-eaters
but very few give any thought to the
cultivation of this shell-fish or ever stop
to consider what an important industry
it is. It requires the investment ot
millions of dollars of capital and the em-
ployn.ent of thousands of men, and is a
bueiriess that is constantly anti rapidly
increasing. From a purely local trade
it ham grown to enormous dimensions.
and to-day the mar'es.ts of the Atlantic
coast ship extensively to Europe. Cali-
foenia and all the cities of this country.
The principal oyster marts of the coun-
try ere at Boston. Proviolence, New
Haven. New York. Philadelphia, Balti-
more, Crisfield and Norfolk.
Lerge quantities of nesters are 'rouglit
every spring from Ciiesapeake bay to
the north and placate,' here. The reason
for this transplantine is that oysters in
Chesapeake hay are very cheap. and
even after adding tin. cost of transport-
ing anol planting tho northern dealer*
can sell them at a profit for a lower
price than the native oyster. They are
very hardy, thrive well here and the
iirdanary uystereoter can not tell the
difference between them and the me
Uves.
One peculiar feature is that oysters
transplanted tie watere where there is a
marked change in temperature will
thrive well enettele but will not prop a-
gate. Thus. oyaters from our Aristotle
coast when put into. English waters, in
even in the Pacific at Celifornia, will me
spawn. nor will Cites iis.Alite bay oysters
spawn in Leng Island *yawl. but oysters
from the sound will propogate in New
York harbor and surrounding waters.
To cleanse the oyster as well as te
freshen and fatten it.. the planter takes
it near where a clear, pure stream el
fresh water empties into tile salt wate:
and lets them remain there over oar
tide. The oyster fettetee quickly. suet
a few hours in frese water will 'serve to
make the poorest oyster piumpand
and purge it of impurities which it may
have alesorbed. An oyster will grow
thin more quickly than it can be fat-
tened, and it is very eensitive to sudden
changes or shocks. A heavy thunder-
clap will kill an entire boat load and the
approach of a boat, to an oyster bed will
cause each oyster to close his shell. A,i
oyster can not see, and this knowledge
of any outside influence or prestsure can
only be attributed to its remarkaiets sensi-
tiveness. A sudden cold storm will
make a fat oyster thin in a very short
tijOney.sters spawn at different seasons,
taking on fat rapidly. A planter under-
standing the business, having beck lo-
cated in various depths of water, m.o.
have oysters in proper condition for the
table the year round, a few feet in
depth hastening or prolonging the
spawning period one or two weeks.
The spawn of oysters make a thick,
cloudy appearance in the water, which
is scattered far arid wide unless the
spat find some body to which it can at-
attach itself. Last 'season a lot of spat
was carriee by the currents and tides
from the spawning beds on the Con-
toecticut coast to the north shore of
Leong island, where they lodged on the
gravel of a beach, where they were after.
ward discovered, taken up and planted
in the private beds of planters in that
esction.
That oysters can be grown in different
shapes is a welloknown fact to pianters.
Plaided thickly on a muddy bottom they
will grow long and thin. while planted
thinly on a hard or gravelly bottom they
will grow reund and thick, and one can
thus have his oysters !thawed according
to. his taste.
Dealers and people who know say that
for mere purposes' of eating the oyster is
jute ws good during X ay and June as at
any other time, thooteet it is currently
iselievel that the oyster does not share
these eentiinente. Any one who lose
eaten them fruit froin ciao waters oe
summer Morning Will always believe
that the oyster'. &etre for seclusion ie
lue Amply to lazinees ausi a wish to
-neak oat of what is Ilia proper work. —
New York World.
JAPAN A WONDROUS GARDEN.
A Spring and Summer of Picturesque
Deauty—Trees in Bloom.
The spring and summer in Japan is
fuliof picturesque beauty, and yields
an atruosphere of delicacies comfort.
The skies drop gladness, and the earth
teems with loveliness. Its garden tact-
'tree are changing as a kaleidoscope. The
terraced hill-sides rank with verdure,
vie with wheat-tields bending 'neath
their Inad of grain: some just cut an i
supplantee by rice, in fiel'is resole.' with
water, while ether, green with the ten-
.ler shoots, are ready- for transplanting.
When the seasons are unusually dry
nothing is left to suffer. The reservoirs
are so large, and the irrigating system
so complete, that Japan's wondrous gar-
den smilee on beneath scorching rays.
The 'trees of Japan are a wonder. Here
i the "mockungi." with ita purple bell-
shapeol flowers: also Ow magnolia. with
rieh white and purple clusters. glecn
among the trees hovers the camelia.
Some of these are eixty feet high. and
are covered with blossoms from January
to May, of many varietiea, front the largo
oure white, resenibling a double rose, to
various shadee of pink and red. The
a.berry and plum trees are cultivate.'
solely for their blossoms, and are trees
of rare beauty. Tilt• former grows
thirty feet high and as many broad, its
branches covered Witil red and white
tlewere, two inches in diameter. and per-
:timing the air at a great dietance. Its
petaei of SID'W and cream, falling in
showere. spread many a carpet for the
'.eet on the stone paths leading to the
templed, verifying the native poet when
lie says. 'There are smow showers which
do not descend from the skies." Tate
plum tree ie par excellence the poet's
tree. Often it is 'wen standing leafless in
the snow, yet alornei with blossoms
like a bride. The tree bursts into soft
clouale of bloom and fragrance in Febru-
ary. but without leaves.
Along the hillsides maples and pine'
are covered with vines of exquaisite love-
lineee, trailing and intettwining with be
wil•iering intricacy; among' these are the
wistaria and thumbergia, with their pur-
ple stars and tufts. From the verdant
vaileys to the tops of the mountains are
seen lilies, pinks and roses of endless va-
riety. The grass is studded. the flowers
spring even from the quaint, arListic,
thatched roofs of the tea-houses, asking
!rave only to grow anal bless the light.
These tea-houses seein idyllic. They
are a national institution, for they are
everywhere, as the people are every-
where; along the city streets, by the
roadside, in the groves, woods, parks,
valleys, and up the mountain side.—
Helen Thompson in Brooklyn Magazine.
_ _ _ . _ _
I FARMERS INSTITUTE PAPERS. much of this best lends in the State have I your land is new you are Ha-
-- been made barren by repeated crop- ble to make too tnuch straw,
Commercial Fertilizers. pings of corn and tobacco, hence as we or if you have been turning under a
do hot raise stock, grass enough, nor do great deal of vegetable matter you know
we make enough stable manure we must it is difficult to get a stand of tobacco,
look to eomething elate to keep up our anti that your tobaceso grows coarse, as
lands. Our experimental stations will on river or creek bottome that overflow.
no doubt in • few years be enabled to In such case@ you may (Me a fertilizer
I give Us much hiformation on this sub- that hais but little ammonia in it. But
(unusually lands that have been long in
cultivation need this matter, and a rich
ammoniated fertilizer. Then again I
urge, study your soils. See that the
mechanical condition is such that the
roota of the planta can run out after
food aid water, and in cultivation ette
that no hard crust ever forms on the
surface. Remember that all plant life
obtains an average of 95 per cent. of its
support from the attnosphere.
BY V. M. METC•LFIL
No farmer can afford to use fertilizers
at raetinin. We are hi our infuncy
Oda Commonwealth so far as the mie of
commercial fertilizers Is coneerned, the
rapist inereaer of miles shows that it is Jest, not in giving the estimated corn-
growing in favor. A large inejority of ' modal value of fertilizers but in givin
our farmers, however, are in the dark
as to its nee and many simile the 'misfit
eriosing &ern it and a few 'lowed), think
it hetirious to the soil.
In order to eyetematize the subject
; moil get it before you so that it tn be
eiecioseeit mid exemined in all its bear-
' •imps, I will number the (preemie and
; mower theta' as bent I Cali.
I 1. DO fertilizers injure evil?
A fertilizer is manure. Manure is a
fertilizer. Anything that causes a crop
to gross is a fertilizer. But to intelli-
gently answer thie quieetion It will be
tieceseery te state that productive is
COMposeil of vegetable and mineral !slate
ter. Commerciel fertilizers are usually
etomposed of mitterel matter anel mitosis
the farmer suppliee the vegetable nast-
ier in the form of 'stable manure or veg-
etable matter of Rome kind tinned un-
der, the melt by repeated cropping eoon
Iwcomes exlieneted of this elemetit mid
becomes Lard, dusted and lieltired;
holm I cantiot urge too strongly those
who use tommerciel manures to turn
moiler green crops, anti not to rely on
fertilizers alone to keep up their 'amts.
If the commeneal fertilizer le a  -
plete manure, that ita, if it contain's all
the minerals that your crope require or
your eon toetele it Is preposterous to 'sup-
pose thoo it 'von itijure PUIL As proof
that it doer not injure the soil I can vite
you to thousands of our best farmers
a ho have been using it for years, who
have brought their land* up trout steril-
ity to a high state of cultivation eimply
by ueitig tertilieers. ahd turning under
sit occasional crop of clover or fume
green crop; beilldre this if you select a
piece of ground sp poor that it will pro-
duce welling, ie you will fertilize it
lieevily with a complete manure you
a in pooduce a fair crop. The old-fasts-
iotied fanner is apt to look with dietrtiet
nos the new-tangled fashion of manuring
bed say it acts like whiskey tiw body,
stit11111allt ; that it is medicine, a sure
e ay to ruin the Apo 1 have already
intimated, he is partially. right in ribs,
but a here fertilizer+ are intelligently
(teed it is not ro. There are usually tell
mineral elements that enter into plant
life. Seyen of these are found in moot
sone in @efficient quantities; three are
usually lacking—ammonia, potash and
phosphate. 'Fite Drat two are required
in large quantitiee to make straw or
%talk, the latter to make we'll.
The foimer it appiled for si number
-5
Daniel Webster's living descendants
are two granddaughters and one grand- °loops you *leis to raise, but w ill try In order to avoid [allured would
son. to giae you such information as w ill tie I urge farmers LO study their soils. But
I able you to tlecide for yiltnewit. The ' you say "I am no chemiet and cannot
i The consumptent of lout pencils in the • fairmete of Kentucky are largely litter- tell what la needed." That may be
I United States is placed at 250,000 a day
Guarantee Satisfaction ! 
me.. are
sitork•. d s. 1. .4
• I seated in raising 
'thick, wheat eons, and true, but there are other eentlitloes of
•
-e rs.,t meets . .e. MO to
DIRECTIONS.
is impossible to give explicit direc-
tions. bow, when, where and what kind
to use to fit every case. The farmer must
be left to his own discretion largely.
There ie as great difference in the in-
telligent treatment of soils as there is in
giving meilicine to the human body.
No honest. intelligent physician will
claim that be has discovered a medicine
that cures all diseases. And if 3 ou find
such, you may set him down as a quack.
Neither will any honest manufacturer
or dealer in fertilizers tell yeti that they
know it all, or have the only medicine
that your soil neede. I am often die-
gusted with young men who have
hardly dropped their swaddling clothe',
making the broad claim of having the
only fertilizer worthy of respect. II
you were to ask them what their toile
izers were made of or how compounded,
how much ineoluble phosphoric acid, or
how much potash or ammonia It con-
tained and from what source it was ob-
tained, they would be "mum se mice."
Bring them some of your soil and sick
them what it needs, and they are igno-
raut as new-born babes. I mean Ito
reflection on honest, intelligent tosnu-
facturers and dealers in fertilizers, but
I mean those who make such high claims
and know nothing themselves what
kiwi of fertilizer to use. I have already
trite' to give you some information.
Now how to use it is the queetion.
sowing wheat or (sate it is best to sow
it with a fertilizer drill at time of seed-
ing. 200 pounds to the acre le the
etandard quantity. Less has been used
to advantage. But I have never known
!toga fattened on half rations, hence,
the more fertilizer yOu use, as a rule,
the larger will be your increase.
FOR TOB•CCO AND CORN.
The usual practice of dropping in the
hill will do, provided It is scattered in
the check or hill. But I greatly prefer
broadtmeting. Of course this will take
more fertilizer, but you run least risk in
case of a droulit, besides if you seed it
down ill wheat and clover you will get
the benefit cf it for several years. No
good bone phoephate or raw bone will
all be taken out of the soil under five or
six years.
By experience I have found that when
fertilizer@ are used in the hill, a small
teatiptionful mixed its the hill before
planting and then the same amount ap-
plied at time of billing around the plant
hae good effect. Moot farmers use too
much fertilizer in the bill when dropped
in a pile. This will shorten the roots
and ceuse your corn to fire or tobacco to
mature with narrow, foxy leaves, for
the want of water. Never sow fertili-
zer@ on land without mixing it in the
soil. Never plow under your fertilizer
deeply. Never use it on wet, boggy
soil without first draining it. Never
expect a big crop by using it on land
that has no vegetable matter in it. Nev-
er expect large increase on strong lime-
istone lands; that are full of vegetable
matter. You may use on such lands a
small quantity to g ye you a good stand
and quick start In tobacco and often im-
prove your quality, but never expect a
large increase. Never buy a fertilizer
because it Is cheap.
CONCLUSION.
Prof. Attwater, a learned scientist,
says that sueceseful farm experience
aliows that artificial fertilizers are often
used to better advantage than stable ma-
nure. They have come to stay. Ex-
perimente have been conducted with too
much accuracy, their use continuing
too lohg, the arnotinte lapsed too great,
the results too deciosive, to be derided.
To sum up the %hole matter: (1) As a
rule they tote less to produce the same
crop reeults than stable manure. (2;
They are not eo bulky and henee can be
cheaply transported. (3) They enable
the farmer to cultivate a larger acreage.
(4) They enable us to feed the plaint
just what it neede—nothing more. (5)
They ripen the crops earlier and virtu-
ally prolong the swot's. (6) They im-
prove the quality of grain and tobateo.
(7) They make all old field produc-
tive anti beautify the old honeeteati.
otO They comae the farmer to investi-
gate, ennobling and elevating his call-
ing, causing him to take lila place
among independent, thinking men.
l'"-ellorly MAKE MONEY,
THOMPSON & ELLIS.
us actual and accurate eon tests in di -
erent parte of the country on different
eolls. 1 believe we ought to have several
experinientel attritional in our State as we
have soil awl climate so widely differ-
ing that it woutol be well to have expe-
rimenus made in the olifferent sections,
 ler the eupervieion of our director
and State chemist. Yet we must not
concede too much to cheuilists and scien-
tific men. They tell us what elonetate
they Mitt in a fertilizer by atielyeie, but
they cannot tell from what source three
elements are °Veined. To illustrate
what I mean, the ebonite can tell us
how much eolitble.ineoluble and rever-
ted phomphoric aciol may be in a given
quantity of lertilizer, yet lie emoted tell
whether it is obtained from *ohne!
bone oto phosphate rock. Ile cannot
tell whether the ammonia oetained
from blood or leather scraps. No one
eill contend that South Carolina rock
is equal to animal bone or leather scraps
as good as blood, yet under the crucible
it often gives lager commercial value.
Then there Is what is called "commer-
cial value" (which Is arbitrary), and
there is an agricultural value. The
true value of a fertilizer is a hat it is
worth to a farmer in bushels or pounde.
The commercial volute is calculated to
deceive the fanner or mislead him and I
hope to see the present practice abol-
ished. It Ilas been abandoned many
3-earts ago lit Europe and in its stead the
chemiet analyzes the good, the Mailti-
Lieturer guanintees so much material iti
a given quantity and the source froth
which it, is obtained. But you may ask,
what Is the use of a chemist if he cannot
tell tie what fertilizer to buy.. I an-
swer, he is %satiable iti many ways, in
giving yet the quantity of valuable in-
gredients in a fertilizer, in analyzing
your soils, etc. The valuable element*
that are contained a fertilizer are
very different in proportion louder the
crucible of the chemist and under the
gentle rays of the eine So I would say
that the usual practice of eiving CUM-
'Hereto' value to fertilizers is dangerous
and calculated to deceive the farmer.
But with proper explanations and un-
derstanilleg of the material out of which
the fertilizers are made, they are valua-
ble. As a rule, I wind(' aolviee the far-
mer to buy the highest grille and most
soluble iertilizer lie can get. As a rule
cheap is but another name often for
cheat. Yet if the farmer understate&
id ears will toolier or later get the soil lila Will he will often be enabled to guard
out of ita Hormel or natural coodition against mistakes and failuree. To .ilitus-
ate] prodece ell stalk and no grain. But
of course the latter cannot [brooklet grain
a ithout the straw or stalk.
The I-emulate "medicine" question
ought forever to he settled by the vele-
braited experimental made by Mr. Lewee,
ef Etigland, who raised heat on the
amine land for twenty years in stievess-
ban. using each year fertilizers. 'Fite av-
erage tor the first ten years wee twenty-
eine bullets per acre tied the last ten
yeais was forty-one bushels to the sere.
Now can anyone tell where the iejury
comes to this manor hie land?
Mativ honestly believe that fertilizers
are only etinitilants. Nothing can be
more abetird. Commercial fertilizers
furnieli pot as true plant food ailll as
soirely as lite best bern-yard Mr mire that
was ever hamlet' into the Ileitis. Now
the resteon for this mate-mete is that the
compou tilos or mineral elements its stable
manure are juot the same tits we find in a
complete counnerciel fertilizer.
Dues it melte linty difference to a plant
whether it gets the lime, potash, or phos-
phate from larin manure or fertilizer.?
Plates have twen grown to perfection
in water et-emits:is cetiteining those coin-
poUtitlis in barren quartz or sand. What
it did not get Irons tiles it got trona the
atmospliete. A duel  t grow on
alcohol alone, neither can a plant arrive
at perfectien on a etimulatit
Fertilizers are not istimulante alone
any IllOrt than con' awl hay are etimu-
tante to your home. The vegetable naat-
ter in eoil creates nitrogen; this creates
ammunia. 'Fla. lutist be in the moil its
tome form or your plant will Hever
grow. Hence nitrogen and ammonia is
placed in fertilizers to supply the place
of vegetable matter when it is lacking in
the soil. But title olone ill not pro-
duce. plant lite. You must here all the
other elements, that cutter into it.
2. On what kin I oof moil does It pay
beet to. Ilet. commercial fertilizers?
it ie a matter of common oboervation
that farm manure* have a limited effect
oil light or leach rolls. The farmer
kitties ellen lie has it light, gravelly or
moldy spot on Id* firm that tile applica-
tion ot.table mistime has too be almielatit
awl inept tit, elide Olio is !not true a ith
eitoey portion: of hie lariat. What is
title of pliable imamate is true of conittier-
cial fertilizere, it will tiot last long oh
moldy "toile as on clay soils, but often It
out be used even more profitably on sale
oly. gravelly soils than etilltilay soils tor
the present crop.
t lay seals usually aloof') more from
the atitiosediere end mein lie propertiee
in p•••Itilite form much longer time
light evils. Light toe'', are often called
"kindly became.. they sOUli loee their
toast ural ten twit Ita %ell am their !meet.
to retain plant food.
Drainage rapetly exhumes a light,
leecity, 'sandy omil, hence it is not hacked
up like it weiuld be in a clay eoil. The
soil itself usually !tarnishes unich less sof
its ore it reetnittes thoon a clay soil. in
other words it is not so string and gives
the fertilizer lest, 'resistance.
But ses tar as the preeent crop le con-
tented my expoience and obeervation
'Motes that there is a larger increase on
sandy or gravelly tolls than son clay
soils. Especially this so in the south-
ern part of our State and Teiniessee,
Butt tor 'semitone:it value to the soil like
other plate food it laets loniteet on clay
soils.
3. Stable manure r eommercial fer-
Mize' I.—% kid* in best?
I have no war to make on this time
'whored and 111111:11 abused Biota. I
would that our !Reinert thought More ot
it and tA 011141 better care for it anti use it
lllll re intelligently. But why go wild
over stable manure and say it te a com-
plete manure and nothing else Will i10?
Where did it come front? From] your
smock. Where slid they get it ? From
tile Ion 1 they ate. Then tee food they
ate ats a complete Kitimat snit plant
food and alter thiii food passed through
I your animals a !tart id It Wale lett inthem to form the meet, blood and bone.
Theo coitinse Was taken (Mil the food
and left your mistime deficieut lit some-
tloit.g. Then you ship at least a
part of your plant food to the inarketa
the form sit stock and crops. Every
rainier will *Ascot to this. No wit
throe bole s, blood, flesh, and other
waste that is used to make commercial
tertilizere. This is the principle teatime
for a dat ai emmonie, potash and phos-
phate. What in the difference betweeti
usilig the menure of the animal and
tieing the animal llittlitCll Simply we
get re water moil waste in the nesnure
than in the ailimal. As was seked by
M r. Grego, y, • How doe* the great
tanner raise his crops? Take your
spade, dig dowil into the soil. Do you
lino' any stable matime there? Go out
on the emanate's. prairies of the West
where no 5ounateosie nature tills the
%tiling seil—do you rind any barn-yard
manure there? None at all." 'I'ake a
little manure from the lionwotall, dry
allele water out arid on breekiug it up
you cannot detect, With the liake•I eye,
anything except the fibrome matter from
the hay. Stable Anil barn-yard manures
are ale aye valuable in soils that are de-
pletet1 in vegetable matter, yet it ho
bulky aid expentave ru move and will
not bear long traneportaition. By tieing
ot good fertilizer to raiiiies, crop of grate,
clover or peas apol cumber these moiler
while green we aceouiplinh the Paine ob-
ject, aot it we were to give our lane a
heavy coating of manure. To answer
the question •'w hick is beet?" I lomat
esk the farmer to study his mole. If it
is lacking in vegetable matter then use
potable manure for any crop; but if yeti
make etiough straw or stalk, or ileeire
to buten your crop ISO as not to tome it
hy early frost, then use co llllll ercial fer-
tilizers+. Or if your grain does not fill
out well yom may be sure that you have
an excess of vegetable matter or nitro-
gen, whets you might tise cOlu Mini salt
to an silvantage as a solvent.
What fertilizers to use?
I cannot decide the quieten' unlems I
could see your sena and know the kind
trate what I mean, there are just three
elemente lacking in cultivated soils to
make • crop of wheat, nitrogen, or
vegetable matter, potash or phosphate.
Nitrogen and potsusli usually make straw
and phosphate makes grain.
Now it 3ou have a piece of ground
that makes enough you may know that
you hater enough nitrogen and potash.
But if you itave enough straw and
watt: to increase yottr wheat then you
know that yotir eoil lacks phosphate.
So In the use of fertilizers examine the
analysis. Ananottia and potash are the
most expensive elentents in making fer-
tilizers, hence, if it runs high in theoe
elemehte you will have to pay higher
for it. But it may be that we only
need chesper fertilizer which contains
phoopliate In large quantity. If so be
sure that it is in a soluble form. For
what is it worth to you if it is insoluble?
Some dealers and manufacturer* would
make you believe that raw bone is all
that is of value to your crops. I would
not unilerrate bone, for it is the beet
and moat lasting souree from which to
obtain phosphate, but you must remem-
ber that we olo not want it so luting
that the farmer cannot get it in ten
years. Coarsely ground bone will not
all become available under tell or fif-
teen y ears in natural soils. Buit fine
bouie, espesially if potash be added to It,
is available for the present crop and can-
not all Le taken out of the 6011 under
six or iteven years. But a bone that has
been rotted a ith oil of vitriol orsulphur-
ic acid is more soluele and can be taken
up mere readily by the plants. Some
dealers w ho teappose they are gelling
pure bone and a few email grinders of
bone use this as an argument against
the bone that ho diseolved or rotted with
acids. They say the acids will bent the
soil it does your Hearers or clothe*.
Such an idea is prepoeterous since you
womb! not, with ordinary application of
fertilizers, get more thee tive or ten
pomade of acid to the acre of ground.
But the termer says lie wunts to get a
gimp! mend of clovi•r or graes after tieing
the fertilizers. Hence he prefets mass
bone as it lasts much longer. Yes, raw
bone will last longer, but alas a good
home phosphate you will get a inuch
better amitti of grass or clover than a ith
raw lessor, end it will laet long etwooth to
give you a good crop.
There is a great deal of theeption
about Clio "luting" and "Injury of
your soil" question. The good mine
will last longer one thoueand feet under
the purfoice than if out top. Your home
la hojured or !mule poor, not by the good
rich food you give hint but by itiattete
rout and hard work you give him. so
with your soils. Feeding boils cannot
hurt them. Large crops taken away
from your soil without giving some re-
turn lot what does the mischief. Hard
work a ithout attention makes your
horse poor. In conclusion on Ode subject
I vsoulit togsin urge the fernier to study
hie eon aild make such application of
fertilizers as sound sense and experi-
ence proves is beet. 'Floe failures that
occur are usually due to the application
of the %tong fertilizer or the seausone,
all of %hie!' must be considered. And
no one can give a certain rule to cover
all caters. If ouch a one could be found
tie wouli at once take les place among
the i llll mortals *ithout a diesenting
volt e.
5. Why failures are made in tieing
fertilizers?.
There are PO niany conflicting causes
for failures in this life, not only in the
use of fertilizers elone, but in every cal-
litig in life, that it would be impoeeible
In tide short paper to Jiacuss them all.
it were possible for the farmer to thor-
oughly underetand his *oils, the growth
awl developuient of plant lite, the won-
derful changes that take place by the
combination of manures in the soils,
then we might hope to arrive at 'some-
thing definite. But, se I have remark-
ed, we are in our intancy, and by catch-
ing on to the little that ee can find out,
by atid by we tuay hope to ktiow more.
1 will name some of the causes; for fail-
ure, althea to nay mind is plaits.
',I] The eon may not need the loud o'
fertilizer we apply, or the right kind
may be wrongly applied. illustrate,
it me boil is already lull of tetrogen or
vegetable matter and 3 ou apply a fer-
tilizer having a large amount of 'mime
nia it, your %heat will make too
much straw, your tobaceo will shoot up
too tact and mature too early, tusking
the leaves foxy or narrow, your corn
will make plenty of stalk but little
grain; especially is title so if you use
your tertitizer in a pile in the lain. 12)
the greatest cause tor failure poodle) is
the wrong application or ure of it.
Moat farmers woe it in the hill for corn
and tobacco, and if they do not make a
good crop, Ito matter how dry or wet the
please'', they say the fertilizer le to
blame. Did you ever nee 'stable Ma-
nure in the hill? II you have, you
know the danger. If the *Pluton is a
is et °tie you make a good crop, but if
dry 3iett make a failure. That is, as
long a« there is plenty of water in the
met, your plant grows otT finely, but mu
som as the dry weather sets In, It dies
or prematurely ripens for the watit of
water, puipoo grow lug, and if you used
fettilizere you Kay the fertilizers gave
out too soon, when the fact is the eater
gave out and lad the fertilizere.
route have been eliortenee by placing
your manure he the hill, bettor, hae
no water supply. The roots of tobacco
or corn iti good soil will usually run
twelve to tourteen feet after food and
water, bill mainly for water. Now if
you shorten thow roots, you need not
he marprieeil if you get a ehort crop in a
dry iseiumii. [31 A bother cause for fail-
ure which is loot least, is that the fertil-
izer when need in the hill starts your
leaflet to growing very quicley, and be-
cause it ie erowitig nicely many far-
mers neglect to work it as early as they
should. 'those who use tertilizers
*tumid remember that the crop requires
earlier ate) better ork than if not need.
The cost of picking the southern cot- WI"'" III" laud I" In 




A motig the surprises in the next Con-
gross will be the presence of two clergy-
men of much wider experience tied
greater keewleolge of the affair's of this
vertical, work-a-day world than is gen-
erally found among the Representatives;
who find their way into polities; from this
lofty calling. The Rev. I.. F. McKin-
ney , who Ilse carried Daniel Webster's
old New Hampshire district by the nar-
row majority of 150, is the pastor of the
only Utoiverealist church in blaticheeter,
the metropolis and manufacturing ten-
ter of tlie Granite State. 1114 aoldier
record has made him the most popular
Democrat at all Grind Army reunions+,
and his recognized frankness arid hoo-
t-toy have thought itith the personal
friendehip of the great naase of ordinary
easy-going citizens. The personal qual-
ities of the man have given the district
to the Democrats, rather than their (len
inherent etrength, and unless the man
in ionic way loses Ilia power by going
into politice, as has been the case a ith
too many other ministers, he will make
hinted( distitictive force in the next
Congrees. Mr. McKinney, with his
slouch hat and general tieglect of fatal-
'enable attire, givee the impreesion of a
Westerner dropped lute New England
life. But it he says atoything in the
House tiae members will listen, and his
remarke are likely to be worth report-
ing.
The other clergyman who has so un-
expectedly found himself returned to
Congrees is the Rev. Myron W. Reed, of
Denver. For eeveral years Colorado
hae uniformly returned a Repubeican,
Janie.' B. Belford, formerly of this State
but how best known by the lurid title of
"The Red-heaileil Rooster of the Rock-
ies," having served two or three terms
only to tuna Democrat within a year or
two after hie defeat. For several years
Myron W. Reed war the heeling Presby-
terhoo clergynian of Indianapolle and of
Indiana. A few years ago health its
either 'timed( or his %lie took him to
Colorado), a here his preaelting has been
of the sante stirect, forcible awl intelli-
gent order which bail ilistinguieheoi him
in Indianapolis. Butt he appears to have
changed his politics with his longitude
and to have done so with great success.
It le safe to predict that Mr. Reed will
be one uf the figures of the Howse. lie
has a winning way in spite of his out-
epokennees, or perhape by virtue of it.
He Is a titan of strong character and defi-
nite Weise, who will moon ishow that lie le
of a  higher order of man than Col-
orado has been aciostomed to sendto the
. Federal I. 'cot igress.
----see es- ses--
A Foot-Pad Killed.
John Cinema', a negro, Was killed in
McLean totality, Ky., between Liver-
more and Calhoun, Friday, by a man
whom he attempted to • rob. Carioca'
met the man in the road and command-
ed bin] to throw up hie itemise The man
threw up MS hands, but in tone of them
wee a pistol, Riot he fireil. Carneal wae
soliot in the head. Ile was a very mean
negro, and vs as wanted at Central City
tor robbing a small boy of $1.140. Car-
neat Kew the boy buy a railroad ticket to
Central City at Greenville, handing the
agent a $5 bill and receiving $4.S0 in
change. Ile folloeed him on the train
and manageil, just before they arrived at
Central Cite, to knock the boy's hat out
of the whitlow. When the train stopped
he offered Us go back a ith the little fel-
low to hunt fer hie hat. At a sate ins-
tance from the depot lie overpowerei
him and took his money irom
 -.wee .- — 
'File following table will afford a clear
idea of the relative Iwight in reset of the
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KENTUCKY NEWS.
W illiam Barth Wits killed by the cars
at Bowling Green.
Matthew Lambert, while drunk, was
killed by a street car at Louisville. .e
Otta Thing was fatally shot at Leban-
on, 0., by Chu. Matlatt, aged twelte
years.
At Rocky Hill, J. N. Nulls, a mer-
chant, was killed while aesieting in un-
loading a boiler.
Near Flemingsburg Wm. Conley
picked up his gun by the muzzle. It
went off, inflicting fatal injuries.
Frank Waiwortla, formerly of Louis-
ville, who killed Ills father in New
York, died last week at Saratoga.
Bill Broughton, a demperado, wan-
tonly unordered John Whistenhunt at
Williamsburg. 'I'lie murderer Wait ar-
rested.
In Franklin in one day lut week
there were three cutting scrapes be-
tween boys. Two of the victims will
probably die.
At Owingsville a fifteen-year-old Enn
of Charley Sorrels fatally shot his eix-
teen-year-old sister while taking down
a rifle from the wall.
Rev. Wm. Means, colored, Wail arree-
ted by a Louisville policeman on a dis-
orderly conduct warrant, while in the
['lithe of • sermon last Sunday.
The tobacco season opened at OWel16-
boro last week with prices for good leaf
froin $4 to $5. There are five factiries
in the city, all of which propooe to put
up a large amount.
Near Monticello Grand Prewett mur-
dered Jarvie Buck and his widowed Pie-
ter. Prewett was captured and made a
confession implicating Jim Jones and
Bill Simpson and all three are in jail.
The murder was for money.
The Dahlonega (Ga.) Signal states
that Judge James Brown, a brother of
Senator Brown, haa been indicted for
having received as a present a keg of
"blockade" whisky, so called because
the law prohibits its being trafficked in.
Numerous bodies have been found in
the canal at Louisville recently. The
Commercial says there is reason to be-
lieve titat all were murdered for money,
being first drugged, then robbed and
then thrown in the river.
Baby fall and bumps its head,
Baby bawls, they think Itei dead,
Marna gets St Jacobs Oil,
Rubs the baby ; stops turmoil.
Prohibition Order.
CHRISTIAN COLleTT COUICT,1
MOND•T, Nov. 8, 1886.
Be it remembered that in accordant*
with the provisions of an act of the Gen-
eral Assembly, approved April 9[11,1866,
entitled "an act to prohibitthe sale, bar-
ter end traffic in spirituous, vinous and
malt liquors in Christian county," an
election to take the sense of the legal
votera of said (-utility on the,queetion
whether spirituous, vinoue and malt
liquors should be SOH therein was beld
at the several voting precincts in said
oounty on Tuesday, the 2nd day of No-
vember, one thousand eight hundred
and eighty six, and the officers of elect-
ion, appointed by the County Judge to
bold the election for member of Con-
gress for the Second Congressional Dis-
trict of Kentucky at that time, did take
the vote on said question and did certify
the result thereof and cause the poll-
books to be returned in three days to the
office of the County Court Clerk of
of said county; and be it further re-
ruenthered that the same officers, viz:
A. 11. Anderson, County Judge, John
W. Breathitt, County Clerk, and John
Boyd, Sheriff, whose duty it is and was
by law to count and compare the vote
and poll for candidates at said election
voted for, did compare the poll and vote
on this question, and it appearing from
said poll books that a majority of the le-
gal voters, who voted on this question,
were againet the sale, barter and traffic
of spiritouts, VillOUS or malt liquors, the
said officers have made a certificate of
that fact, showing that 2,944 votes were
cast against the sale of Raid liquors and
3,870 votes for the gale thereof; where-
fore, it is now ordered that said certifi-
cate of said officers be and the same is
now and berebelow recorded aud is in
the words and figures following:
COMMONWRALT11 OF KENTUCKY/ SCT.
CHRIS II • N COUNTY )
We, A. A tidersou, Presiding J udge,
J. W. Breathitt, Clerk of the County
Court, mid John Boyd, Sheriff, duly au-
thorized to compare the vote of Chris-
tian, do certify that at an election held






of November, 1s86, for and aga
'isle, barter anti traffic of •
vinous and malt liquors at t
places ae, provided by the law
Mg election In Pahl county, u
comparison, and on addition the vote
stood thug: Against the Rale of epiritu-
ous, vinous rad malt liquors 3,944.
For the sale of spirituous Isquors 3,870.
Majorite against the sale of spirituous
liquors al
Given under our hands, thie 601 day
of November, testi.
A. H. AemtesoN, J. P.C. C. C.
J . W . BRILATHITT, C. C. C. C.
JOHN BOYD, S. C. C.
A eingle bottle of Ayer'e Sarsaparilla
will establish the merite of this medicine
as a blood purifier. Many thousands of
people are yearly cored of &ironic diseas-
es by the faithful use of this remedy. It
is unequaled for the cure of scrofula.
In Memoriam.
ERA, Kr., Nov. 2, 1%6.
Editor New Era.
ro—On the 81 of October, Reek of Dux, Dia
Lee Clark, daughter of Robert and Peewee&
Clark., aged 2 years
After a brief but painful Dinette the
spirit of little Ida returned to the God,
who gave it, and her mortal remains
were carried to their final resting place,
while loving hands covered the mound
with beautitul flowers—tit emblems of
the bright life that has passed away.
Too young to know any thing of the
stern realities of existence, surrounded
by kind Will loving relations, she had
never known a *sorrow that could not be
soothed by a father's kind aord or a
mother's fond kiss.
To the sorrowing ones we would say,
weep mot as those who have no hopes,
but put your trust ill Him, who alone
can heal the broken hearted or comfort
the bereaved, arid rejoice that it is your
privilege to meet little Ida in the eweet
by and by, where death shall never niake
its inroad in the family cirele, diuretics
or eociety, to call the fairest flower*, avid
leave sad hearts to mourn the toes of ab-





Judge Walter B. Scatee died at his
home here of paralysie on Tuetoday
morning. He has been a reeident
Evanston for seventeen years, anal was
highly esteemed by a large circle of
friends. He leaves a large family of
children to mourn bis loss. The funer-
al was held Thureday, and was private
on account of sickness in the family.
Walter Romeo Seutem was a native of
'Virginia, though reared in Kentucky.
His pareets were Joseph Scales and
Elizabeth Eggleston (Bennett) Seattle.
In 1609 the family 'settled in Christian
county, Ky., On ti (anti near Little riv-
er, where Walter was elm/eget] itt fartn-
ing. Not long afterward Walter wee in
the law office of lion. Charles S. Moore-
head, subsequenely Governor of Ken-
tucky, and in the spring of 1831 he was
licensed to practice. He settled at
Frankfort, Franklin county, Ill., where
he remained five years. In 1836 upon
being appointed attorney general, he re-
moved to 'Vandal's, then the seat of gov-
ernment. 1836 he married biliso Ma-
ry Ridgeway, daughter of John Ridge-
way, or Philadelphia. At the @weskit' of
the legislature of 1637 .1. W'. Setae's was
elected judge of the Third Judicial Dis-
trict. which embraceid the eouthent pe-
ninsula of the state, extending from
Cairo 120 mere north, and tie took tip
his residence at Shawneetown. In 1841
anew law went into operation requiring
the addition of five circuit judges to the
Supreme Court bench, making nine in
all, and Judge Scates was one of the
five selected, the other four beteg Sid-
ney Bret-Ise, Th011tan Ford, Samuel H.
Treat mid Stephen A. Douglas. Two
years or 60 afterward he ehtered into
some coal mining and railroad enter-
priee which turned out unfortunately as
far as he Was concerned, and in 1853 lie
was again elected to the Supreme Court
bench to fill the vacancy caueed by the
reeignation of the lion. Lyman Timm-
bull, who Wan elected to the United
States Senate.
In every position, civil as well as mili-
tary Judge Seatee ever held he diecharg-
ed his duties faithfully and with credit
alike to hie judgement and bis abilities.
lie aas, in fact, a man of sterling hon-
esty of character and purpose. His abil-
ities were seen to Lite beet advantage
when he was on the bench. With his
latent energies fairly aroueed, hie lutui-
ous mind fully ablaze, and his clear
judgement brought to bear on an intri-
cate legal problem, one felt that there
was a natural-born lawyer. As a judge
and ass a lawyer he has left a reputation
second to few in his generation.
Indian rubber worms; Did you ever
see any ? Well the first time you pies
one of theee street venders of worm
candy he will show you a bottle full of
them, but If you want to see genuine
worms, give a wormy child a doee of
White's Cream Vermifuge. It brings
e'm.—For sale by G. E. Gaither.
The blood of tnaa has much to do _in shaping
his actions during his pilgrimage through this
troublesome world, reganllese of the-sruount of
present or expectant money la pocket or otored
away in bask. It Is a conceded fact that we
appear as our blood males us, and the purer the
blood, the happier, healthier, pretier, and wirer
we are; hence the oft repeated interrogatory,
**how is your blood." With pure streams of
life-giving fluid counting through nor veins,
bounding through our hearts and ploughing
through our physical frame', ourtuorals become
better. our coinotitutions stronger, our intellect-
ual faculties more acute and graioter. and men.
women and children happier, healthier mid
more lovely
The unpreeedent demand, the unparalleled
curative powers, end the unmistakable proof
from those of unimpeachable character and in-
tegrity, point with an unerring finger to It. B.
111.—Itotanic Blood Balm—as far the best, the
cheapest, the quickest and the grandest andl
most powerful Mood remedy ever before known
to mortal man, in the relief and positive cure of
Scrofula, Rheumatism, Skin dioceses, all taints
of blood poison,18:121ney coniplaint., old ulcers
and sorra. cancers, eatarrh, etc.
II. It. B. if. only about three yearn oltl—a baby
in age, • giant in power—hut no remedy in
America can make sir ever haa niade such a won-
derful showing in ita magical powers in curing
•nd entirt•ly eradicating the above romplainta,
and gigantic gales in the face of frenzied oppo
ninon and would-he nit•neyed monopoliets.
Lettere from all points where introduced art
pouring in upon UK, opeaking in its loudest
Praise Some say they receive more benefit from
one bottle of B, B. B. than they have from twen-
ty, thirty and fifty and even one hun•Ired bottles
of • booted decortion of inert and nott-metlici
nal roots and branchey common forest trees.
We hold the proof iu black and white, and we
Washington Letter.
W•SHINGTON, OCt. 30, 18S6.
It is remarkable but true that the Gov-
ernment Lettere of the United SLAWS,
here and eleewhere, are going on in
their wurk svith industry and regularity.
This state of things is unparalleled. It
has had no existence except in the
dreams of enthusiasts. But to make the
surprise more surprising, this reform laas
been brought about by the unredeemed
and irredeemable, too utterly unspeak-
ably tad Democrats. Has the tongue
of Radical haranguer loost ite lubricity?
Have the fictions with which he has
wont to rally the rural republican be-
come threadbare? Why is this thus?
What mean these moss grown stumps,
no longer pressed by the number nine*
of frontier Blaineites? Where is our
once untamed and ratnpant for bread
and butter Republican oratorical men-
dacity ! Come with me reader, and you
shall see bine Here he sits. ia the Pat-
ent Offit..* examining an application for
a patent on a churn or buetle or an im-
proved baby walker. There he is in the
Pension Office, hard at legitimate work
under Democratic Commieeioner Black,
who with a smaller force parseed many
more peneion cues than any Republican
commissioner, and paid $8.000,00U more
in pensions than Republican Dudley,
his predecessor. You see him ill the
Treaeury department, in the Land Of-
fice, the Indiana Office, the Post Office
Department—everywhere hard at work.
How tame he looks. Ile will tee hurt
you. His malign energy is ecotched.
There is a restless petit upotetsis about
him. It memo abnormal to him to be
eonfined to honest work during a minti-
er' campaign, but he will get meet to it;
it will not kill him. By and by the nov-
el idea that lie le paid to work for the
United State', and not fer the Republi-
can party wilt take root in the eon' soil
of tale moral settee. !nocuous politi-
coaluiltersyti.ettide will be a blueing to the
What wonderful changes have taken
place to enty menthe! They have
overcome tie like a summer cloud, not
dark and portetitlouis, but big with Pa-
lithrloun elioeers.
Twenty tuonths ago, the property ow-
ners in Waxiiinguni were despondent.
lt a as predicted that a I/outset-ate. Pres-
ident email dismiss all the °Mee hold-
ere, that five dummied owners of 'eaters
in Wauthingtion would have to sell at a
loss, and that a fall in real estate would
follow-. The result Ittla been the reverse
of that pretheted. Instead of wholes.ale
dismissals, only the idle, the incompetent
and the dissipated were cast out. Ttie
health, the moral tone and efficiency of
tee public service was greatly improved.
An improvement in real estate and in
getieral business followed as a natural
result. The Government employe and
his dedendants, who compose fully one-
half the population of Waehington, no
longer feel that their living depends up-
on political eervice, or upon the ins and
otita of political parties. lie has become
a changed man—more reepected hy oth-
ers, having more respect for iiiineelf.
His credit is better, and now, ineteaol of
Jelling his home, he holds, it at a higher
price. Hundreds who have lieretotore
rented property or lived in boarding
houses, are buying and builoling. One
more term of ['oncost Denoseratic .441111iii-
ititxation will piece the National Capital
on the solid ground of assure.' proeperity.
It will require another term to enable
the tree 01 political life %stitch Cleveland
has planted and watered, to take root
aud bear fruit. Should Blaine or Logan
or Sherman come in two years hence, it
would surely be tiprooteti.
I believe that • large majority of °Mee
holders here are no longer Republican. '
They enjoy a eecurity under eivileervice
reform Met they have never known be-
fore, and they are compelled to see every
slay the luiprovementis which the Cabi-
net officers and the heads of divisions
under Mr. Cleveland have introduced. _
They are made tor do moreovork tor the
government, tout they are no longer re-
quired to do dirty and diehoneet work
tor the Republican party. They are hot
loarraeeed slay and eight with the reflect-
ion that unless they aseist tlw re-elect-
ion of this metnIstr of Congrees or that
Senator, they will looee his intbience,
and looee their bread and butter.
s.
•10.
Cattle Plague in Indiana.
lete•siteotes, Nov. 9.— Gentletuen
front Jasper and Clinton counties are iu
the city, a ith a view to securing active•
measures to tweeted the 'preset sot [ileu-
m pneumonia, whicii has developed to
its alarming extent a ithin the last few
slope They eay that in their vicitiity
more than a thouealoil cattle are afflicted
with the malady, which is incurable and
rapidly epreailleg. The State Board of
Health meet at Frankfort to-morrow to
consider what can be done. 'Fiore is no
law regulating act'  in emelt a ease.
Pleuro-pnetimonia experts and veterina-
ry surgeote have alio been ordered from
here to Jasper comity to investigate a
I eosseaee that lien brOkell out near Item-
' ington. The eattle were Filippo e here
from Ohio, despite the Govertion 'I. quar-
antine proclamation.
also hold the fort.
All who desire full information &stilt the
e•use and cure of Blood ?moons, scrofula tool
Scrofulous Swellings. l'Icers. Sorts% Rheum&
nom, Kidney Complaints, Catarrh. etc., can re-
cure by mail, free. a copy of our 82-page illus-
trated Hook of %5 tinders. filled with Ow most
wonderful and startling proof ever Iref,:re
known. Atdrem, B1.00D BA I M CO ,
Attalla*. tilt
A Captain's Fortunate Discovery.
Capt. Coleman, eche. Weymouth, ply-
ing between Atlantic City and N. Y.°
lied been troubles! with a cough so that
lie was unable to sleep, and was induced
to try Dr. King'ts New Diecovery for
Onettuiption. It me only gave him in-
stant relief, but allayed the extrenie sore-
nese in Ilin breast. His children were
similarly affected and a dope had the same
happy effect. Dr. King'. New Meow-
ery le now the standard remedy fir the
Ctalemati househeld aial on boerd the
schooner.
Free 'Fria! Bottles of this standard
I retnetly at II. B. Garner's drug etore.
. Harry Primrose. a etealvatiuto Army
espial'. df Steubenville, O., has tosen
limed guilty of bigarny, amid vo secve
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friende or relatives. The mansion
throughout is fitted tip beautifully be-
yond description. Yet what benefit
to anyene, with Pei magnificent art gal-
lery and liberty, its it is never opened
to visitorm The dining room with Its
maseive silver and etyma' ware has not
been used since the death of her hus-
bandenor are any of these rooms ten-
anted hy the mistress. Wealth came to
Mrs. Stewart late in life, and it shows
how it takes a lite time tO leafli liOW to
enjoy s fortune. Few people with for-
tuned thrust on Osten in advanced age
ever realize one half their anatipated
pleaeure Or happiness.
' Harper's Bazaar.
" Harper's l'.iung reople
" retereon's Megazine
" Kele:tie Magazine
" theiy FArniner not
• Weekly livening Post.
" Owny's Indy', Rook.
The Election.
Ttiesehte'e 'dream' were quite • sur-
prise to ibenote ate. By Ilse beat MI-
metes the 'text House eel emeeln Ida
1H :rata, 133 Repubileses oral 6 Le-
bo, Wen. Gallite were melt. a here leapt
expet•ted and the loser!. wet s• equally sue-
peelog. Many I re the explenations of-
fered and amottg others the ahsurd con-
jecture is Vont% ma that it is all re-
buke to the Administration. Nothing
could be abler Of the mark. Had the
high toned conservatism. honesty and
industry of President Cleveland been
shared by the patty at large, victory
woul I now crown tls where defeat
It %VIII itttserved that It is
quite the restore for the party in power
to miller in "elf" yeare Oen general
apathy and a (else idea of eeverity. Thus
the slight reverie of Tuesday a ill act as
a stimulant to prepare Us for a sweeping robbery.'' Jerre@ contimme to write
victory in 1SSS.: notes the detectives will get him in short
fine astonishing fact is the ervere blow order.
dealt to prominent tariff reformers.
.....ma,tootoomiggegnageneftelaWsgesiggwriore,,,,2,„
Hon. John Rhea has gmte to New I The Kentucky State llortienItiii al
Mexico to sets if pee babes. 0r, Hunter Seciely will meet Elizabethtown on
tem' a vote out there. It he has the Re- the .1.11Cialay ill Del...Miler.
trilllilpil Ole 'MIMI Mill lie
The itew Green Deily Near hatskismet. ol lieu tole
of a daily paper
The Repithlietute enrolee Hellen* by a attracts otos atteieloo, the reservulr
majority 44 4,1eXt. The Legiolature la
Democratic on Jodie boatel aiiii Senator
Ilerriiton III be relieved by a Demo-
cratic toicieettor.
Hine W. 14.-Mort item in answer to •
dietetic!' from the Chicago ilereld, mak-
ing an inquiry of his dietrict, sent note
reply :
W•latRLOO, ILL , Nov. 3e-leolitor of
Herald: Heated.
city.
Leslie & Richardson will weeebegin
the publication of the (Diego* News.
Richardson is the man who did Sollie
rich work ott the Times when IIr. Woods
was editor of that paper.
es__ ____ _
anol Poesy O'Leary. Citicitinatl'e Patsy,
T ((((( ley ‘i arrest, lensieville's Tit llll ny4
fought tell remold otti Muldraugles
- - - - - Meade couley,Mondav atter110011, V% 11101Frank at Nevtela, MO., re-
vels-el a mu from Jim llllll tine retc-
hes hint to accept four unsigned bills as
a "memento of the late Frisco express
Morriaon alid II eel go down Henry George,the Labor candidate for
Mayor of NeW York, polled 67,000 votes.
This vote ehows that the Labor party hi
the metropolis is chi noting for recogni-
tion %Pit the prontire of a great victory
cadence of the ICw tariff police. But let in a few years. One ot 'the results of
no one be deceived. Shresod politicians the enormitua Leber vote is the boom
" Ferm•r Home Journe Lou•e'lle. 2 50 beetled be- the money of scheming cap- It gave Mr. Geiwge for Prestiolete.
'• Weekly Masonic Journal. 3 002 50 italistso flooded the olietricts of these rep- I t. „
rr ite Ise Deinowratic members" Weekly New lot* Sun.
" Harper's Monthly Magazine, 4 al reeetitathe Ilit.ti ill) IKNAlle know ing in the tieXt 11011e, the Solitli tteetrib-" Harper's Weekly, 4 " that if they could :lot defeat them they








before the enemy anti the great Caliber
is only gave,' by a humiliating majority.
It still afford the Republican preps su-
preme eatiefaction to spout over the de-
t•ould at leas: weaken the policy of tariff
reran' by decreoteing their nosjorities
Another fact of importance the ap-
twirance of the "Labier" candidate+.
George, io the rece for Mayor of New
" Saturday leveeing Post. York, polled a heavy vote. George A.
" New York Ledgei 4 00
00 Thobe. a wood engraver of Covington," Ceutury Magazioe
- St. Nicholas. 4 00 almodt defeated Cat lisle, and rive Labor
Tbe Current, (chicon') 1 °° rein will take teats its the next House.Cincinnati Saturday :figlit and New Kea. 2 70
Demorest's 311, Mmenne and New Nes. 01 What does it mean? Surely tiot the
New Era and Detroit Free Press, 130 forte:tam of another party. It ito the
New Ere bed Philadelphia eaturday Night. 3 73 result of it tuircoeception of the pur-Sew Era and Our lJttle Ones and the Nursery 2 0
New Era and Lcuirville 'tem-Weekly Post 50
New Era :in.1:0,1thern Bivouac.
New Era and -ititr,t ..f tbe Farm.
•• A rilerieen Farmer
ew Era and N., bona! Stockman anti
Farmer.
New Era and Farm and Fireside.
New Era awl nurioottein Ilawkeye.
New Era am! Semi -Weekly Poet,










Henry Waterston ill return home
thist week.
Eertliquakes are still flowing &roiled
In the Southeastern States.
Willson is gang to coterat Catuties
election in the loultiville dietriet.
Col. W. I (Steelier, of Lexington, is
aspiring er the Republican nomination
fot Governor.
Loulaville made a etiamnotlic effort at
reform Tureley loy &teeming eeveral
parties for lona ing here.
The condemutel Anarchiets were re-
joked over the labor vote in Chicago.
as if they had anything to do with
labor.
Sett la pronounced by a Fltutirlt Pro-
It•or, a paitacee for ell human
arel enure Outs that IA. posses* the peter
of giving otie a new lenite on lire.
_ _ _
The Preelolent has issued an order to
the public to let him iteme after Nov.
10th till Cotogrees meets, farever wants
time to retlowt over the
dernocranc majority its die flotise.
The women have played an impor-
teat part in the recent November elec-
tioes at several places, and there is a
chance for them to be on hand at each
succeeding one in Vermont; as the
House ot Represeleatives in that eche
pawed a bill granting suffrage to women
by a vote of 133 to Stl.
A meeting of the Detnieratie State
Central and Executive Committee lose
been eilled to meet at Butir•a
Frankfort. Tureday, Nov. 23, at 11 A. M.
to tonsider the time and place of holding
a skate coliventiem to notuinate emen-
d/saes for Governor am" other State OM-
CeTS.
A fatetetue k.t.trepporidetit of the
Matihentville 'limns fires off the follow-
ing: We cannot af Ford to let our cud
of the State, be• buried beneath the Clay
everts if Bolaver But:knee (lore *rem to
have the'olthet Holt on the Governor-
ship, and Zeno as you seem rather
Witty in your electems for State (tffice*
anti have even penetrated the Gimlet.
and the dales for titterer, why llot
nate thou. Young Brown, for Governor
and thereby do "the thing up Brow n.•'
National aid-io education is eot a par-
ty question. II le oppoeed and advo-
cated by leasing men of all political
faiths. The people are inclined to take
a common morose view of the question.
They reaeon osoutewhet ass follows:
"There le note over $11,0,090,000 rerplat
in the Treaeury. No more bonds Call be
called in before 1593 and by that time
this amount will be increased to nearly
$1,000,000,000. This enormous a mou nt
of money, pat.! into the Treasury by the
people, will be locked up in a usual;
vault. Now as the cover ll  is 'for
the people,' why shall they not have the
benefit of the idle surplus in educating
the youth of the land?'"flels view is
Itself.° get around. It is practical and
Guinness like, and while it may violate
JOU* very ancient and effete cenetitu-
tional ?, ideee of politicians front way
back, it takes right along with people
who kitew the value of education ate!
wane it. •
A review of the eittiatitil; after the
battle diselooess the fact that there have
been Democratic and Republican gains
in unexpected 4earters. In the far
West, in the lake region, even in the
Eaet, the Democrete have won splendid
•ictoriee, while in the South the Re-
publicans have made haphazini gains.
Theme In not be cortetreed into a clen-
ch-in of the administration or any of the
policies vt our party, for when the peo-
ple liu criticise they s 'la a broader swarth
than tiae femme, eleetion of a few Con-
- gresmen. The party ie to-day iteact.
Up to title time it lair conteeted iterlf
with correeting &Mee* and stoppieg
leaks In the Treleury, rather than en-
uring upon the working out uf ag-
grestolve meaeures. Preoident
and the party "make laaete 'lowly" in
administering the governtueut, and all
their acts and intentions will be gio-
riouely ratified ist 1SS$
How much le wealth envied by dome
who have it not, and yet powwowing it
how little woeld it be prizeil, if it
brought no more pleasure and happi-
no se than it lenient to thoise who
hold it ? The death of Mrs. A.'I'. Stew-
art calls to mind r palatial residence
in New York tilled a everything that I
wealth t mold obteie t contribute to
ease and luxury, yet never enjoyed by
tweed( or others. Her life Wits solitary
and toady, living entirely on the third
finor of this Inageitleetit marieion, with
no companions but her maid and hotow-
keeper. Site never eittertained, anti
CI i TI k ior smote, tan sgiv ng and all like
seasons putted with never a gathering
Many rumors are afloat at It easeilville
poses of politicai pArtieto. Denim-rats
stud Republitertie alike are not free trout
tee fault of Molten-leg the true aims of
government and the legitimate dot:there
of emit ot the leading parties. They
both pledge ell stone of milleniume to
Ilse laborer, they rack exalt their ability
to thish the cetertry %Oh proesperity,
'they es tette an expectation for something
gevernment can never give, and the
:altering met' havelgot tired waiting for
the flow of milk anil ito4y and !lave de-
termined to take a holed in the game
themselves. They %ill soon learn that
the trouble between employer and em-
petye can not be adjusted in Congress,
that the tight betweett capital and labor
is a social realer than a politicalsprob-
lent,. and with this thew acquired xis-
.low they will retein to their brethren
with tile truth In their mouths and the
labor party will eollapee.
The Drutocrottic party in Kentucky is
very much in the altitude oi the Prodi-
gal Son. It had Otte off feasting on
lazieess, or else it hae been engaged In
that ttoost intereptieg of occupation*, a
family row. It is be hoped that after
the soma. spanking tee have received in
ire 're! quartera we arise and creep
back nee the maileiOn and prepare our-
eelvee for the feart pl the tatted calf in
lsss. We could Inter saved the Third
by a little touting down of personal am-
teener; we could hate save' the Ninth
by plating eut the man for the occasion:
onuld have dime letter in the Fifth
with a little less severity ; we could
have improved mighety in the Sixth and
Tenth by more watekftilitees, and in the
EleVentls we ellotIld have hall old Time
by the forelock long ago. Results can-
not be changed. We meet reconcile
ourselves by renewed determination*,
and let tie thank God that is no worse
than it is.
The Louisville Timee commenting
over the podeibilities of the Labor party
says: If the Labor party eontinues to
wax strong it May carry one or more
States in Bee. There is no telling
what is going to happen in the United
Stater' of America before the close of this
century. Suppoee Henry George should
be the Labor candidate in lte:le and re-
ceive the enthusiastic import of all the
labor organizetiotio in the country, and
suppoee that enthusiasm should merge
into fssiaticiem? lie would carry New
Jerisey and West Virginia, and proba-
bly itemosylvanis, which would result
in a failure of a choice by the Electoral
College, and threw the election into the
Howie of Representativ*. In the Fif-
tieth Cottgremi. the Dentoerata will have
msjoritiee eighteen State delegations,
which would give the Demoeratic can-
didate eighteen Stateis-oRe less than
half. l'he Republicans wouloi have ma-
joHtles in eighteen State delegations,
which would give their candidate the
sante vote the Democratic caittlidate
would have. Two States--New 'lenge
shire and West Virgittia-would have
no vote, because their delegations con-
tain au equal 'lumber of Dienuteate and
Republican'', and this your try would
find Iteelf hi the middle of an excite-
ment ge atter, perhape, than that of
INN.. We would Ifni 'ouch a Deutocrate
ic Stew as Virginia easting her vote for
the Republican cauditnee, tool etlell a
Republican State as Mineetote emoting
her vote for the Demecratic candidate.
Nor is diet all. The Senate could not
elect, for the remote that • there are five
States with divided delegations iii that
nearly all pledged too a revision of the
tariff. It hill. hence, doubtless develop
that the tariff a ill be as consmatilling an
nettle in the Fiftieth Coegress it Ilaft
been in the Forty-eighth awl Forty-
ninth.
another colt' tin will be found
a valuable article teen the pen
of Rev. V. M. Metcalfe. The
Farmer's Home Journal says: "No
farmer !dwelt' fail to read hid study it
carefully. The arCele was naol before
the Farmer,. Inetitute. It is from V. M.
Metcalfe, ef llopkineville, Ky. We
know him and believe he is doing more
to enlighten the hirinere of the South on
this eubject then any One amoug us."
Mr. James E. Murdoch, the veteran
actor, relates that at the *outbreak el the
war he was etas etc ift "Hamlet" at
Milwaukee. The play was halt' finished,
when there was a tumult its the hottee.
The actors paused. A Illan sprang
upon the stage and read Lincoin'a call
for 75,000 troop.. The play was 'lever
tIniehed, but Mr. Murdoch, in the garb
of rfamfrt, Mood by the Aide of Matt Car-
penter and made a /week fur the Union.
Next day he packed up itio wardrobe,
and never reopened the trunks Until
the war wad over.
_ _ ll . .
The 'third dietriet if. again on deck
with a sensation. Dr. Hunter, %Ito was
elected to Congress over John Rhea by
1,000 majority hurt 'fuesday, is now de-
clared to be ineligible to that Aker. It
is paid that the good Dos:tor left the
State three years elects for New Mexico,
thereby destroyieg his eitizeliship
this State. Ile caught wind of the Rhea-
Helsel' tangle, and seeing a chalice tot
win his way into the Ilouse, he weedily
packed itis goods and niade fur Kentucky.
These farts will be brought up against
him. and he nifty have to rettiris to the
Wilo1 Writ illief pea unhonored.
"During the years of Iteoli, 1S63 and
1864, the loyal unmarried men of the
country were In the army and at home
they were breeding Copperliewhe Thette
came of age anti voted for Cleveland, as
I expected. In 1864 and Is63 the sol-
diers came !twee, and withie twelve
'notelet nearly all of them erre mar-
ried. Their boys will cast their first
Presidential vote in ISSS, and nine out
of ten of them are, like their fathers,
Republicans. We are aa sure to carry
the election re the dun id to rise."-Gen.
Logan.
An exchange credits Mee Logan
with origieating this theory. If site
imagined that nothing has been done In
the Democratic baby line the result of
the erection of 1888 will open her eyes.
If Mrs. Logan would leave the business
of theorizieg fer that of. rearing Demo-
cratic babies she woad] deserve .well of
her country.
The El Pluto, Texas, papers announce
that a secret orgabizetiuti has been
formed, the perpode of which is to ranee
an army- of 10,000 men in the United
State. and, eroasing into Mexico, seize
Else states of Chihuahua, Somme and
Durango, wrest them from Mexican tio-
minion and torus them into an indepen-
dent republic. Aid is expected (nen
New York and Chicago capitalists and
the promoters of the 'scheme are emit-
dent of toticeees, as it is stated it would
require an army of at least 350,000 men
to guard the frontier eto effectually as to
prevent the filibusters from creosoting.
The Catholic clergy it ito also mei are iti
favor of the et 'seine and A. K. t titling
is mentioned as beittg one of the lead-
ing spirits. About 10,0u0 deluded fools
will be operating the flower of their dares
in settee damp Kitson cell a 'weever this
scheme 'attempted. A Mali ean not
steal in these times by 'here force of
arms unless he is vieiteil with punieh-
thent. If lie newt Aral, let him join the
Republican party and feast till the 'Udi-
ne domain in a statermanlihe manner.
body, and neither party could command - - - - --
flier State Central and Executive
Umnmittire have been called et inert
Frankfort November 23 to arrange for
holding a state convention to nominate
eandidated fur State officers. Three com-
mittees are composed of the following
gentlemen. State Central: J. Stod-
dard Johionon, : W. C.
Owens, F. I'. Helm, G. V. Triplett, A.
W. Haniiiton, %V. L. Ringo, Win. Lind-
say, L. Tobin, W. 11. Hoke, S. M.
Gains, Ex. Stockdale, SAM E. Hill, M..
Williams. State Executive: Henry
Burnett, Hunter Wood, C. M. Thomas,
J. S. Worthem, 1'. II. Sherley, C. G.
Wallace, R. A. Spurr, I. D. Harris, Z.
'f. Young, T. G. Stuart.
In joint twesions of this kind the State
Cesare! Committee has WI ly one vote as
a whole, while the membere of the State
Executive Connuittee have each one
vote. It was formerly a custom to hold
the State Coevention on Jenuary
but this has been departed filen hid of re-
cent years Ow convention's have been held
late in the spring. Several papers, no-
tably the Weetern Argue, are in favor
of an early convention eo that countiee
*ins Republieen majorities can be en-
doetrinated with Dernocratie ideas and
won over to the party.
the votes of twenty States, which are
required for a tnejority. There would
be high old jinks in this country if tIse
Electoral College should fan to make •
choice iti leee.
A Wedding Jail.
31iss Malinoly Myers conflued in the
Louisville jail the charge of sellitig
moonehine whisky in the mountainS,
celebrated election day in that -place by
marrying her lover. The Louisville
Commercial says: Site was charged
with Petting three bottles of hie illicit
whieky, made by her borother, Out in the
road, after which rite darted back into
the troupe, knot/rine that three thirsty
mountaitteers a ere waiting by the
fence to seatch up the bottles as itOon as
elle was out of eight. One of the men
was her lover, and hi a fit of jealmey
he ea-ore out the warrant epee which
elie Was brought to jails Charles Crow,
the valise of the jealuesy from which
the warrant resulted, duct:retied in gain-
ing the affections of MiS4 Meyers, and
liesi elie, wad brought here to jail he
followed mei has Mine ever. nowt of hie
time in daylight in sight of hie name's
jail window, from which a letter was
dropped each day. Tire maptiali being
near, the parties have conoetited to Elie
publication of Crow's first letter to lee
inteaded britle. It is here given ver-
batim et Mervin'.
My Dear baby i "'Whitt That Letter
you Rote tee elide me better Then unity
Letter you Rote use My love This much
I ask of thee Darling of mete When the
Cloud'. gather and When the Stars
Shite Thritugh life be tipty leo not forget
Wilrli I are a-Way 'Mull remember
love Maid of iny heart little minity I
Spot where we 'tow part see your
Bright eyes 'retitle!' III low Whetie er I
glanwe love up at heaven AO Wile thin
little Ilene of your Clasped tight in mine
Lotig will its preesure love Linger Di-
vine then then a Otougik joyoios Sweet-
heart i pray Donot forget me When i
g-Way
about a race war. It eeems that some
thoughtleie negro boys 4listributed
snotty moue notes over town to the effect
that the lives and property of numer-
ous prominent white eitizeres were in
peril, because the Rhea boycotted
• colored barber shop vo holm employee
worked fur Hutiter. Ths•re is nothing
in it'beyonti a local twitestioon.
Avoid the harsh, itritathog. griping
collimated/I WI often SOW purgative
'limekiln., and correct tete irregularities
et' the tete els by the IISC Of Ayer'. Ca-
thartic Pills. They are ilavaluable am a
family medicine.
Nashville Union: Christian county,
Kentieeky, has vette' out whisky by a
mejority of 74. As in Davidson comity,
the ladies worked heroltally in the
cause, and it is to them and their Ure-
ter'. energy that the credit for the vic-
tory is given. They epeeist' tempting
latches at each of the polling places,
peeved all who hungered or were athlete I
-coffee and cold water being laterally
slispeitimil-sed won the (lay.
The Hopkineville NKW Ek• gives a
glowing account of the efforta of thew
noble women, and we eats well believe
that it is epeaking the truth wheu it
says "no one ventured to utter a coarse
or ribald word in their holy presence.
No ate wanted to. Every one treated
them with profound and unaffected res-
pect. They were as secure from insult
as though they were in their own par-
lors."
Whitehall say that a good woman has
no influence after this example added
to our own experience on Tuesday least?
No holier power surrounds a man titan
that of a wife or mother, and he elm
trusts either fully, confides in her hid
follows her conned, will rarely go
aatray.
le the roil of homer that history 'shall
write, the tames of many good %alien
%ill appear ; bin rime will be t !teemed ;
Iin brighter colors than those of David-
son and Christian counties.
retsulteil its a Heim v f:er the former.
Hon. lial T. 1% alker, eters a leading
lawyer Montg lllll ery, Ala , Intowe
to fame as the only eleld born in Ilse
%Visite limier. Ile was born Sept. le.
1543. thanes the telminietratioit of Pres-
hient Polk.
_ _
M r. W at te rson's idea of M inister
Phelps is that he is "a 'skims- little
Yankee attortiey, intoxicatet1 with hie
new-made greattleee, and quite dizzy
over an millet-nee for %Welt he was
wholly unprepared."
Mr. Blaine's loquatioue nephew let
the cat out of the bag a remark the
other day : "I heard him say the other
day most positively aim he wee out Of
politics anti that he was. not feeking the
nornitiatii ill of the Republicans fordlie
Presidency in iSteS."
A Philadelphia lawyer Online to have
discovered a eon of Gen. Gest-1(e Wash-
ington in the petrol' of 'leery Cletk
Redgere, of New York. Rodgers re-
sembled the father ol his country, was
educatiel in Englanol and Ilse always
haul plenty of money.
The Oweiteboro lequirer gets pottiest
on Dr. Hunter and gives our own Jeeine
a stick ot taffy. Speakieg of the for-
mer it says: "Ile was a popular mem-
ber of the Kentucky Legieletiare
ItsSI-82, %here he did eut diethiguieh
himself either for eloquence or unions'
activity. In fact, James Bientilite of
llopkiiieville, atis mere tof an itektieto
edges' Republican lender thee Dr. Hun-
ter was, anti a far better emaker."
While t1;--e eit4ene of Bera-sville %ere
erlebrating the elective (of Hots. W.
Godfrey Hunter to Congress, the *evil
with which they were firieg a /saline
explodetl, killing Walter Haggard, eon
of ex Senator D R. Haggard. mut orris
(molly % ou titling Jack Jeer's, Jeiler :
M. Ileildieston anti Wm. . Jotiess
lelt leg was :implanted below the knee.
When John Rhea gets back Item New
Mexico, these fellows %hi feel like kick-
ing themselves a ith all the feet they
have left.
Woothow ha* been 'Umpteen'
from hid Profeseonthip at Columbia, S.
C., by suet-teeny Preeto team Synods&
in the Southern States recently, the
latest being the dismiseal he received at
the liende of the Terms syned. Dr.
Woodrow is now the worst "turned
out" man in Americe; but the practi-
cal quertion still reinallie is he really
tented out, or is all this an ecclesiasti-
cal love lick ? Dr. %Woodrow evidently
thinks the Sytioths are ',regressing oil
the spiral curve of a firecentling evolu-
tion, from the way they jump ton Ishii.
Presiolent Cleveland attended the an-
elect-ray celebnition of the Harvard Col-
lege alumni. He was celled on to
speak at the bampiet and threw •
dash of colt' water in the face of the
college treated assembly by referring to
the fact that "only twelve of his twenty-
one predecessors could boatel of a eel-
lege education." James Reese-II Low-
ell in his oration said that, as long as
Grover held the helm ol State, he could
exclaim a ith Seneca: "Oh \eptune,
you may save me if you will, you may
sink me if you will, but whatever Imp-
pene I ellen keep my rudder true."
The solutions-Offered by various Dem-
ocratii• tit.% smeltery over Coe recent party
defeate are eontradictory and atutieing
Otte says it was the remilt of an "inde-
cent greed for office," another says it
was becamee "the Erectile were not turn-
ed out." I Hie rays it a as the "effect of
the low tariff looney," another say« it
happened because "tariff reform was
not preached in its 'strength awl Leese-
ty." The quiet moiler 17411 pretty accu-
early determine the attitude of a paper
by calmly reading its solution. If the
paper leo( the Relation type, it exults
over the defeat of a low teriff Mall; if it
how beets trying to grind its ax and aid
not •ucceeil, it is howling about the
"rascals." In the notelet of it all it is
quite evident that tome Democrats were
defeated becauee they did not get voew
enough. The party still Mande, how-
ever, atui is *lurching on to victory in
Isee.
Poretuaster General Villas made a
speech at Isle home in Witwousie just be-
fore the election, am' Ise is accuseol of
vioisting the 1 Service order of Pres.
Clevelanti. AS Mr. 'Vitae eloquently
discussed the beauties of the •Civil Ser-
vice and open out numerous complimen-
etre remarks about the President, he ie
hardly in danger of the guillotine Mr.
Wiles says its defettillitg •Iiiniself from
the iseneational charges, that "there id a
wide difference between addreesing an
audience at home in a single speech and
abandoning the duties of an office for a
long period of canipaigeing. There
must be a distinction allowed between
officers charged with different duties in
connection vo int the serviee of the Gov-
ernmeet. There was nothing in the
businette equiring tuy attention but the
false report* teammate' for partisan
ends"
_ _
An Interesting dieittUS1)1011 is now go-
ing on its some quarters On "The moral
in politice." Zealot* anti demagogues
alike have about repuoliateti the idea of
running religion into pettiest, anil a
new school ot theorists hue arisen to in-
opect the moral plissie of the 'menial.
In serepulotaely keeping religion out of
politics, nien have, hi many instances,
about driven all the Christian graces
out along with it. Seeing tisat polities
would have lllll ie of religion, and know-
ing that something was needeol to purify
our political methode, tnesi have thought
to talk up the moral element. Tide sen-
timent shotalt1 it lied ludgmeet its the
heads and hearts of She voters, eimply
means that our sovereign. will not vote
ME any who doed not present • wee
rounded character, equipped with ca
paeity, industry, intelligence and apti-
tude, regnellese of party or previous
affiliations. The Idea, from a political
etatelponst, is confeemeolly it:outwit/Inc
It id even revolutionary. It savors of
the mugwump, a horde profeseing con-
servatiam anti meanistg revolution.
Considereti the ahrtract the moraliste
have a beautiful tioettry. Jae bow it
will- work is the question.
about asetimee this form,
'Fite matter
whenever a
confliet ariees these grounds, "le it
better to have a goo.' (tIlicial with bed
principles than a bed official with good
principled?" Men who have a clear
conception of the policieto and doctrines
and convietione orally party evidently
prefer the latter alternative with the
hope that it will never be forced on
these. The moralists claim we ought to
!save good men with good principles,
and if they can evolve such a condition
of things, ivy, turn them altmise.
If ever existence become. hetet-ea-
ble burden it is to the sufferer with
Hemorrhoids of Miele and if ever life as-
sumes "eouler tle rose" it is when he ex-
periences the relief always afforded by
Tebleret Buckeye Pile Intement. 'flee
remedy iteeols Ho wittily tinsel or lan-
guage to attraet the public eye but stands
tint ply on 1!A enoriti. If yois either fr lllll
Hemorrhoids or Piletteemember
Buckeye Pile Ointment is a pernianent
cure. For sale by G. E. Gaither.
seeeseesette etateereareseeresswejepers •Oseeseemerteseeesse-ematareesseetee
The grenteet rerike of 'Ise ree-on is
new its torogrees fehicaeu. Tue strik-
er' halve alway• kitiocked wilier. They
Vi• hover reconleil frimitph omit lie
roe hemmers. only get a amity oeutuorie
mime Hew much holitio hoe the re. mit
&retitle,. hive lull till three 15,000 de-
luded' strikers is ;lard too tell. If the
Knights ill Leber organ', itIon is a po-
litical ntschilie, mil, If thie is the kind
of polities it is ruttish g, the wetter
they oho* their hand the better, and a
eold %led of pushily sentiment will
blow on them. lit a manner tile organ-
ization' inay he a !inner to protect anti
entourage vim k ittgmen, but not as a
political intrigue.
The National Bunke will net hereaf-
ter have el love for Attorney Gen
eral Garland, As the Wilke bete been
metistenteil utioler Reptibikati rule to
have thing.. their own way, the laying
on of a reetraint %ill tie tioubt ruffle
their golden phinsege. Mr. Trenholm,
Controller of the cartency, says "the
eontinuous in of 3 per cent.
betide will have an effect on:the national
baitke. Whenever tloe betide are called
for redi itiption, the listereet upon them
ceases., but the Treasury cats not make
the batik surrender ite bonds and re-
ceive payment therefor. Many of the
hatike are satisfied to be deprived of the
interefst on the three per cent. bonds it
they can only continue to do buelnees
by allowing them to remain as ercurity
In the hands of the United States Treats-
urer after they- have been called. But
only interne-bearing bonfis are accepta-
ble as security. The volume of national
beek currency at preseet in circulation,
Mr. 'fretillohn rape is in round 1111111-
th-re abinit $217,000,000. Ile doed tiot
think [het pity tentsiderable proportion
of the 3 per cent. bonds, now on deposit
as a bawls of national bank circulation,
will be replayed by othet bonds when
exiled. Some of the betties, lie says,
'wee already notified him that they
will go out oof businnet. Whether any
great ittionvenlence will result from
the kinks toting out of Gustiness, he
Faye, depeeele upon the inietter and
import/ince of the banks tiod drop out of
the io room. A. a rule, ite gamy*, the
'erste banks vi have no difficulty in
nee titainitig the minint7olindt:t.i.miorislitts.14.cet,
es-are to peel& them
The Innocent Drummer.
Ile bade hie wife a tearful gniel-by.
••My love, my only me! '1•1se time
will seen be here when I Medi be In a
Imelda' to snap my fingers at fate and
met tits as nay own loose. Then weehall
have no tnore of nitwit creel peeing's."
"Anil yeti will be true to me?"
"As I alway hie" he reepaideti.
"You (not wit hotel to put that photo
yeti had eepecially taken for .tie its my
del yell ?'•
"Oholear, no. Are yeti sure you
will look at it ponied:um love?"
"You wicket! doubter! You know
that I shuttle be retelleti without at
lent pawls a semblance of my pet to leek
et deity and nightly."
Draw the veil of chanty over hie grief
and the treachery of one in whom he
had mesh unbounded confidence.
In toner, she, only love, hie pet,
hie site, hoot secretly platelet' to nuke
him a retched." She hail taken that
photograph trom gripeaek. and Was
gloating liver Iths misery when Ile eliould
discover that only memory retied:set' to
!dun for the ante being of his derthica'
look*
else deer tellers., how he will avoid
me for the trick," she thought, ebut I
will rend him the photegraph in the
first letter I write to him."
Th.. aplwatoing her conowlence, she
waited fur his first letter.
It cause from Chicago.
"3Iv heart's delight," it began. "Got
here 0. K. this a. Have been wreat-
ling with the tratie all day, and a tough
time I've hail of it. Weary and fagged,
I have retired to noy room, eine out the
gilded atmesphere of die that enveloped
this terrible city, and taken from my
eatehel your sweet picture. It is before
me ae I %rite. I shell kiss it when I
have Pahl fily evening prayers. It sill
rest miler my pillow. It is my one so-
lace mail I teed you. my sweet wife, in
theft faithful antis agate."
TIIIIS far haol else read, then she top-
pled over on the doter.
What comfort the found there it is
hard to say, but a great deterintnetion
rose %India the stricken *ife, alto %vie
out an hour later and %ought a tele
graph office.
11011 %LI. POO Ire.
Cal led.. and sruth Come Maftly
the Fold.
INCINRA Noe. 4 -Nothing deli
lille esti be mated iti reload to Catliele's
election mail the official come Is coin.
Thia ill litchi Friday if er-
moon. 'rlie .1 lines-Star specie! this
meriting does Hot t hang- the outlook,
a bleb is eon/tittered fusee-able to Car-
lisle by a chew vote.
Lot isynese, KY.. Nov. 4. the Cour-
ier-Journal received the toillo*Ing to-
night :
Coviettroe, KY., Nov. 4.-1 am elect-
ed by I  five to six hundred majority.
JOHN C•itt.ist.E.
1 11K TEN1 If DISTRICT.
W melte:81in, Nor. 4 -Estell county
gives Taialtwe 02 nujority, and Powell
50. Lee its claimed by both parties, sod
w ill be about au offset. Taulbee's Ma-
jority in Clark, Montgomery, Powell,
Estill and Lee is 323, by the lowest esti-
mates, and the Fame ratio throughout
the district will elect him by 2,000 votes.
ilon. David l'ryee loin town, and cm-
cedes Taulbee's election by a good ma-
jority. Taulbee will win by mt. lese
tulth 1.544).THIS. oOLID SECOND.
Polk Laffoon is elected according to
the beet estitnatt A by 3,000 majority. A
light vote was polled in the district, this
being an "tor' year. It begin,* 110Vi
look hike Bucluman has walked away
with his four eornitetiters for member of
the Board of Equalizetion, but we have
been tellable, to get an estimate of tlie
vote in this roue.. Since it to ray that
the Seiviad Instinct is as emit' tura rock.
BAD IN Title THIRD.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky., Nove4.-The
fever incident to the late election 'is
gratluelly eitheilling, anti our people are
node getting down to business*, though
the obi Third surretiolers to Elie Republi-
calls very reltietantly. The Reptiblicatie
are arranging for a big ratification here
to morrow eight, when. they expect
large delegetioons from the efirroundieg
cootsiery. The Democrats will be silent
lookers on its Vienna tide time. The
Republican majority in the district will
reach Is tweet' 000 and a 1,000.
fight is over, and though disastrous to
the Destux•raey, the people feel relieved.
It is now generally conceded that
%Vail, Botts and Rhea have been defeat-
ed, respeetively by Thomao, 'Finley and
Hunter, Republicans. Tide will leave
the Keetecky delegation in the House
Dennterate and 3 Repithileatis, • Dem-
ocratic toil of 2.
Stone hes defeeteol °tear Tenser hi
the firm by a good lllll tel nu limiter Pro-
Imbi) 2,500.
INDIANA.
INDIANAPOLIS, Nov. 4. -No powitive
rtetement emit yet be made about the
Legislature. Gov. Gray said that while
the peewit retertie, if continue" its the
natio of, Republican gains, a ould elect
the Republieen State ticket. It would
require the official donut to determine
whether the Reptablicarte or Democrats
hall carried the Legislature. The Re-
publican State Cetera' Committee says
that, basing claims epee returns from
more thee one-half of the comities, the
Republieme w ill eine the State ticket
by 3,000 That the Legielature la in
oloubt toecieleti. Republieans expect to
galls it, and Deneterete hold teitaciouptly
to die claim that It will be anti-Repub-
titan by from two to four majority.
SPEC:11.1111Na OVER THE MAJORITY.
New Yoke, Nov. 4.-The Times says
the next ilttiese of Repreeentativee will
be compopeol of 169 Democrats, 132 Re-
publiceits. and 3 labor meal, thus mak-
ing a Dentocratle msjority of 14. The
%Vitriol gives the Denaterato 104; Uwe
itublicatts, 15S; Labor, 2, a Demeeretic
mejority of 4. 'floe Herald's figures are:
Detwocrate, 165; Republican*, :35; La-
bor, 4; Demeeratic majority, 6.
The Sue (estimates& the House are fol-
lows : Demoerat•, 169; Repuldleans,
154; Labor, 2; liesioncratie majority,
15. The Tram,' clients 158 Republi-
emote git re the Ilieliltierait. In3 and Le-
ber 4, it Democratic mejority of 1. In
Beath of Elsa Jells Ware.
Miss Jena Ware, daughter of Mr. W.
W. Ware, Intel at her home tills city
Weiltiewley morning at 9 o'clock, after
long yenta of suffering. The deceased
sae one of the meet popular ladies of our
community. For maul years elle had
beets a devout. inetisber of the Baptist
church. She was eonstaist 0, her duties
as a christleol. Kind, charitable and
generous. she meriteol the lo.e of all who
keew her and received it. She knew
what it wae to macre but her very suf-
fering developed in her • chrietian for-
titude and premier %unity of
emulate  . The emeriti was preached at
the Baptist church Thee slay morning at
10 o'ciewit by Rev. J. N. Prestridge, the
ieteruseist lath ilig place at the city ceme-
tery. A host friends' and relatives
are left to grieve over her departure,
but she has even now won the crown of
rejoiCing anti is Ito a laud where there is
no pain tor sorrow.
Local Improvements.
House-building in HopkinsvIlle keeps
on at a steady pace throughout the year.
Forbes & Bro. are puttieg up two neat
and snug brick eottages for Mrs. Nan-
nie Grirslam, on her large attol beauti-
ful reeidence lot, one fronting on Fourth
and the other on Liberty street. A two
story frame Muse is in procese of erec-
tion on North Vine street. Other build-
ings are in contetnplation. The growth
of Hopkineville la regular and of a jto-
dicious character. Its residences and
bueinese homer, are substantial and con-
venient without extravagance. Its at-
tractions as an educational town where
the echool influence is strong and in-
creasing are every year drawing in the
best elements of eociety. The surround-
hog country is all that could be desired
ae a feeder of a flouriehing county-reat,
being healthful and highly pexhietive.
The enlargement of its cononercial eon-
nectiono, %halo is a moral certainty,
%ill very soon advanee the county-seat
of (*betide!' to the first rank of Western
Kentucky towns.
"Skipped by The Light of the Moon"
was presented at the Opera House Wee-
nesday night to a fair audienee. It is an
excruciating mosaic of absurdities. Tim
play hardly has a plot, but consists of
ridiculous situations piled up on one
another two home high. The company
brought out the points fairly well, and
I the audience laughed till laughter be-
came monotonoue.
The Rail Fence a Tax.
Field and etioLnien.
If etty one *Miro to know What a
LIZ the rall feint- impootea on its
owner, let him take a loneorre farm arid
'eremite the lows. A rail fence will oc-
cupy a space one yard wide. A 100
acre farm its about me-third of a mile
front and about one half a mile deep.
Or, we tosay say, 1,1400 feet front and
2,400 feet deep. Now, we have two
Mlles 1,500 feet, making 3,600 feet, end
two sides 2,400 fret, making 4.800 feet,
or a total of 5,400 feet. Multiply this
by three feet occupied by. the fence, all
around the field, anti we have 25,200
fret. Tlitta, in order to secure whet
some euppoee to be an economical fence,
the farmer taxes lantern all this ground
on a field of 1041 acres. If Itie crop. are
worth $10 an acre. Ise pay. tax thereen
to his fence. If hie crops are worth $20
per acre, he pep' tithe to the fence.
SII1 la a fence is a dear luxury. It also
harberel all the weeds that can find a
foothold in He cornere, renders the farm
unsightly; ate' IS 1110fe laborious LO
advantage in it is that
the farmer can get it on his farm, and
is, therefore not compelletl to pay out
cash at the eaw mill or to the lumber
merchant, but he pays for the fence in
land and crops. 1 hie per cent. of his
land goes to that fence every year, and
ten per cent. more tor work done in gee-
ting rid of the weeds seeded over his
farm from Re corner's, in which lalmm
not ously insects and vermin, but rabbits
to gnaw the trees. Let the crook rail
fence go. It id not cheap at any price.
Cada
c 1 It E s
DYSPEPSIA, INDIGESTION,
WEAKNESS, CHILLS AND FEVERS,
Her Ism-hand had been saying hie w„,„ifingte,„ ti„. petty eetimater art as MALARIA, LIVER COMPLAINT,
KIDNEY TROUBLES,
praeres abetted that eveniug, anil Whet'
I e • r it re hum e 177he got to Isis hotel about midnight, his uw • "• t t : NEURALGIA AND RHEUMATISM.spiritual emotions received a rude aliock Deuotteats, 113 Republicans tool 3 La-
by a telegram from Isis "wily love." bor Well. Republican estimate: Del
it a as elabeette tor a ellepatch, but teems-eat,. to o Hepublicaloe anti 3 La-guider the vie imietaiices coult1 not
exiwie ttutraged a ife to trammit her me men. The Ina Intl nowt IteclIrale
feelings by the slow mall. The die- ventilates give the House te the Demo-
pos.t.clhorileataorie: crete by a good eorking majority.
no Ioniser the only drummer
who is not a liar, as you have always
claimed. Let the fraternity make you
their chief in the art. Had you taken
the paint' even to leek for the photo-
graph, eou say }our pray er• to, you
aouid have diseetvereol teit I
tease you-renooved It. 31; that itt you
is 411ead.!''
'floe husband clutched late hair.
"Why, %bat told I % te to her, any-
way !"
Atter a while his face cleared.
••By Jere- I teem have lam 'oiling
on the trete-. That'll %hat it teen get tor
trying Isi• beet to make it einem Owl
sited . Poor little a ar, %Ma a fume
elle Intlet be lit Lucky eor no) slie gave
her grievetste avrey. What gee.e wo-
men are! Bless her little no el lie, her
faith shall isg re-air:et eel.
it1I'lle telegraphed to a kisow-
ing friend :
-Seed iiir, firet Mal, photograph of
my wife. Beg, borrow, meal it, gets it
somehow. MIIIII'S the word. Will
write all peroculers omen."
Mem a week later it drummer, in
dignified martyrdom, stood race tio lace
vittit a stern, but very wept-out wife.
see ex:trete! tot tee him meek and
humble, but he glued upon her vtith
nuich acorn, mei then paused on into
Isis room in A:molting silenee.
She was amazed. W itli quick im-
pulse she followed, demi:leg heaven lie
hail not locked her out.
"W ell!" die began, %ill' wavering
courage, "what have you got to say. for
youireele now ?"
cruelly. he looked at tier.
••I ?" lie queried. "Woutan, if it
were hot for the over-nisetering love I
yt7)auragnatriiste:'::, I st ould never look epee
Hifi face convulsed with tragic Roarer-
higehat was balm to her heart to Wit-
liege, but elle only- sneered: ,
"You can explain the deception you
tried to practice upon me?"
"Cats you obliterate the insult put
upon your huebanol ill that unttorties-
ollepateli? A W0111411 S6 till so little OM-
litieband WOO111 be better
off to live alone. For my part, I eel 110t
only disgusted but disencleented."
He turned sorrow fully away and
bowed hie lace in hie halide. She ap-
proached him and laid the letter Willell
had caused her suclo grief tinder hie
In es.
"Read that. Knowing you had 110
picture of miter. what was I to thiek ?"
"What any lostelligeitt, right-minded
wife vtouloi have thought; you would
have mild to youreelf: "Ile is inespa-
ble of deceit; he hes my picture some-
how."
"Bet yet' did not have it."
He looked at her with sad, reeigned
sorrow. His nits quivered ild he Notify
murmured:
"1th, woinan, without an atom of
faith?"
Then he put his hand in his tewket
and produced her photograph.
"Oh, darling, forgive me! This old
thing taken long before we were en-
gaged! Why, I didn't. 'show you e'er
had one of these?"
The restoreol confide -we mule her
pretty blue eyes me im lit tearful joy.
She lest her arms around him, atikieg
Isis pardon, (esteeming even hie coat col-
on.
elly deur," said he, heating into her
fere %eh grave but. [eying reproarle
'let this 1W wattling. Never theite
me again, no matter what appearano •
may be. I can alwaym look you 'square-
ly hi the eye and say, 'I alli itocetit.' "
And idie believed him
The Nen Revenue Law.
FRANK FOR f, NoV. 9.-Atulitor Ilea itt
is couseate reeeipt of lettere fr 
every part of the State which spi ak
the most mean-Aging terms of the op-
eretiono of the new revenue law. It is
ilot the harsh, and oppressive nieftetire
that a few of the large tax-paying ele-
ment would like to imike it appear, be-
cause of its lequieitorial featitne, but is
a law just and eignal 10 all alike, and es-
pecially the smaller tax-paying eleutere,
which are generally asseeepeol at their
worth, anti hitherto Heade to partly
hear the uroleitto ef louge number of
the %rattily class %Ito would not list all
their property under the old law.
The Dramatic Festival.
The Drainetie Festival is begin othig too
be diecussee throughout the moiety. As
our citizemt will never again ItsVe an op-
port malty borne of peeing a full 'hie of
the "legitimate" put on in grand style,
all polite' iti coneeetiton %lilt thie great
model event is read a ith leterest. The
iT is Inv,,;ctat-ing and De-
lightful to take.
and of great value
























with • sato( hand-
fully, making • some cards by new
bellow leg tram the tRichnimel, Safe and Pleasant Hel iotype process,
Remedy. on receipt of to c.im.pstch will be gratifyieg tot Hr• r ,r lamstisie awl Omes-s. law 14 Or tower war
Wattle's 'terminal friepole its this city as Le rasa all.ae, 664 • Awl lam
  ilitT STati the people *Ito expect to Pee
Yonne Drug and Chemical Company,him *luring the Feetivel : •
SaMnio&S,Se... A.
A viry full I tie greeted Fieolerick
Wartie lois reappearaine last eight at
the Itichnootel 'fbeatre, and he fully jus-
tified tee erceptioon lie received, for his
contwption of the character of Virginies
lif
-The Grossest Cunt on Earth for Pala." wan
relieve more quickly than any other knows rem-
te.iy hiwumatism. Neuralgia,
Feellinga Stiff Neck, Braises,
Burns. Scads, ruts. Iambs-
se. eitere f6Seross, froa-bites,
Bar kar he, lasy, Bore Throat,
Eiciatioa, ounds. Headachs.Toothache, roirains. etc. Pnesa 1-41 • bottle itold by allmarina. citation -The sea
op a the 140.1ocalIcne (Hi WW1 ourrefinered Trade- kart „aad oarfacsimile signarr.m. A i• Ileyer & Os.„ lineProprietors, Baltimore, Mil, I. S a.
Dr. Ball's C,otaighi Syrup will rare yourCoaab al twee. ream only Cts. a kettle.
•S•L•
CAPITAL PRIZE, $150,000.
We do hereby certify that we superviae the
arrangement. for all the Monthly and Quar-
terly Drawings of the Lenistana State Lot-
tery Company. and in pereon masage and COD-
trol the Drawl nirs themisel Yee, and that the sameare rondurted with honestly, fainters, •nd in
gold faith toward all parties, and we auteonsethe Company to use this certideate, witb
of our signatures auseeee, in its adver-
tisements."
comeosseelmaers.
We the undersigned liable. and Bankers Willpay all Prises drawn in the Louisiana StaleLotteriee which may be ',resented at our coas-ters
J. H. 04.1.1.• ,
lPre•- 1 oui•lana National Sankt.
J. R KII.BRETH,
Pres. Pointe National Rank.
A. BA LB 114 IN,
Pres. New Orlean• Nat isisaliBaaks
wePHElessenteeTteees ATTHAt TION1
NI, Over Half a Millson Distributed!
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY CONP'Y
Incorporated in le6ii for Me years tey the Legis-lature for Education•I and Charitable purposeswith a capital of $1,000,000-to hich a reservefund of over $6$0,00U has since been added.
By an overwhelming popular vote Ile tru-
ckage w ax made • part of the preaent state Cos-istatution adopted December 3d, A I/. 183.
Its Grand !Single !lumber Draw.
low. take place monthly,
It never scales or postpones.




In the .tcailemy of Music, New Orleans. Tu.,.day, Intel, tinder the perwmaiilitiperVienin and management of
Gen. IS. 'F. Heatorricard. of Ids . and
11.rti Jultal letrly.of 1 irgiosin
CAPITAL PRIZE $150.000.
tir•Notire-Tiekete are Ten Dollars only,
Halves. $5. fifths. $3. Truths, II.
LIST Olr PKIZta.
1 Capital Prise of 4150.090 $1S0.000
1 (trete! " of 50,000 40,000
1 •• " of 20.000 settee
I Large Prizes of 10,000 20.000
4 " of 11,000 20.00
20 Prires of 1.000 24,000
SO 501 25,000
100 " 300 30.000
200 " 300  444000too " e0,000
1000 " 50 . 40.000
APPROXIMATION PRIZES.
pin Approximation Prizes of Ilene
130 do do 100
do 75 ... 7,600
2,27e prizes amounting to 1521.500
Application for rates to clubs should be madeonly to the oiliest of the Conipauy New Or-
for ft ether information write clearly givingfull address. Pooled Notes, Express Money Or-




or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington.D.0
Make P. 0. Money Orders paya-
ble and address Registered
Letters to
NEW ORLEANS NATIONAL BANK,
New Orleans, La.
sPorr CASH.
list nit 'loot • ereitst bummers tor years andfeel, It/ ita disadvantagitia, peopOse, JUlf
Isl. Peal, t.. norronetwe an exch.*, 6 crud, hug'.
nem % a notify you as to our ietentions that
there raenot be r -1 hard feedng toward us i•
case your order should not he Stied if not sr •
oomp•uted he the yawl! teener notift our tam-areof ding)! as we do ant a ant thr disagree.able fluty of refusing to deliver coal on the.r
orders or return wapitis empte. This rule is







Cor. Virginia and Spring Sts.,
Hopkinsyille, - - Kentucky.
Th: Cctu Srpil
Is a speeialty in me tine. I tree
A Full Stock
Of this build al w eys 011 hand, anot re...amend










Th. od .t 9 II SAKH I Words, 3000
Illustration., • Bitesesphical Dietioaaryihoe lo. llll mime e and noti.y otb.: valuable
f.ittores,,to whe•li se have
JUST ADDED





Coeteinii 25,000 Titles, di- ing the
Cotitstroo., It at. .isrn•, gaol Nhalltlftsi Feat-
'are• of ever!' lart of the
VEESTM IS THE STANDARD
.linthorlfy 1 . N. Supreme CoUrtilind
in Ins Gov't Priming Office, .,1 ie reiezne
:needed by Mate hup'te of flehnela in 24
by titer . Callego 1•115•146
t Flealo.abls-eo-fel-illal-01; ever, School
ei,•1st, et v r.rerio BEST.
MERRIAM* CO.. Poker, let.ringfiel Maas.
LOANS
ON PHOMINNOM1 NOTES.
W A NTED-Notee of well rated busman awefew one tnenth to twelve !armlet. Amount', etre Cy ontblential aodI Safe. Rend+ given, settlemente made. Correa-
-- -
pendencet wanted. 6. W. FOeT KIL Banker,









A new lot of Station-can hardly be NOT:voted. Mahe w Ito I
find seen hefore the Sallie t Innate-I offers .hie prefeesionnl services te the people ery just received at this
ter 'teetered that Ise was greater than ev- """Illean't "elm"'gareifbee tater Planters Bank, Hain St officeen. 110% eV, r that may be, it Was der-
teittly a very finielted performance. In
the great initilitc acetic that eloee ties
beautiful ',ley the attention of the audi-
ence w as so % rapt its excitement that,
'saving the voice of the tragedian, :sot a
sound could be heard.
Richmond has endoreed and adopted
Wsele as her tragedian, and certainly,
judgiug by last nigett's performance, he
le not gang back on the ettdoreement or
repudiate hie adoption. Ills leading
lady, Miss }Agent& Blair, is unques-
tionably an artiste of rare merit. Iler
repreeentation of•the Roman of
high degree Was a !when! portrayal of
character, and Mr. Warde has oltowq
excellent taste in hid reticence' of one to
settport him who, in addition to her per-
eau! charms, is 1)086e...tied of great his-
trottic merit. Thi. is hot Miss Illair's
first Holt to Richmond-for Hie fleet
saw the light this city
  -see a- -we-
The District Vote.
--
We have been unable to get the full
official returno from the counties of the




















Little ior iiimition ia matle in the
dispatches or tiewepapera of the elec-
tion' of the tertebers of the Boatel of
EquAlizatioto. So far AM can be afteer-
tallied the follo% ing is a list of the
Board elected on Tuesday last :
First Dist.-.J. R. Lemon Dem.
Smote' Diet. 
Thin' Inet.-Speek ;lien , probably.
Fourth Dist.-W. A. Roberts Dein )
Sixth Diet.-11 Clay White Denie
Seventh Diat.-W..1. Chinn (Dem )
Eighth Dist.-./ A Cotten (Dem.)
Ninth Dist -Charles Kits-hen (Dem.)
Tenth Diet --
Eleventh Dist --le '1'. Reynolds p )
probably.
Its this district it is probable that
Buctauati, Republican, is elected.
Quality aid Quantity too.
What if the other worm are
driven out id the market ? We am Drug-
gists 'lave the satiefeetiou of knowing
l'atitimi ‘1 at'lli litire.lel itivtal  gl.r.s.
get mete ter the lllll nee thee (lief Call
art t aloe other 'Vermifuge anol Wide--
Cream iSertnifitge twinge them. Ask
G. K. Usither, Druggist. 1
This space will be oseuried by an advertiee-
meet of
P=R2CISTE3 T=T07...T'S
-Large and well-seleeted stock of-
stagle-:-anigstsFawcys:shireseeries!
CALL Lan SEE THEW
THE PROHIBITION BAR
as well-upplied with Fine Whiskies, Brandies
and Wine, Fresh I 'soil liter ale A” on tap.
and a choioe lot of line Cigar§ and TobaCcuealways on han.l.
entaur
inimen
The most wonderful Pain-Curer the world huts ever
known. Its effects are instantaneous.
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castor's.
of each week. A staunceeDemceratte organ.
Best indecementa ever °Seine to advertiser?
THE WEEKLi NEW ERA
i/C issued every Friday as multi.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Tbe following are the subeertption rates of
Ile KENTUCKY Saw Kaii, payable strictly cash
advance:
Tn-Weekly.
tor one year  13 5
for 6 months  1 1111
Tor 3 montbe 73
'Weekly.
for one year  $1 be
for 8 months  1'5
tor 4 months  so
Club Rates.
tri-w tatty in Meteor $3 2e
Fri-Weekly in club* of IS . 2 M
Weekly in clubs of 6  $1111
Weekly in clubs of 10 . llllll 1 00
Persone now taking the Weekly New Era who
desire to change to tbe fri-Weekly, eau dose
oceive a reedit for an unexpired taa• due
then roe Ow Rosily.
0
The BUYERS' GUM! IN
tamed Rept. and Narele.
melt year. as- 3115 pages,
h., I II , inehnewith o•er
3,500 Illstartzationa .... &
whole Pieter* testier,.
61 % ER U holemle Prices
cf r r-e,-1 fa ro-ro,“ nt,ra 011 •il goods for
personal or family nee. Tell, how to
order, and give, exact cost of every-
thing you use. eat, drink. wear. or
have Ins with. These INN ALI A BEE
Belli0Kti contain information gleaned
from the markets of the world. IA e
will mall a ropy FREE to any ad-
dress upon receipt of 10 rm. to defray
expense of mailing. Let us kieer from
you, Respectfully,
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.
227 & 2 ttl Wabash t•enue. t Idea.% 11L.
FINE FARM
For Sale!
A farm In I'llriatian county of 110 acres, Dear1)1.1 Helleetew, 9 mile., from Hopionsville, andwill he only Ilg nide. from R. 11.1epot This isgood li.neetone mil, lies beautifully. and ex -tend. from the Lions to the Cerulean springsroad A never failing ranch runs through it




executed at this office.
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Clardy and Mint Fannie
extensive tour thneugh
Church.
The Clarksville Democrat says: "Mr.
Hodgson has engraved a large tablet for
the new church at Fairview, Ky., erec-
ted on the spot where the old house In
which Jeff Davis WW1 born, used to
fraud. The tablet is a large elab of
last Tenneseee marble, a chocolate or
maliogeny color, and has the following
inscription . "Jefferson Davis, of 51Ie-
sippi, wasi born June 3, ISOS, on the site
of this church. Ile made a gift of this
lot Mardi 10, 1984i, to Bethel Baptist
church as a thank-offering to God."
The tablet is to be placed in the audito-
rium between the door*. The lettering
shows up in gray contraeting beautiful-
ly with the polialied face of the stone."
as-
The Poor.
It has frequently been obaerved that
Hopkinsville has a smaller pauper elitee
than any town of its aize in the State.
T IIE NEW ERA.
-PUBLISHED By-
Now Ere Printing and Publishing Co.
JOHN 0 RUST.  Editor.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1? 1886.
..•••
Ssin? nab octetu.
Nelson Green Wan in the city Monday.
I.. Spot Feland was in the eity Sunday.
Jame. Ilaye epent Wedneeslay in Crofton
Rev E Dicken, Fairview, was in the eity
Monday
J. C. Kendrick, Clarksville. Was in the eity
Tuesday
Herschel Porter spent several days in the city
this week
Mm. J. D. McPherson is visiting relatives .n
Mailmonvinc.
Misses. hate Wooldridge and I.ulu Pendleton
are in Louisville
Dr Thos. Allen and wife, of Elmo. were in
the city Thursday.
Mrs Strouse, of sheppardsyille. Is visiting
Mrs. John Logsdon.
Mime Jenioe sad .%nnie
in the city Wednesday.
MissiesiLena And M.illie La
the city shoppinggriday.
Mr. Clarence Reused, h.a,
tion with M. Frant.lc A son.
Mrs. Aaron Will:sins. ..f v
ing her daughter, Mrs. T. in Rodman.
Miss Emma Hertz, representtng the sunny
South, of Atlanta. Wia in the city hciret•y
Mrs. Lulu Carey. Princeton, is in the city vis-
iting her graud mother. Mrs Mary Ann Lea•-
ell.
Mrs. Cynthia t. renshaw and Mrs Thomas
Cochran, of Roaring Springs, were in the city
Friday.
Miss Jennie Ledford, of Roaring Springs.. Is
•isiting MOW Len• Ilopeon at Bethel Female
College
Dr. and Mrs J. D.
Clardy are taking an
the East.
Tom PanneL the courteous and gallant Aer-
ator Muhlenliurg county. paid ue a pleaeant call
Thursyl•e.
Misses Fannie and Come Phelpd, of Hopkins-
Ville, are visiting Mrs. John 11 Major.-:To-
Demo Leaf.
Mr. J. D. McPherson has aceepteil • poeition
with IL Dorman of Naohville. as travel-
lig salesmao
Mr and Mrs. B s emptied' ADt1 Masker
Milt Gant came over front Hopkinsville Satur-
day y ..ut Mr Milton Dant and family.-
;Oweusbory Messenger'
Mrs. Elizabeth Wargener. wire of the
late Stokely SS aggener, of Husile:Iyille, has
taken rooms at Mrs A. J . %Vallee.; for the
whiter. she will be jo.ned in a few days by
her daughter. Miss Addie
E. Layne. of the firm of Layne 2 Bre
Fairview, was lb the eity Monday. Mr Layne
was a resident of Hopkinoville for two years,
aml no more accomplished businees nian was
An our city during that time.
Dr. II. M. Sherman passed through the city
Wednesday en route to Owensboro The Doc-
tor haw just returned from a succeseful trip to
D. soli His wife and chtlii are in the coy
and will remain here permanently.
P A Race Circuit.
The organization of the Ilopkineville
Jockey Club has furniehed a suggestion
to our neighboring towns. Clarksville
will have a race aiveociation next seaeon
and other towns will follow her example.
In view of this tact an effort will be
made to organize a circuit iiicluding
Henderson, Hopkinsville, Bowling
Green, Owensboro, Paducah and Clarke-
elite. Some of the leading turfmen of
this city have the matter under consid-
eration anti will soon take active steps
to perfect the organization. Tide circuit
would be a regular "daisy."
Driseel-Ranberry.
Wesluesday afterniani, at the resi-
dence of the bride's fattier, Mr. James
Driecol, or this city, was united in mar-
riage to Miss; Muggy Harsherry, Father
Feehan officiating. Mr. Driscol is well
known in our commercial circles. He
is now in the employ of N' . B. Shyer, and
is a gentleman of high- character and
redeteinent. The bride is the daughter
of Mr. arid Mrs. John W. Hanberry.
She lo charmingly equipped IL all the
higher qualities of womanhood to pre-
side over a home. Mr. and Mrs. Drie-
col will take rooms at Mr. T. W.
Gooch 's.
- An-
hillier, ill Lar.i. ette•
The only serious difficulty that occur-
red in this county haat Tueaday, election
day, Was the killing of Anthony Rives,
orolored, by Aaron Hays, colored, at La-
.; layette. The two became involved in a
discuswion of the prohibition question.
Finally Rives called Hays a s- of a b-.
The latter thereupon siezed • shovel and
struck Rives a deadly blow. The
wounded man Wad carried home where
he lingered in severe pain till Thursday
'morning when he died. Has 6 attended
him his auffering till lie found that
the Iran would die, and thee tied the
country. Ile is now at large and (acerb
• are searching for him.
--ses
Memorial Tablet fer the New Fairview south Virginia' street, WIN C011611121ted by
fire. The house Was insured fur $1,200.
The residence wie occupied by Mr.
Cortez Leaven and family. The entire
roof of the building was ie flame's be-
fore the family dikovered the fire. All
their furniture arid huluisehoil effects
I were lost. It wail suppoeefl that the spon-
taneous cornbuation ef pearlor inaichea
cauaed the fire. ,
yencit gocusinoo. See our "Inducement" in another col- '
(lune
Howe's sun time is the city standard.
Canslers Stock Side to-morrow.
Only a few days more of cloak display
at Frankel's. ,
The Pluenix Hotel Salute' run• to the
first of January.
The finest walt•h repairing in the city
is done at Howe's.
For list of lands for sale by John W.
Payne, see fourth page.
Two good farms and city reeidence for
rent. Apply to W. W. W•101.
Tom Lanier will move lois saloon to
Cadiz next week.
The last chance to secure a bargain
wraps at Frankel's'.
Mr. Willis Perry joined the Baptist
churh Sunday night.
. Lori Bacon says that "rending makes
a full man." So does liquor.
Mr. Geo. Rutherford, of Trenton,
died at that place 51onday morning.
The weather is considerably warmer I
and the indications are decidedly "a et."
FOS lliENT•-rrie store house now oc- caws ell awl Lynn "unties each
cupied by L. IL ;McKee Co., on Main gave prohibition a insjority ol 300 Tues.- to inspect the returns we publiela below the vote by precincts:
street, between Einth and Tenth. Ap- day. I-I IC 'VOTE
ply to Mrs. Belle Alexander.
Hugh Barclay has assumed editorial
CLOAKS Cnciees In endlees variety of control of the Russellville Herald-En-
Short Wraps, Vlsitee in Plush, Astrach- terprtoe.
an and Brocade, Jacketa Aatraachan,
Three tuition certificates of the Ev-
Boncle Cloth and dertreyri at Frankel's.




against Miles G. Radford Was called in
the Trigg Circuit Court Thureday and 'robe Bell, colored, Was 
placed in jail
continued on motion of the proltecuting Monday for Merging a watch and 
carry-
atterney. ing a pistol.
After January :1st a traveler on t14 5Ir. Chas. Little awl Miss Dora liar-
Nieshville & Evapsville division of the rison were married at l'ee Dee, last
L. N. can HO through the State Saturday night.
without having upportunity to take
a drink except at ilendereore • 
The grand sale of sample cloaks still
Mrs. Roee Wilson, the earnest, devout 
continues at the mammoth emporium of
M. Frankel ct Sons.
chrietian temperi!nce worker, 'shove Is-
bort in our county contriboted eo large- 
Reserved seat tickets for "Skipped by
ly to the prohibition victory, was ere_ 
the Light of the Moon" are now selling
rented $100 by the citizens of Crofton. 
at J. B. Galbreath &
Ada Gray with a wiect company gave Gerorge Coleman, a well 
known boot-
a strong presentstion of "A Ring of black of this city, was 
fined $5 in the
Iron" at the Opera House Saturday City- Court Wednes lay for:me:tithing a
night. Mire Gray is an etnetional ac- pale-face citizen.
trese of culture. and finish. The Sup-
port was mediocre. 
Mr. Geo. W. Long le making some
uice improvement* in the jail yard. The
Forty-five books, a handsome history old plank fence has been set back near
of the United States and a Waterbury the jail and in its place ham been put a
watch are in our Bet of "Inducements" neat woven wire fence.
and our big PrerMium list a ill soon be
John D. Reeves. of Elkton, and John-
added. Try the 'Saw ERA for a year
son 'I'. Savage, of this city, have been
and tell your (Heil& about it.
appointed store-keepers in the Second
Mr and Mrs A.P. Bush were visited. Kentucky internal revenue district by
at their residence on Virginia Street, the Secretary of the Treasury.
Monday night, by 'a happy supriee par-
ty. The young folks spent the evening 
W. M. Donaldson wins tried before
most delightfully in tile company of 
Judge Brasher, Tueaday, fur obtaining
their kind and courteous host and host- 
$35 under false pretenses by, checks
eve. 
signed to C. P. Nolan. He was held
over to Circuit Court under a bond of
Tobaeco Leaf: Work is progreesing $100.
satisfactorily on' the new railroad.
About a mile lite been graded in all. 
Ellen N.'• has wirely concluded to int-
The contractors are at work in the dif- 
prove the importint :Snail street cross-
ferent places between the mainliee of 
ing, much to the plesaure and advert-
the I.. & N. and the point of connection 
tege of all travellers in vehicles a ho find
with the old line of the I., & T. 
obstructiona at such places difficult and
dangerous.
Aa excellent colored woman, who hair
been a taithful:worker for many years, 
Assessor Littlefield informs ua that
asked a friend last Sunday. •'what the the 
assesement of real estate in this
1 about 10 per
proeisicas vote meant." Her friend an- 
county will he increame
swered that if pruhibillutt was enforced a cent. 
under the new revenue law, but
good many women and/ chfidien would the 
rate on personal property will re-
have more provisions to eat then they main 
as heretofore.
ever had before. County Clerk Breathitt has received a
Tobacco Leaf: At a meeting of the letter from 
the Auditor lasting that he
Clarkaville Tobacco Board of Trade held Was ready 
to refund the proportionate
Wednesday, the following officers were amoent due the 
Aa10011 keepers on nnex-
elected fur the ensuing year: Time. 
pireil licenses as 90011 144 a certificate of
Herndon, president, le' T. Gold, 1st 
tile ratification of the prohibition act was
vice-president; E. M. Flack, 2nd vice- forwarded to biol.
president; M. H. tiark, secretary ; R. All the saloons cloaed at 12 o'clock
E. McCulloch, treasurer. Saturday night, except W. R. Long,
At the rally held by the prohibition- 
Peter Poetell, Cooper & Co., C. P. No-
hag at the rink Wednesday night $250 Ian and 
R. I'. Stevens, whose licensee
was collected by voluntary subscriptions penult 
them to run till January lat.
to defray campaigb expenses. A revo-
lution of thanks to Mrs. W 116011 and the
ladies; for their invaluable eervice in the
campaign was offered by l'rof. J. W.
Rust and enthusiastically pressed by the
immense audience.
An article recently appeared in sever-
al exchanges under the startling head-
ing, "Was it the Devil?"' Without
reading a word of the article referred to,
we venture to answer, It was. The dev-
il is all about in spots. Ile is a ubiqui-
tous, step-and-fetch-it, everywhere,
"git-thar-Eli" kind of a fellow, atid,it is
more fikely that it. was the devil than
anybody else.
Constitutional liky•ers have multi-
plied with amaziig rapidity *ince the
electiOn, and chneks of legal wilidlom
are lying eo thickly about the street
corners that one 111U91 he on the &kw
to avoid breaking his shins on their
; sharp points. The ea./4e ith which
!
knotty ponies can beexplained, expoun-
ded and settled off-habil proves what a
sharp fellow the average American citi-
zen is. Daniel Webeter was nowhere
in coMparbson. :
The'new Baptist church at Fairview,
erected on the spot where .leff Davis
was born, is about completed. The
While this is true, yet there are many memorial aindows have been put in
people in our city who need the care end the building le a gem of an•hitectual
and attentiou of thaw who are well to beauty. The dedicatory ceremonieo will
do in this worlds goods. As the winter
is mining eii with its sufferings, it Is
well for our people to think of the poor
and needy. Through the prese of the
State we notice that in many of our
towne systematic efforts are being made
to raise a "poor fund" to aid the needy
during the winter. Tide is hardly nee-
'seamy. The uniform generosity of our
people haa heretofore been sufficient to
supply all wants, but as our population
increases more constant watching and
attention is required. We are confident
that all that is neceeeary is to suggest
the matter and all the deserving poor in
the city will receive the kindly care of
our good people.
TAXING A MAN'S DEBTS.
;Covurneresal..
A great amount of kicking is experi-
enced by the Deputy Aseessors from
tay-payers who are deprived by the new
aeseerrnent law (if the right to deduct
the amount of their indebtedness from
the *seemed value of their estate. he
new law was drafted by State Auditor
Hewitt, whose wide experience in and
thorough knowledge of financial mat-
ters, gave great aesurance of improve-
ment hi this aeoessment system.
When it• Went 1.1) the Legislature, how-
take place next Sunday week, Novem-
ber 14th. Bev. C. II. Stricklend, Is D.,
of Naeliville, one of the moist eloquent
minister@ in the Siouth, will preach the
dedicatory Sermon. It is not now posi-
tively known wilether Jefferson Devi*
will be present or not.
Clarksville Chrtanicle:, A man trav-
eling on the north bound passenger
train on the L. st N. railroad y•raterilay,
stepped off the train shortly after it left
the depot in this city anti fell, receivirig
a violent blow on the head which ren-
dered him senseless for the time. We
have since heard that the blow was a
very violent one and likely to resiiiit fa-
tally. Parties whits sew him get of! the
train say he stepped off like a man walk-
ing in his sleep. lie had a ticket in his'
pocket for Guthrie 1 /111 when he came
to himself he tusked if this place was
Princeton. We have not been able to
learn hie name mi residence. He was
carried on to Guthivie.
The Clarksville Democrat thus notices
the effect of whiaky on the late election
in Nashville: "Davidson county sends
seven men to the Leglalature, two Sena-
tot e and five Repreeentativee. Of these
the Republicans' have elected six and one
Democrat gets ire by the skie of his
teeth. One ef thei Democratic noniluees
ever, that body exerchseti its sovereign for the State Senate in Nashville was a
power to fix it and it appears that they saloon-keeper with twenty-six indict-
succeeded. The bill, art originally merits against him: for selling liquor on
drawn, provided for the deduction of 1 Sunday. The papers wrote against him
indebtednesit from the list of personal ' and the temperance nien elionted against
him, and filially the women gotiloan on
their knees and prayed &gimlet Hill, arid
that brought him. Crider this accumu-
lation of attacks he sunk to riee no more,
and lie.dragged the whole ticket down
with him except one poor sinner who
managed to make the landing. The
practically a dead letter as all conceivable I Davideon couety Dronocrata are clever,
kin& of perienial property are specified. well-meaning folks, and If they had a
Thja column comes under the head of ' good guardian appointed for them %Quid
Property not subject to equalization. doubtless clo wall."
property. Tire Legislature took excep-
tion to this and it finally cut out that
provision and subetltuted a rieperate col-
umn which purports to be the valuation
of all property, except that already
mentioned specifically, and after the
deductlou of indebtedness. Tliii 111
Ported that there will be &general move-
He KU a colored laborer He bad ing out, sonic going to Clarkeville,
heard a great deal solid about Prohibi- some to 0 weneboro, 
Cadiz, Nadiville
tion, but Was llot sure what it meant. dre.
"Dey tells me" said he, "dat it'd gwine The wandering min:trete from eunny
to ranee de taxes, sind dot dey will take Italy are roving through the streets
up de colored folkslhoge and COWS and seeking to draw matt coins flow the
sell dem for taxes. If dat don't bring die listetiere pockete WWI 10111d-0E011 or
taxes de sheriff Is gwine to catch de col- with ancient harp, as they grind or
ored people and sell dem into slavery. thrump airs from "Mikado." The music
Now hat's a poor nigger to do?" is sometimes sweet, but ofteher of the
Oue of the novel results of the late 
"erre arid yellow lest" order, a fit ac-
prohibition victory: is the rionor on the 
conapaniment thie doleful aighes of a
streets that the saloon men are going to 
November %intl. Throw the minstrel
boycott all tise drinking prollibitioniets. 
a penny either as a rest aid or a ,hribe to
Most ot the aaloone will not cloee till 'Oil"
January 1st, and the enthursiaatic anti- A jolly "Wet'' pay e that his side would
whisky voter, who in the flush of victory have whipped if the "Dryis" -
hail not
forgot the sweets; of drink, will take held their rallies and made their head-
rather unkindly tis , this "prohibition" quarters at the Rink. There 
was a
policy of the whisky men. Turn about charm in the name. It sounded big and
is fair play. it became the fashion to 
go as the Rink
did. "Now," added the • Wet.' philtre°.
- Monday morning about 2 o'clock, a
pher, "if we lied prefixed a big 'D' to
residence belonging to Mrs. R. Kelly, on
the rink and risked everybody to take a
'D-rink,' the faushion a ould have run
the other way. See if it don't next
time."
We have arranged fur simile of the
prineips1 articles on our premium list
which will be published shortly, anti in
addition to this we make several very
Wirral cembiliation offers Under the
heed of "Inducement," in another col-
umn. We Stant every reader to exam-
ine our offers arid tell his neighbor
about them. Remember that every sub-
scriber, in a club or otherwiee, who
pays what lie may owe 1111 subecription
and for one year in advance, gets a
ticket in our drawing. 'fake either the
ali-kee Lir $1.50 a year, or the TRI-WaRE.
ILT, $2.50 a year, arid you'll make an
investment wnicti you will never regret.
A gentlenian from Matliaonville re-
lates an incident which goes to prove
that "prohibition does not always pro-
hibit." Ile says that a aliabbily iiressied
old man drove an ox-cart loaded with
fodder into that village one day last
week. The o'd fellow wore a look of
rustic simplicity and no one would have
aupected him of ways that are dark:
Pretty 'soon he began to retail the fod-
der by the bundle. Tise bundles went
like hot cakes. Men who never owned
an animal in their lives !teemed sudden-
ly bent on inveming in fodder. The un-
usual rued' attracted the attention of our
informer, w ho itegmi at mice an inves-
tigation. It did not take him long to find
"aset out" in a rich , to buy apace in our columns in
out that the bundleA contailied a bottle I :::fetn.et440,1 wnehwiehxwmeiuretiti,
thoroughly pre- which - to publioir the reasons for the
of "red eye," and the mild leoking old
.nte... The pared. At the proper thne I topped faith that was in them. Till, we refria-
man was a sharper from way r
truth of this incident vouched] for by a
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Dr. John C• Whitlock.
Lard, Sunday efternoon, about five
o'clock, Dr. John C. Whitlock, for years
past afflicted with paralysis and a com-
plicatiois of ailments, paseed away peace-
fully at his home in Newetead. Ile was
in him esth year, and one of the oldest
physiciarie in this cods ty. hi addition
to his professional labors lie was for
many years actively and exteneively en-
gaged in farmilig and other businese op-
erations. Ile was a pioneer In turnpike
construction, a promoter of valuable
milling enterprises ou Little River, and
ea earneet anti industrious supporter of
every movement which promiNd to ad-
vance the public good. Kentucky never
hail a citizen more forgetful of sell in all
his intercourse with hie fellow men. His
fine natural abilities, ready tact, eaten-
eive culture and popular manners com-
bined with an ordinary amount of self-
eeeking, would have assured him afflu-
ence. But the element of seltiehriess
was wholly lacking. Ile loved his fel-
low men, without ostentation or parade.
Ile waleadeeolicitous for the prosperity of
his neighbora as fur his own. Ile was
one of the few fortunate mortals for
a hose guidance the commandment
••Thou Shalt not Covet," eeemed to be
needles& lle not only did not covet
aro thing which was his neighbor's,
but it was his delight to
ne•remse his neighbor'e possess ions .
Ile took deep delight in the conetruct-
ion of a good highway for the accommo-
dation of 1111'11 whom he had never seen
as in the aeinliase of a ,fine farm, or...a
herd of firee•cattle. ile was the poor
phyoician. lie was as careful for
the ekire of * poor negro ao for that of a
wealthy farmer. He indoreed the note*
af men whom he trusted, without re-
The closing of the barrel boners relieved 
gard to ids own interests. Warm In
kis pOlitiCal feelings and positive in his
7th streetof a noiay crowd.
political views in regard to measures
The game of politica is one of delight-
and principles, lie never auflered any
ful and conepivions uncertainty. 'rime
pal Oran excitement to cool the warmth
delieht comes In a hen the other gets
of hia personal attachments. Through
left. In Louieville, Coligrese:onal nom-
ail dines of turbulence when many lost
iitation3 are sometimes determined by the
their tirade he remained the same large-
fiip of a hiekle, and in Chriatian county
hearted, open-handed, steadfast friend,
an election ie soruetimea the achool boy's
game or "Wet or Dry?" 
eounsellor and helper.
lasit years of hie life were clouded
A deputation of saloon keepers went with affliction. Trouble@ of mind, bodv
to Cadiz Monday to see Commonwealths ,aisu eatate beset him. Ile tyrannies] tO
Attorney Garnett about permitting
struggle heroically osi, still genial,
them to run till Jan. let. the event genertnie and loving, until paralysis
Mr. Garnett does not conseht, it is re-
a few years siece laid its terrible hand
upon him and admordshed him that his
career was virtually ended. The aym-
pathy fer him Was wide-spread. Ilia
occasional re-appearance at long inter-
vals rip in the streets, was always wel-
comed by a wide circle of friends.
But the great warm heart of tlie noble freighted, as 1 know it is, with your
gentleman is still in death forever. His prayers, your tears of joy and your
name w ill long be mentioned with ea- : hirelings Ano i gift from the heed
teem am' laves anil that of a trite physi- of a friend is a setla'erfr pin, an anchor wiell
clan aryl model citizen. olie single eetting. To me 'tie a remind-
In a Bad Serape. 
er of that anchor of hope that will help
us all to escape dangere and tempts-
the hand that bestowed it
W. M. Donahleon, of this city, was ar- "nu"- May
chug ever to that sure Anchor of God's
rested in Hentlereon, last Friday, on a
warrasit sivsorii out by C. 1'. Nolen cliarg-
the Hopkineville Band let me re-
ing him with obtaining money under
turn my sincere thanks for the music
lake preter.peo. Saturday afternoon
that called me back from tireandand
Chief of Police Felix Iliggeretaff arrived
.rhe facts Topside), night to meet the company orthe oty a ilia the primmer.
as follows, on loyal "honie preservers," who were the
of the case are briefly
that to extend the hand of congratula-
September 21st, hut Dinsaldson deposit-
Lion and joy over our succor*. het 110
ell $20 iretlie Planter's , Bank. On the
1 remember that God is the giver of all
27th he checked out $10 and on Oct.
he checked' out the balence. On the g°°'1, 
and to Him is due all honor and
night of Oct 2sid, lie went to Mr. Nolan 
praise for %Weyer of good may come to
anti Raked him to cash two checks, 
one , our homea. Then let us as one heart
telling tom worehip him forever anti forever.
for $25 and the other for $15,
Yours fur God, home and native land,
he hail the money in the bank. Nolan
Rosa H. Witsos.
ses ars-- - - -
An Explanation.
• -
came up with the y. When he I
preeented the checks lie' was informed
that Douala-on had no money in the
bank. Donaidtion then went to Loubi- We underatand that a few prolabi-
ville as a witness in the poet office rob- thongs are holdieg the New ERA rev-
bery triter, telling Nolan to hold up the ponitible for the 'smile of the Anti-Prohi-
checks amid lie would pay him as soon ae bitioniet in the recent Wet and Dry
he received Iris attendance fee. This campaign. We desire to say that the
Nolan agreed to do. Donaldson inetead Nsw KRA never misirka from taking a
of coming back to this city went to Hen- poeition on any public (pinafore When
demon where he was arreated as above it seea proper, anti Ito views are plainly
stated. Ile is now in jail awaiting hie set forth in the editoriel columns and
trial *hick is iiet for this morning. all the reeponalbility connected there-
Donaideon says that when he gave the with is publicly stemmed. The Anti-
checks to Nolan he was so drunk he did ' Prohibitioulets waa handed into this of-
not know what he was doing arid did not Ike as a oe,,, af job work. We printed
know what he had done until informed it as we print bill heads, hand bills &c.,
by Dirndl,. Ile went to Henderson toi for a atipulateu- price. We are in no
secure a job anti intended to return the way responsible fur its utterances or
money as isoon am he got it. Monday I'circulation. We claim no credit and
paid Nolan $26 in raah, but the Cour- iteeerve no censure. The Prohibitionist
mon wealth will proceed with the case. a as by charice piloted at another of-
ree
Enormone Toba ans.
'Ilie returning board finished its work Saturday morning a9d the results were
announced to the people who had! been anxiously awaiting the count since Tiles-
day. Prohibition wese only carried by a majority of 74. In this contest 5,814 votee
were pellet], only 400 short of the highest number of votes cast in any race at the
August election. Prohibition absorbed the interest in the other races and conse-
quently the votes in these were light. Jolly earth's the county over Laffoon for
Congresa by a majority of 133. Laffoon received 2,366 votes, hewever, which is
probably the higheirt number of Democratic votes cast by any other county in the
[district. Thus Christian becomes the btnner D.eno leicicoutity of the District.
BUCIDU11111, Republicall, carried the county over Randolph, Democrat, for
Member of the Board of Equaliz ttion by 655 majority, although' Esq. Randolph
received a very complimentary vute all things considered. The stock law was
everlasitingly snowed under. Fen- thousind nine haridred and seventy nine













"You may laugh as  !hi as you
please at signs anti owner." 'raid a
pale young man about town who was and expected aomething unusual, but
Mr. Henry P. Williams, of Guthrie,
writes to the Clarkaville Chroniele as
follows: , Hera reaeons, to resume a strictly neu-
From a paper of Tobacco seed marked tral attitude. This position we main-
"Carbone," species of Havana, I sue- tallied to the close of the conteit. Par-
ceetied in getting some four hundred ilea on both sides voluntarily came to
Me FRIENDS: The contest is over,
and by the help of God the victory is
ours. My work among you is finished'.
Soon I will be called to labor for other
hearts and other homes. Before I
go allow me to say that I consider it one
of my choicest blessings to feel that I
have found a place in your hearts. Each
hand that has aided me, each voice that
has spoken, each heart that has sympa-
thized with me In this work, has been
the means of making rue otronger to do
my humble share. And I thank you, Oh
I thank you, for the inspiration of your
earnest faces and words of entreaty and
encouragement. I shall carry the mem-
ory of your universal kiminese with we
through life. My visit to your county
will be remembered by me as one of the
bright places along life's pathway.
rl'o the ladies of Christian county, let
me say your lovely memento will be
treasured sacredly, both for its intrinsic
value and the memory of the promise it
brings: "To be reniember•d in yuur
prayers." The watch is symbolic of
thoee who gave it. Your women are as
pure as the diamond imbedded in ita
case; your Melt as true as the time it
keeps. 'Tie a sweet thought to treasure
away in memory's casket that 1 and
mine are remembered in the homes of
such loving woollen and noble men.
May God's richest mantle of love, purity
and peace fall upon you and yours, and
shelter your lives from eurrow, grief or
care. I shied tears with you in your
grief, and 1 rep,ice with you in your joy,
-that at last the cloude are lifted from
your homes that were phinacled there
by lavv. The clouds that settled tit on
your husbands and sons have been lift-
ed; and my Prayer to God is that your
future may be as "true" as is the lovely
tiuie-keeper you have given me; and
may each tick it bringe draw us each
one clireer to the celestial shore, where
God', holy angei8 ill welcome us to be
parted never mm re.
To my friehde at Crott.m, your pre-
cloud token of remembrance, a beautiful
pocket book in which rested a twenty
dollar gold piece, accompanied by the
"God bless you" of many friends, la an-
other offering from true hearts that I
prize very much. I appreciate your of-
fer-big more than you know. But more
than all I treasure your words of com-
meirdation. y our friendly hand-clasps
and the thought that I will be remem-
bered when I am gone. I hope the har-
vest in your homes fur truth, purity and
temperruce may be as golden am the
coin nestled in its lovely eovering,
discuseing several approachilit local
wedding*, "But I tell y ou that there
are Iota of girls alio brlive in the
tiae as a job, arid we are no nu re res-
ponsible for the Anti-Prohibitionist
than chili office is for the latter publica-
tion. During the prohibition canvass
the New Eita thought best, for *urn-
one hundred hills, varying from twelve ed and 'mitred offered our columns free
to eighteen leaves to the plant; another for the full and fair discusaion of the
hundred had only the bud pinched out prohibition issue. A glance at our files
arid tvvo hundred more allowed to seed.
Now comee hi the wonderful part of the
etatement. I am an old tobacco grower,
nothing approaching the growth of this
tobaeco, a lilch wax truly enormous.
Let me try to give an idea of its appear-
'White Horse' sign as much as you ance. A man over six feet high, with
believe in a luely horrie shoe." "Well, Ids arnis extended above Ida head could
what is the 'White Horse' Mgr'?" we barely touch with his fingers the top-
asked. "Its third" he replied. "A girl neat leaved. 'rite density of the growth
begins to think about niatri lllll ny and wee such, that a grown man would be
naturally wants to have her luck told hidden in a few stews atter getting into
some way or other. Om. way is to the atanding tobact o.
count white home. have to are a have preeerved three of the tallest
certain. number of white liorsea-the atalka with the followieg ineasurementa:
number varies in popular opinion-be-
fore the hone. of,diestirly comes past them.
After the !Jorge hae appeared], the maid-
en who sees him is certain ho wed the
that man she meets thereafter. If hie A leading prohibitionist elex'k his
is a very old and poor man, or is a crip- aide,' with laughter, an hearing a friend
pie, or iit in other respects is Ineligible, read a dispatch sent recently to the
the girl dodges him. Sire darts in a Evanaville Journal from .hie place etat-
neighboring house or shop door until ing that the "Wet end Dry" canvass
he lias passed, anti theta rite tries again. had cost thin :county $20,000. 'll'hen
There are many girls in this town who the "Went" must have /pent $195.00 In
ten feet one heal, nine feet tell inches,
nine feet six niche.. "How is that for
high?"
have counted as ',rally se fifty or laxly
white homes already, and one or two
have "cored ninety or more. It is now
an armhole time tor them, and the ap-
vainly trying 'to influeisce the election,
for the total expenaes of our Coumi:ttee
for prieting tickets, making banner's
arni mottos and hack hire, did not ex-
tee:trance of a a hite florae shakes their ceed $5CO. I know this to be the fact.
nerves more than a Sppok WOtild (10.1 .i the vote waa to be taker' again
None 'levet:owl:el a hundred white ' we would carry the county by a thou-
ihorses yet. sand majority."
will show that the dry men got the big
end of our offer, as more space was ta-
ken up by the prohibition correepon-
dents than by the whisky men. The
New Kit• job office was also over-run
with orders for campaign badges. We
printed enough prohibition badges to
fence in Christian county, while the
number of whiaky badges 'printed waa
quite large. Surely no one car
hold us Ter parimible for this, and
yet this is as reasonable as to
place upon us the reepotiiiibility of
the Anti-Prohibitionist. We treated
both elites alike with fairness and emir-
Levi, we published the communications
of both shies free of charge, and are cer-
tainly not entitled to any censure how-
ever you may view the question.
Syrup of r 1gs.
Naj. Wilson.
--
Maj. James Wilson died at 9:20 A.m.,
Sunday, at him room at the Plantere
House, of diabetes, after an Illness of on-
ly one week. Maj. Wilson came here
about two years ago to act as book-keep-
er for the late Allan Gilmour. Ile had,
occupied a 'similar position in the firm of
herr, Clark ct Co., at Henderson, in
which Mr. Gilmour was intereeted, for
many years. Ile wae a genial, compan-
ionable old gentleman and had many
friends and admirers here. Ile wae a
colonel on the staff of Geri :Breckinridge
(luring the late war and it is said Breck-
inridge pronounced him the bravest man
he ever saw. He was about 55 years
old and left two children, W. S. Wilson,
of Eddyville, and Mrs. Henry O'Neil, of
Hopkinsville. His remains were taken
to 'tendered:on by land for interment by
his son and Mr. O'Neil, who were pres-




Are important problems, the former
depending greatly on the latter. Every
one is familiar with the healthy proper-
ties of fruit, and no one can afford to be
sick and miserable while the pleasanf
California concentrated liquid fruit
remedy, Syrup of yigs, may be had of
ear enterprising druggist, H. B. Garner
The Y. 111. C. A.
At a called meeting of the Y. M. C. A.
at their roorne, 'corner Main and 8th,
streets, Tuesday night, it was agreed to
effect a strong organization for the win-
ter and a meeting was appointed for next
Tuesday night and an invitation extend-
ed to all members and the public to at-
tend. In conversation with some of the
leading members we were informed that
the Aosociation anticipates the Inaugu-
ration of a lecture course this season.
Nothing could appeal more urgently to i
the intelligence of our community. The
Association ha itself deserved the hearti-
est co-operation, and the enterpriee of
establishing a lecture course is one of the
wisest moves it has made. Nothing
tends to elevate the literary standard of
a people more than contact with great
men. It is more advantageous
than the reading of great books,
for we catch the in opiration of
personal magnetism and living thoughts.
The 111698 of the people in email towna
never come in contact personally with
the leading men of the country, and
eonsequently they mists many of the beet
things of life. Then it is a duty we owe
to asplring youth to furnish them lite-
rary entertainment. The cost is com-
paratively insignificant, and all that is
necessary to put into operation a first-
class lecture course is an enthusiastic
move in that direction. We trust the
Y. M. C. A. will meet with encourage-
ment such as will warrant them in se-
curing the best lecture talent in our
country.
When Baby waa sick. we gave her Cr starlit,
When she wadi a chad, sbe cried for esetoria,
When she became Miss, ahe clung to Casten'',
When ahe had Children. she gave them Caatoria,
THE MARKETS.
eorrected by CEARLE8 MCRAE a I o.
Cork, 
HOPEINSVILLE. Kr., N,.., 12, ism
- .
Faker, Standard
Bran and shipatu3', less than 50 bu.
Lard. 
10(.119111;
Bacon soles, SelOrDe. - -
Hams, (sugar cured), -
Hams ,eountryi, - -
- - -
FIOUr. Fancy, patent










Hammy, per gallon, - - ro






Peas, per bushel, - - 2.00
Beans, Lima. per poutol; - • 611be
Coffee, green. golden., .
Coffee, good green rio.
Coffee, Java, - 
. 12,%112,141404,iti%
eneefie, good factory, -
Cheese, Young American, - 1
Cracked Rice,










88( la: Ilat.7 Kul tal aannt east siw.aa',76b1 t. iui i I hheel si P,. 2,00
1,75




95Sweet, scarce, per bushel,
Mackerel, No. 1, per kit, 75(01,35
Mackerel Barrels, No.11, - 5.75(02.55
Lemons, per dozen, - - 35
Orange*, per dozen, 40
Apples, per bushel, choice 1.25
Corn in ear, tier barrel, - 3.00
OH *stye,. "pert ebwu lath 10,045"to80
e(lelover, -
-
Tin otly.per cwt. ;timo.thy,
1041065Hides, dry, lint.










LOVISTILLS, Nov 8, Rea
-
Country 'Waage' ..... 10 to 12
Dairy . . . to
Creamery  sato
!MANS AND PEAS--
Kentucky navies  7
Mixed  .. 7
Hand picked Ind. and Mich...
FEATHERS-
Mired . ..... . IC to 30
rLot-K-
Choice patent, winter wheat-R.00 to 5.15
Choir* Min tieeola . . . .... . to
Plain patents  4.20 to 5.00
Straights   4.15 to es'
Clear  2.751.04.0o
Bottom grades .........   3.00 to 3.25
Itint POSE-Per bbl. 11 50
B•C014 -per lb 100141
Shoulders.  Nominal.
' Clear ribsides  
Clear sides
BUStoguMblers .
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No.2 .............. 1.11 to GO
LOUISVILLS LITZ /VOCE MASSE?.
CarrLs--000d to extra shipping, or
export eattie ....... 14 75 to 50
. . . " 4 00Light shipping.
3 00 " 3 50Oxen, good to extra
Oxen, common and rough  
 21 305  2 255°Bulls, good
Light stockers .. S 00 " 3 50
Feeders. good
.. 3 002.5.."33 50Butchers, beet
Butchers, medium to good 2 75 " 3 00
Butcners, common to medium. " 50
Thin. rough *Leers, poor cows and
iscalawaset . I 50 "2 00
Hoot.--Choice packing and butchers 4 70 " 4 90
Fair to good butchers . 4 60 " 4 90
Light tnethum butchers. . . 4 15 " 4 26
  3 " 01.1
B8°°h°71"-:ear medium. Kentucky   IN% to 17%
Assorted Clothing  .
A mooned Com of ng .... 19
Black 

















Thew. dogs are paid to howl their beet
Anil let you know I'm here.
1 w ill try And .10 the rest
•n.I supply your s anta. Dont fear.




es, and fine Toilet Ex-
tracts go to J, R. ARM-
STEAD.
TS: PEEIIIX SALE
will take pleasure in
catering to the wants
of a thirsty public from
now until the first of
January.
-We Have-
Got 1:: Thl list.
Everything new in
Gents' Neckwear The
nobbiest line of Stiff
and Soft Hats in the




For the least money is
sold by A. Porter Smith.




1- a . for Stat.- Superintendent of Pub-




We offer the following "inducements"
to Subscribers to the New ERA :
PREMIUM LIST.
N‘e hitt) far arranged for the fol-
lowing premiums. The list will be com-
pleted up to $1,000.00 as soon as possible.
$210.00 A Handsome Organ, stietaves,s stops, 4 sets of Iteede of 2%
octaves each, sold and aunt
arnaranteed IL H. Baldwin
a to., Louisville, Ky.





non nicle Nod els one Weeks. by Fames.
A • I h ors. A latent Int, r tr my. I ke hu.•••tuilbootta
▪ , 'Ned is uear • si. ma all ass plated
ha' goad type upon sand paper. ?bey teat., •
linc•t 'az i•te ..f sot,. :a • • s one can eacenia•
the list Iludtuk . • .: he or she ...ra
like ho p.o.e. la : 1.,..k• •wald NO
$1.00 each. Fa /1 book i• t,.0 It. itself.
1 Tata a 111.4•114 Payer.. This la the 1.011
over •tarb your kr andloott.ets laukhes1 till Lacy cried, sad
it t4irt funks to- Sae .•. es to.
later Easels( Meereatiersa. • lafffe collectioa
ef (waste hared., I sa-ant th sores Port a, etc . air
• itatkreitar• ate ,!,•,•,r ca..• •••,1 • r• at home.
I Kock ta the 01.1 Heine. A haa. hy Mary
Cent H•T •'. ,,r
• Dleheyser.. IdeItliSillittalb end iteadlege, • largo
axe annoy ,n lev.tou f ,t boo, talsibitioua Sod publu: are
priv•!. r'ate•ts.unt
5 T be Maio ersed Letter W Ater Per Latlic• and Geo.
tlenria a ...newel, gut t.. coos drew, etyma plal•
Illreettoo. fra the oarneatc,.. ef lewd. of every Mod. era
Isontornahl• er.n. t sworn.
IL The Vreeee Deep. • Sortl. Sy Willie C01.104
Sather el .• 1 he a tu ' etc
7. Eel Court Yarn. • so.ri., By Mrs. Harry
Vaal NUM' of 1.s•t I • ups., etc
s. Elie Lady orate lake. 1., Pit IrslItn Sent.. 'The
Lady of las 'Ate i• rowan, in-art.c. sad of all ibe
Pocks of Scott. ono. i• more h.-outdo. th•ri thin
S. tapirris Asa. • Brno, frty the aotkor ire
Dora Thar,
10. Ansa. Nartesi. A Bocci Pc Gaoler knot. ate
thew of •  tan Boric Tn. V, Fara,
11. Lally liwea11•11•••• bream. A Noss's. By tbe
itothor nf •• l'.•ra Tao.* '
at Tar Ilystery et the Wally Tree. • :carol. Sy
the an hor ' itars
17 The II•dget af It It. Khmer earl Fes. a lupe
eol,netiou of %hay slurs.. acec•Ioaes, p•I•Od5
est )oires
14 Jobe Iletterbaalh's WIG'. A Novel. Ey 111a
11/..net iieit.hor of ' Ila,1151. I...6,ra, etc
is The Gray 01 owes. A 1", CaNkell,
imitator of ••11a.s Itar•ou .1,•
IA. %tutees. Ceseplete OtterIes h• /*orator Authors.
sesurs.log tor•. lia.,rou. and eetertite nonce. •torico of
portico :in, et a.11 rotor, of callus) bk, eic...41 yr.) in-
heating.
17 Jasper 11hasmee Seeret. • Novel By Mai E.
It Bret hro with. of •• •.rora /wed. etc.
lc fairy Work Per 'lame A derpairat. •h catIrc17
or. • this ut••41•1( •Lii prod...61
“,a0.,..r. ...•11., '14. s,a.a.t• a a.' 1-cirrts. lovekets,
o.c! - • • • .• I . 1 0•10...) 0.4 elegantiy
ol ey atarlee for the Versa.. The
tattnaelal. claldrea
▪ t
ti MO 001 .,f : so, tie ha Leen.. are Ihra•learen.s
gl•isig the (ales of
4: 1 .. 4.. fee the MUltee. a 1.7041
b. • , a.. t•rlaus
611








74 111' 1'0i...1u. 111411 eds. R•l•l• WV' as sheet Naas.
Were. ,ar
• t'alit..1 lira ' Bath Collesy.
74 AI is. %%art.! . VlerrY• A Beset. Sr name,
Ward.. • • tit. Sarah. ' etc
17 11111eceel I c• ••••••••• • •tritl• ay The
.et • 11•••.
• 9.6/.1. D.) .. A It) the author of **fa
back.
O. Ilealleare on awe.. A Veer' by P. L. Iss•
Moo, andoor of .. I he,. aae Abney. 4511
' 1•.• Nary I reit Hay. &slim 0
gnats taw.,
71 Gabriel's •rcl nat. A Poi al. Wil Cents+,
aetan. et 4. ,
Rteaploa ray 55 hid...Ise. A Bevel. By Uary
(..•Cti Hal • a. • ' rte
SI Duel., I ....Ica*. . 4• • • P• U. b. Brae'
sea but : t .11%4 • itt-It'Irt
51 5 4ssliolt 11 11s. a. A bovr:. 1i3 the &attest of
a la ra 1'
• ValeeleV rale. A Novel Py Uts. Akio...let. as.
User ••Tbe esea. t
it Sister Kees. A /1•• at By Winne fouls.. sinker
et 1 - °mar Is Wkite
1' A noir. A /13 M... Henry Wes& &Other of
!ta '1 1.a•erl II oak. Parte By Mho Uolock.
ILL rte.
V. If obi...in I ru.••• 11.11,t, tracrollte he Basal
' • ca.taeo) Ume Posta
Pa-t•
•t. lar 51,41... 1' rorltr, f..y. ereetiral •54
is••• i• if h.. Faults,
• It•rlor ...ail, • a..1 leo mi. al yen- eloseataki:
• • „f• i t,. rata rt.•rnawg Setek-
. r Nyco., S•sury,
ci.,.•. Low.sent
11ousea right so Acta
• 5. •• liludratee
•• or r rho.. of l' 611. kir li,gtos Frank-
- to's., (radicle.
Of •
adatrak •ert al •n goriest Aeolus.
tar LI Yr., awl gro• (.1 sae e
%rote
OI It 1 NI-A/V.11.ED OFFER.
We have arranged with the pub] Merv, of
these tesiks to furnish the whole fort y-flve
with year's ion to our paper
and ticket our drawing for $2,00 for
Weekly. and fft.00 for Trl-Weekly ; or we
will send any five for ES eta., or the whole
forty-flee for 91.30. Address all orders to
**NEW ERA PUBLIsill I NG co..
Beektaiistrie. Kr. •
a III furnish the Weekly
• Yy Era 1 year. with tick-
et IT, Ia.!' Hie Weekly courier-
Journal I ear, anti a Waterbury Watch
we will send Tri.Weekly
one year, ticket and Cou-
rier-Journal and Watch:
we will furnish the Week-
ly New Era, a ticket in
dram mg. the M eekly New York World. and a
haw:notate leather-1)0unit gilt-edged History of
the United states.
For $3.40 4..17.E,.hrattleyTeanr:
tael.et. Neyy 1 -rt. World and 1" S. tet..ry.
-
For the best Metal I
Roofing and Galvaniz-
ed Iron Cornice call on
Caldwell & Randle
Parties desiring nice-
fitting Suits made to
order would do well to
call on N. Tobin Co ,
merchant Tailors, cor
9th and Main st.
Fred and Joe can still
Manufactured only by the California, be found at the Phcenix
Fig Syrup Co.. San Francisco. Cal.. is
Nature's Own True Laxerive. This S. alo. on and cordially ,
nt California liquid fruit remedy I invite their friends and
pmay be had of Mr. H. B. Garner. Sum- 1 the public in general toi
pie bottles free and large bottles at fifty give them a call.
cents and one dollar. It is the inotit
pleasant, prompt, and effective remedy
known to cleaniee the system; to act on
the Liver, Kidney and Bowels gently,
yet thoroughly; ev dispel Headaches,
'.;',olds, and Fevers; to cure Constipation,




When you want a nice
beverage concocted in
the most artistic man-I
ner give the Phcemxi
Hotel Saloon a call.
c\v‘E..%
RO)i.o









A trial will convince the most sio•mi.-..",
theY are the test Tli,v are ne v • • •I .1 --
Cum and the aOlve l- et I tt. t.t. g
far m..re powerful in their act le, ;ha I.er et n
Do not be induosd to take others but be
get the genuine "Petroline," shit h alsays
clowd in an envelope with the eigniture i ita
proprietors, The P. "W. P. Co., rad dire;
four lantuage5: al.", seal on front at- ta • 't
t3, • t• r 1 I ! • . 1
EDACLIFik
COHN PLASTERS
Are the best known remedy for hari and soft corns,
and never fail to cure. Price sy cents.
ThePeiegWhitePreprietary Ce
113 W. LITOadM Yst U.
MAPUrACTU,altpian,
OF FIRST-CLASS DRUGG1sTs
And HARRY It. A RN 1112, Itistriet Agtnt
lioAinevalle, By.
C.A.I.J1.1 NO_ 1_
Every man and boy wearing a
Summer Suit will report at once to
Headquarters at
JOHN T. WRIGHT&
And have them exchanged for a
nice new Fall Suit and Overcoat.
•
C.A.I.AMB Paco. rJr-vv-co.
Old men, young men and boys
wearing a straw hat or light color-
ed Summer hat, please come at once
and have them exchanged for new
Fall shaped Hats and Caps
CAS.....17.1 NC_ Three,.
To those who still wear their
Summer Underwear and Summer
Ties, come in a rush and secure a
new supply of our nice Fall and
Winter Furnishing Goods.
No_ =o-c...1..r.
To every man and boy in this
and adjoining counties, come at
once and have your old Boots and
Shoes exchanged for new ones.
NC_ =iv-a.
Do not order you a Suit Ma de t
Order until you see my line of Sam-
ples. I will save you money Re-
member
My Motto-----Wright Wrongs No One."
Bargains for All! -
Et 11- 111 110 1 •1i 0 1 i %LE •r E NEW STOCK OF CAI %ND I N ht
1.00 LIN OICE:RED
JOHN MOAYON, THE FARMER'S FRIEND,
oesisrl
Dry Goods, Notions,
Clothing., Hats, Boots Shoes, &c.
All of the Latest styles at the Lowest Pricer,.
JOHN MOAYON,
Con Ninth and Virginia Street
Bryant
Stra'sti on. BUSINESS COLLEGE,
7P1-1 1.acw1.2.1sville
t or, Third and .Ift ift. caun sts. Limas.
BOOK•KEEPING. KINKING, PEIIMANhIllIP. SHORT.H D, 1 1 PL.
IA KITING, ARITHMETIC, itc
No Text Books or Manneeripts copied and reeopled by students. Has the
largest honest indorsement as to true merit. Graduates have little trouble in ob-
taining 'situations.
HOME Instruction a ill be given by mail. Improve your spare hours and
obtain a practical education.
STUDY _P-3..aress am csre.
Cood evin's COCOA-NUT OIL CREAM
1111.• nest 1'. rivet listir-Dre••ing its 1 •e.
It keeps y • r hair f i.g out It promote. the growth. prevents
dandruff. keeps the scalp clean, makes the hair and whiskers gloaey, re-
stores hair to its natural color, and will grow hair on bald heads.
SAMPLE BOTTLES 25 Centel, REGULAR SIZE 50 Cents.
J. H. COODWIN, Proprietor,
Western Laborat. ry. ... Caleb:math Ohio
..."•••••••
1. 0 0 51 I • • 
HORSE and CATTLE POWDERS
Are the Y..-- r . f.tr
A 1 1 Diseases Pertaining tit Herses.
Mules, t ems, Hogs wad Rimer
It purr fie- the lilies! and prevents almost any
diseaee ali stock are subjesq to requiring au in-
ternal remedy.
This islwder Is prepared from one of the old-
est and lied reeeilits known among tine etock
rawer., and dealers. Thousands of certificates
hare been received testifying to the efficacy of
the Powder. All that is naked le • trial of the
W111 In! et.• a V iit'ett that it has no equal as a preventive and cure of
all iii.ases in an stork. Ir is A PosiTivE t RE FOS 1100 Cnoczas. This Powder is guaranteed
to give eentire aatidaction inevcry case.
• J. H. GOOD W I N Proprietor and Manufacturer.
Western Lsboratory,Ciaelaaati. 0.




7. W. laelCcGauseher3r, Provnicleast.
DIRECTORS:
11. I' •• e, Ila tit -, 1.11111,t. 7. T Lacer..Itthn - If anherry, Thos. W Baker.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.




W. M. FUQUA, M. D., Attorneys at Law,
Pliusician and Surgeon. Will practice in all the courts of this Com-
HOPKINSVILLIK, KENTUCKY.
Office over Phelps' las- office. Court etreut
...st D.1
DRS, YOUNG & GUNN, I
HOMCEOPATHISTS 5
lioPai sat hi.e, al
Office cor Oth end Slain. '
DEN
Inman ealth.
Office an Hopper Block.
C• A. Champlin,
Attorney and ell:: a: Law
Office over Planters Bank,
Hopkinsville, - - - - Hy
WM. F. BLUM,
A. P. CA 
INIPBELlj' LoirillCaa" LechDENTIST,
- - Kentucky.




0Mce over Kelly's Jewelry Store.
Manufacturer of stained met Lii:iineled
431. 141 Jk. IS
for eliureb,.., memorials, •t1.1 other ehureh It111-
doWa, in rich design. Embossed and Etched
Was- f,,r halls, dwellings, etc.





• -.7 .4- "A Vr:r Res-iio,se, -•3m.vvate w 















RaliKtaiya Marehan•ii•e. I lye 4.4..ea and Personal Property generally
easiest loss anti'd menage
Fire, Lightning, Wnd Storms, Tornadoes, Cyclones
_And offers the ' a'.•-t a•.• 1.
7-AX3.E1'30 31C.NTES iEtiek.NTCJM.
• - • vs other 'soli t companies, and i.rompt settlement of lo•sses.
flu I. •••• ond toot. Carn•r Erring and Main Ate lilispkileaville, 
Ky.
LONG GARNETT & CO., Managers.
McCamy,Bonte o
fzx f
FINE CARRIACES AND KIDDIES,
AND DEALERS iN
Agricultural Implements.




The Champion Binders and Mowers.
And Repairs for the Same.
Avery's Chill and Steel Plows,
Iron Beam Double Shovels,
A Common Cold
Is often the beginning of serious effete
tions of the Throat, Bronchial Tubes,
and Lungs. Therefore, the importance
of early and effective treatment cannot
be overestimatml. Ayer's Cherry Pec-
toral may always be relied upon for the
speedy cure of a Cold or Cough.
Last January I was attacked with a
severe Cold, which, by neglect and fre-
quent expoeures, became worse, finally
settling on my lunge. A terrible cough
coon followed, accompanied by teens in
the chest, from which I suffered internee-
1y. Atter trying various reinerlies, with-
out obtaining relief, I commeueed taking
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral, and was
Speedily Cured.
I am satisfied that this remeay saved my
life. -Jno. Websiter, Pawtucket, It. I.
1 contracted a severe cold, which
enddenly des eloped into Pneumonia,
presenting dangerous and , obstinate
symptoms. My physicien ordered the
use of Ayer's Cherry Pectoral. His in-
structions were followed. and the result
was a rapid and permenent elite. -
H. E. Stimpson, Rogers Prairie, Tex.
Two years ago I suffered from a severe
Cold, which sot ki on my Lungs. I con-
sulted various physicianio, and took the
medicines they proascrestel. but received
only temporary relief. A friend induced
me to try A ver'A cherry Pectoral. After
taking two bottles of this medicine I was
cured. Since then I have given the Pec-
toral to my children, and consider it
The Best Remedy
for Colds. Coughs, and all Throat and
Lung dis.•a-ses. ever used in my family.
-Robert Vanderpool, Meadville, Pa.
Some time ago I took a slight Cold.
which, being neglected, grew worse. and
settled on my Lunge. I had a hacking
cough, and was very weak. Thnse who
knew me best considered my !Ito to be
in great denser. eontinued to suffer
until I rominenced using Av-er's Cherry
Pectoral. Leas than one bottle of thia
valuable medicine cured me. and I
feel that I owe the preservation of my
life to its curative powers.-- Mrs. Ann
Lockwood. Akron. New lurk.
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral is considered,
here, the one great remedy for all disevies
of the throat and lungs, and Ls more
in demand than any other medicine of its
Masa -J. F. Roberts, Magnolia. Ark. tt
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral,
Prepared by Dr..1. C. Ayer k Co., Lowell, Maas.
Sold y all Druggists. 1'th:till; ell bottles, $5.
Qpiumf..:4„;;;.t.,!:!tz..1,levm-,f,'Iir.v1.4,„,ric„larisc mir ol u F.: t...t. F..
CHESAPEAKE, 0410
-AND-
Rumlev's Engines and Threshers, sollthwesioll




ROAD SCRAPERS. WHEEL-BARROWS, HARROWS.
CO.






WALKING and RIDING CULTIVATORS, Cities.
HAY RAKES, HOIST POWER. Direct Route
To Memphis,
New Orleans,
- A n 1 . 1' -,;• n -
Arkansas and
Texas




°welsher° & Nashville II R. Co.
Mail. Mixed
napart-erem owenehore. 2:30 p e :40 a m
Arrire-Owenshoro . 10:46a m 01:10 p m
Depart-tentrel ity . m:50 a m e.:Xnp m
1•ES p m 1310 p
Arrive- " 4:13 p m 12:16p m
a:SC a m 1:00 p ni
6:56 a ree 935 a m
0.:13pm
arrive- t :se p m
eat am
Depart-AdaIrvoie.   ties) a in
Arrive-Adaircille 9.15 p m
• WELI.S.tien'l Man'er„Lnuisville, Ky.
- W. M. NEWBOLD. Suut . Oweneboro
YOK,








BELLs AND ItorEs !






se V ILLE, - - - DIANA1
Enid upper Seventh Et.
Now NI Bong.
m !Everybody delighted with the tasteful and
beautiful selections made by 111m. Lamar, who
has never failed to please her customers New
spr ng circular jest teemed. Send for it. Aibirees
MKS. ELLEN 1. vt
VAN•VILLir m_iiirszkvon D•itir Pseger
Ti.e Light Draught Steamer
M 1,TIC EiTEIINT
J R. THOM PSON Manager
ED. NASH.
Will lease R  Ile f ( ennelton delly
p Rend/iv, at 4 o'rlock. a m,. making sure
rennet-Ilona W1111 the O., H. it '4. It. R.
Returning, leaves Cannelton /lady nt Fess p




•1 -11 f4, :•
ft 041 4rgom
ref Ifoillat or await* artell 404'1
Barber Shop !
HAY FORKS. ETC.






Are warranted to excel In Workman-
chip and Materiel, Durability and Cr-In-
struction and Lightness of Draft. Our
wsgone Are all made at home, and every
one warranted to give entire satliefic-
don. No trouble or delay In getting
them repaired. All material thorough-
inteeeted befere ueing. We intend
te maintain the reputation of the Cele-
brated Excelsior Wagon*. Large stock
on hand of all sizes.
LUMBER! LUMBER!
Sash, Doors, Blinds, Shinnies., fettles,
Broar.lio, Meuldings, Brackets, Belostere,
Newels. Hand RAH and a largs steck of
Rough Lumber on hand.
Celebrated Erin Lime,
Cement. l'Oes'er Hair. Fire Crick. &es
Grates and Mantels, all Aiees and kind,
at ruck bottom tigures.
BARBED WIRE,
Wheat Drills. f'srming Itiodrutents in
large maantitiee,
Fine Carnegie:, Iltnegien, Jeggere,
Phtebroes and Serhig Wegotte by the car
load, at nioes itrasotittile prices. Eat+
job warranted Oto give estisfaction.
F
We keep a tier Mock «1 Boggy Her
neee of all kindle at ream-amble price-
We have a great malty other Kettle
tiwidth arc tee' toimeroti. to mention
We hope to ere t ou when in need re
anything in o e line.
Mose reopectfully,'
N'Co1921 331r4a•




. To Save Money.
iti.4 after al. you will Arid no lrett•r place ix, +a) e money than al the to stor,
M. LIPSTINE
on Main oltrael, itie new einek oppoeit.. Th t .r A •' r.
Everything New and Neat!
Goode all of the latest dy le, and priee• lower than r.
9
Gloc:)cles,C1lcstlxixisg
AND CENTS' FURNISHING GOODS!
without tiro! • • ....• will he tesliglitest tom* the • v.
WI I IA IA I 1\T 3IFL
Mr Isaac Hart, during her recent tr rdod, really sieseltertherseit At line M gowie white
er seleettoc of
CLOAKS AND OTHER WRAPS
will compare with that of another house iti tbe country.
BOOTS AND SHOES
r•r men and boya of all grrules, stel a stock tor the ladles sud muses that will suit teem beyond
tee possibility of a doubt,
Mr. W. L. WALLER will make ifillat,t to all the above, Met would be pleseed to have hie
expenende cell on him for verification.
M. LIPSTINE
NT .13LN ‘T I Ma Ma ]U
COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS TRAINING.
INSTITUTED OVER ONE•THIRD of a CENTURY,
211111121=11i
IRRIM•abil Iffillati intifliurl +1.1 V.081 , / ., , 4 ttiti4 keret stisl eetifteell ler Os I effitiee
saseot Ape's:el .,I it 1, 1 / gpiosi.ii. 1 tr011iff:10 ilif: laff• li fttlifi 114 1 di ;epic
;id oto,o, i . o .k 140(-1, il 1." elfpgif digt. pimp, Wallies* ele
I . , , , . i'. omens .11. melees ci11,011.111.4.1 41.1
11 , , • Iti.11.• •. 1011oral Tnirins.aill
.31'llia IIii•lhess.
Short-Hand. Type-Writing and Telegraphy.
I h • • is it. aro of to .1 .. • ',1 11. 1111111••• l• A I trod. . • . fide l a
g Ifhisineaa Edue If %Vert 1.. la' r a ;Mechanic. 11411,4Ni. itirer. Ranker,
M.-ichatta, Law %rt.. frordor, Yarn er. 1 Kok kroorr, or even an 11,111.,r. -iirer reed to ul-
timate miceem in any ttf the.. ilepprt.dents it,g,te Ili he found to getting a fiensine.• teems.
tion stir eelleae• Tho. is an alsolute fact, Ladies el-reseed n eutinl terms. srasil open
al/ the year round. mudento ran eater at se) Li', . z may to to se e a iny olml customers and ther p
- 1 it •
PARAGRAPHS.
! Bulgaria lilts teeiverierl the Sobranje
despite i he direst.' of Rowels.
m. minima sinseessis M. all
:Minister of Public Work' of France.
• It ia rumored that Osnisot Nina, with
a large force, is marching to relieve To-
kar.
Iii a tire at Emile, Tex., two Men Mat
their livee. The property loom ea+ $25,-
000.
Fi.rty- live Motioned men were in line
at thr Henry George parade in New
York Satun iay.
Eight hundred spinners at Darwin,
Eng , lotve struck egeievt a relluetiou
ot b twr cent. e ages.
Feu r teen a ere Is illed e-ter lay by
lorick-a oak la the Albion eol-
liery. Voila Prithe Wales.
At Perryville. W. Vas W. P. Payne,
Prooseciotiog Attnresey. ehot. and
',is brother Allwrt white booth Were
&tine.
1 he SI. Louis Sugar reflor ry. the loir-
gt-et in the 11. eat, hats shut dove It. unsble
t• pete with the eandwich Wands
import*.
A Greenville (Tex ) telegroon reports
Vie killing mm( Neill 1.111.1..et , Deplitv
Slit rill' 01 nattiest county, lo macro
named Stand.
The stern% heel eteanthont Sentinel
was sunk it Oetwola, Ark., on Saturday
Loss $4,500, insured tor Cele* in Pitt*.
burgh offices.
A tire at :14. ollie biotite.' the (71tit•ke-
sae Cooperieste onipany•s Works, ell-
tailieg a lista ef about $100,090; ',were.)
tor about $10,0J0.
l'he Hon. J. C Rotwrteam, the law
partner of ex-Gov. John M. Pittner.
died at Springfield, Ill., Weileeettav,
aged eixty-three years.
'floe ison-electinit of Smalls in South
Cenobite and O'Hara in North Carolina
will mike the Fiftieth 'ititgreas the first
purely alike Congrese mike the war.
ln the Au-trios,. alai II lingerie!' dele-
gations, Prime M inieter Von suet
Sir  'ks oeviated the' the interesteof
Eastern Europe P1101114 he den-titled
w ith the el• ord.
The eelebrated hoese sof Grison, man-
tifaeturees of east-steel war material at
Bikkau, Pritosiato Saxony, ha- been
cotivereel a elock conipnity with a
capital ol II 000asel marke.
The London Standard says Hint Prince
Lobenotf Hoeteaski, Resod* Anibaolota-
dor to Anetrie, has. towered Couut Kal-
tioky. ens the nuthority of M. de there,
that Russia ail! uot ()tempt Bulgaria.
A soutietromel trete en ledlisYllle.
Nr* Int-mite & fee -s as detelled isear
l'ick-boirg aim thineei. care wreeked.
There %tele ferry trumps me the train,
one of allow %sae killed and eleven
*omitted
It ia stated that the Ruswian Foreign
°Mee has decided establieli another
twilit-official paper, ot which Dr. Cyon,
floW R resideet of Perils awl hi close
vottlieel ion AS ilk the Retina:lie, part),
will be the editor.
Mule Etelka Gereter. the prima dim-
es, is insane. Her idtbetion is reported
to he the result of remetant brood:fig
over the lose of her yoke. a heat, slime
her reeeet moiltitortnelit, 'shown no
'Agile of returning to her.
Gen. Kaufbare, the Czerto ol
isehiet in Bitigarie, is a tall, steeping,
bout' vvitlt a how, soft voice. Ile
'Teaks several languages, writes portrt
is ail amateur entemologiet and is a
charmieg companion and member Of
ciety.
It le officially annotincrel thin the rev-
olution iii Cuba is et an end, aed that
pence has been completely reetoreel
the North-wesown regiots. The prin-
cipal leaders in the revolt have sought
relege Hayti, and it is stated that
they are desirous of leaving the island
A pr ..... Merit fernier of Bowling
Greene Herten' county, M.I , Mr..I. T
, his four ebililrest were
sick with store throats and coughs at the
Sallie time Reel Star Cough Cure cur-
ed them a Is eek.
A freight train on the Oregon Pacific
railroad ran into a rock slide near Al-
kali. The fireman w as killed and a
brakeman fatally Injured, A wreek-
Ing train going to the relief ale° ran
him a rock slide, kille4 the firemaii and
reedit itsitired a brakemen.
Bueklen's Arnica Salve.
The Beet Salve In the world for f 'lite
Brulees. Sores, Salt Rhetins. FeVer
Sores, 'fetter, Chapped Hands, Chil
blaine, tenni, and all Skin Eruptions,
and poeitively cures Pike or no pay re
wilted. It is guaranteed to give per-
fect satientetlim, or money reftinde.1
Price 25 rents per box. For sale by II.
B. Garner.
Peel l'eriton. manager of the Bijati
Opers-honse, New York, heard his
drunken colors-4 eervant girl on the root
Going up to the %elude, a till had ile•
.  [retort's. .eiEeol V•Tiltai ohs!
threw Off the root. A uet work o.
telephone wire- seem, ile regained
ri.ol moil with the help of tro pOlie
men lied all lie enottill th) to capture ti.
freezied maniac
 --age -se
An Assurance of Incorruptible
letegritt.
The preeence of Geer,' G. l' [tenure-
gar.' ot 1.a., :tell Jule° A. le irl.-5 Va ,
at the drawing ot The Louisiana Stele
Lottery C patsy, in Padre charge, is
regarded as guarantee of abecoliote
fairtiese and integrity. Any advertise
meet or coffer to ginknritee city partial
ire a smid ex p.44, tloe eleven loom of the
!mintier. Remsm'e.r thy. the next (Abe
leetti Grain' Monthly awl tee morsels
dinary (Vero-Hy brewing takes pla,•
on Dec 14th, aid/ sever half ti onillicorosrhold.
shol ler* w ill go II) ing about the
ming too fan Into amp. tine's IiImpiter
rot only ieformation mildness M. A
a-s. iglu. gn shooed!
1,14111111111, Nee,' Drivaile. La. Sure ou
Janes Notitg_eas_ery A io psi Int ed.
Janie* Motitionnery, formerly 'Geller
Suiwnetetetent of the ' &
Rod wry, froth Evansville
t st. Iota beep tefairleil has
accepted the General Superieteolosency
of the Ohio l'elley av, Ith head
quarters at Heederemi. Mr. Nonagon).-
ery Is wide! y kisow  g and
bevies:1os tiu•n, and his appeititinent tit
thie a cretlit to the manage-
Mee
.
Tim quality or the !dowel depends,
much upon good or bail digestioe and
Rowlett's' loot ; to !mike Ow Wiest rich le
1114. mod strength giving minstlewithe
use Dr. .1. II. McLean'', Strengthening
Cordial end Blood Purifier; It will
nourish the properties of the bleed from
which the elements. of vitality are drawn.
$1.00 per bottle. Sold by II. Is. Garner.
There Is a Comet "Bill" Blouterck.
alio Is votititter then I 'mint Herbert. and
he Is soda DI lie very "fact." Iiirsonowit
es he has nearly reached the age 01 tlilr-
tv, stool 11•41 the gout, there ean he very
mit, doubt fit It. As for Isnitit Herbert
he limo left the metaled w ttttt with
whotn he eloped two years ego. ale! set-
tled down R sedate lite, while It•e are
man contimiee her career es an silven-
tiireita. The Prinee'e have ell the
privileges of royalty, Just as If they kid
been born to the purple.
one Trial Will Convince
Yoe that Pomeroy's' Petroline Plat.
ters are superior to anytilliog of their
kind for pains hi the lostek.. beet. side or
kidney& Sold by all druggist and H.
B Garner. Hopkineville, Ky„
5T4,4c013 ,911,
• „ ,
II Curse Rheumatism. Neuralgia,
0 :I. ::: i4;71.2. IV41:1•TA: 4; 'IFT ha..R.4.
tits 11410HO; I. OW IMPS 411.. tit trilbillim, ID.
ED
rrea from coptob I •
---
I Volt, reopened re tteri.e. gimp. rh.ft,,,,..1 SAFE.
grille street. between Mr. Feet Se'. mitt and




CURNICK RANK, fear:in/Is, lad JAMES IIIAUGHAVES. Tea a- V041ELIZ CO. SA LIM= Irkirat int. Iluir-
L utting. Niodnitmoing an Boot-
lacking done In the hest manner.
CONCERNING HYDROPHOBIA.
The Hroolt• of Reveal Obeervations--
At here this Great Danger Exists.
Every passing summer brings its quota
of dogs that have gone mad, of chil-
dren and people bitten, and of whole
neighborhoods thrown into states of the
wildest excitement by the supposed pres-
ence of a rabid animal in the neighbor-
hood. Living in a neighborhood where
several alarms were sounded during the
last few months, the writer was more
impressed with his own as well al the
ignorance of other people about its pe-
culiarities than with the disease itself,
and in his search for the literature on
the subject, in the hope of spreading
some enlightenment, found nothing
more recent or authoritative than an ar-
ticle on "Hydrophobia in Paris," con-
tributed by M. Dujardin-Beaumetz to
that most remarkable of periodic publi-
cations, Lettres et les Arts.
To be sure. the writer of the article in
question is a believer in Pasoteur and his
theorite, although there are many who
'Meek of the leartwol French sr
ientist as
a charlatan. Nevertheless M. Dejardin-
Beatimetz is a man of high standing,
and whether his theories are correct or
not the facts he preeents are interesting
and have been gathered by obeervation
-the ineelern ecientific method.
I have.sixiken of the writer as a man
of high standing and distinction. Ile I
a-as, it appears, delegated in 1881 by the
department of health itt Paruo to obeerve
the nianifestations of hydrophobia in
man, and in this connection wee Pent to
Cenetantinople to learn, if possible. the
causes of the immunity enjoyed both by
the dogs and its inhabitants from the
disease. His mission, therefore, was a
thoroughly scientific one, anti since man
has a peculiar affection for dogs, anti, as
the essayist says, wherever there are
large congregations of people there are
bound to toe many dogs and many cases
of hydrophobia, his researches are as ap-
caplpiciatabLle to New York as to the French
"It is a mistake," says Dajartlin-
Beaumetz, "to suppose that all persons
bitten by rabid animals attain the diw
ease." Pasteur. in a communication
made to the Academy of Medicine,
stated his belief that not one out of six
pereons bitten by a rabin dog would
contract the disettee. The belief lie
founded on statistics furnished by the
department of police. M. Dujardin-
Beaumets goes even further than this,
saying that owing to the incomplete
statistics gathered by the police. he
should fix the number at one in every
fifteen, or even twenty. "We ought,"
he says, "first of all to establish this law
-that is, that persons bitten through
their garments do not contract hydro-
phobia, since the slightest texture will
wipe the teeth of the dog and prevent
the penetration of the rabid virus into
the system. In all the caaes of hydro-
phobia that I have observed" the had
treated as many as fifty. cases) 'in
mankind during the last five years
every one of Mein has been produced
by a bite on the uncovered parts. In
exceptional eases I have seen the ills.
ease appear after a bite through a gar-
ment; but here the Knifes!, in a hard
fight, halt torn the clothing to pieces and
thus permitted the teeth to penetrate to
the naked part. Bites on the hands and
face are usually the ones to produce
hydrophobia, three on the 'lame being
more frequently the cause. Children,
offering more naked parts to the rabid
dog. are for this reason more often
overtaken by the malady. Further-
more, a child offers less resistance than
a man.
'it should be remembered that it is
not alone the bite of a rabid dog that
can transmit the disease to num. A
touch of the tongue is enough to inocu-
late if it comes in contact with any raw
part of the skin. Indeed, inoculation of
this kind may be said to be the most
dangerous, because it almost invariably
passes unnoticel. I remember to have
seen a young man in a rabid lit while I
was with Dr. Leroy des Herres, at St.
Denis. The lad was a workman, and
had picked up a little stray dos from the.
street. The animal covered him with
careeses, and among other things licked
his lips, after which he ran away.
Simple contact had been enough to
cause the death of the poor fellow.
"Even when the inoculation is carried
from one animal to another on the most
scientific principles it dote not always
produce rabies. Out of sixteen dogs in-
oculated by Ilertwig only six went mad,
and out of ninety-nine inoculations by
Renault, at Alfort, only sixty-seven
were successful. Finally Pasteur by his
new processes halo found some animals
totally unsusceptible to the virus.
"There is also an opinion prevalent
that madness is the result of the impris-
onment to which we subject these ani-
mals, and especially the privations
which follows This idea has strong
partiens. They maintain that the dogs
which live in perfect freedom never have
hydrophobia. This doctrine is not based
on any ecientific fact. In Algiers, where
dogs live in freedotn, the disease exists,
and I will show why the dogs of Con-
stantinople, who have been sighted as
examples, have little or no madness.
That this is certain, at all events, is
that in countries where madness does
not exist it has never appeared spontan-
eously. When it has been produced it
was by animals coming from &distance,
which have been contaminated months
before. When once tlte fact is estab-
lished that hydrophobia is not a stem-
tancoue growth it is easy to see that the
disease can be extertninated in large
cities by public laws, provided prevent-
ive nieasuree are vigorously applied.
"Rabies exist at Stamboul, but only
affects the dogs brought there by stran-
gen. Therm animals succumb only to
madness when it has been contracted
several months before in their native
country without transmitting the dis-
ease to the thousands of dogs which live
in freedom in the streets of Constanti-
nople, and which are the city's most
faithful guardian's The reason for this
Atrange fact is simple-there are no va-
grant dogs in Constantinople."-New
Y.ak Coniniercial Advertiewr.
A triple source of happiness :-a goo d
biesierois, • einitelatel nem *nil bettle
se Dr. Bull's Cough loss
4e---- ---
Henry Ward Beetle". will, It Is raid,
upon hie feturis Dom Europe Attempt
the osimpletlion of his "Life ot arise"
Mr. Birches, ham several Unarm put hi.
pen the paper a Ith the 1.11 a 01 emn.
liletiog the work, but eteli Dine femie•
thleg has liderlere.I It le now give',
however, th it lie lies ifetelftIllSed
complete tile isedettakIng.
Lira will acquire new seat, and el eer-
timer' morn, if you Will Impel your
liver awl 'rider's kee the 'delta metier of
their limo bilis. Dr. J. ff. MeLean'a
Liver and Kidney ale sine. ..
them In healthy lethal. $1 per bottle.
Sold by II. B. Gamer.
.
Queen Victoria during the forty-nine
yea' s Ilt lief f1 4(11 Ilan 414111( 01,11 I W el Yr
day. hi Ireland and 5Ir. Labotichvre
wants her to celebrate her jubilee by
giving los memory ot those in rive day".
twelve peeve to each itiliabitaut of the
Olt
-or
St. Mary's Oil Is a Good send Le the na-
tion aa it, will cure all pain of every die-
eriptioon, both letental and exterior'.
This oll Is a family doctor; Re merit• are
unequaled. Soold by all dealers med-
icines. Sample bottleoi 25 cents, lull size
50 cello) arid $1,00. A sure cure tor
rheuntatison. Ail that Is *eked is a trial.
J. H. Goodwin, proprietor, 00 weet
fourth street, Clocionieti, Ohio.
OP'
Mrs. Alexander T. Stewart always
called her husbotiul "Hone,'" mid he al-
ways celled her "My Dear." ,Niot% that
the mellotiaire and Iiie a blow have paw-
ed mint e-irtli It is oaid they Hever ((poke
lirrohly to each other, but attest II II ted
a devoted and happy life.
..
ig 1.1Ie t !tile elliri I tfillitiles II I. , t?
Wietibilli A 144111ilifir ...“. ,..r lal 1 "
FELLED BY A TIDE OF ICE.
Mighty Monariths of the !forest Sawa
Asunder by Nature's Vetoes.
One evening about 8:30 o'clock and
the sun still high above the western
mountain range, we found ourselves op-
posite the Davidson glacier. It passim
out of a broad ravine and spreads fan-
like upon the shore under the neighbor-
ing cliffs. It is three miles in breadth
along the front, and is 1,200 feet in
height when it begins to crumble and
slope toward the shore. A terminal
moraine a mile ands half ie depth sep-
arates it from the sea. A forest, or a
remnant of a forest, stands between it
and the water it is slowly but surely ap-
proaching.
The fate of this solemn wood is sealed.
Anon the mightiest among theme
mighty trees will fall like grain before
the sickle of the reaper. We were very
near this glacier. We saw all the wrin-
kles and fissures and the deep diecolora-
thlinVse, saw how the montrous mass
wound in and out between the moun-
tains, and crowded them on every side,
and rubbed the skin off in spots, and left
grooved lines like high-water marks
along the face of the cliffs; how it
gathered as it went aad ground to pow-
der and to paste whatever came
within its reach, beconiing worse and
worse, and greedier and more rapa-
cious as it creeps down into the low-
lands, so that when it reaches the sea,
where it meet end its course and dis-
solve away, it will have covered itself
with slime and confusion; it will have
left ruin and desolation Ls its track, but
it will likewise have cleft out a valley
with walls polished like breast eild a floor ,
as smooth as marble; one that will be
used in after ages, when it has carpeted
itself with green and hung its walls
with the tapeetry of its vine. Surely no
other power on earth could have done
the job so neatly.
One sees this work in progrese and in
fresh completion in Alaska. The bald
inlet yonder, with a surface as smooth as
glass and with delicate tracery along its
polished sides-tracery that looks like
etching upon glass-was modelled by
glaciers not so very many years ago;
within the century, some of ahem, per-
hapm. A glacier, probably the very
glacier we are seeking, followed this
track and ground them all into shape;
every angle of actio• , of motion shall I
say, is indelibly impressed upon each
and every rock hereabout; so ttll these
northlands, from Bea to sea, the world
over, have been laboriously licked into
shape by the irresistible tide of ice.
Verily, the mills of the gods grind
slowly, but what a grist they grind!-
Alaska Cor. San Francisco Chronicle.
Cold Coffee for Marching Soldiers.
A good mark for Gen. Boulanger! In
the instructions sent to the otticers com-
manding the regular army and the
militia reserves engaged in the autumn
mancetivere they were told to pre-
vent, as much as possibie, soldiers
drinking at the tiret well they meet, and
if the weather was hot, to make each
man take with him before setting out
on a long march a provision of filtered
water. If he had said, _"a provision of
cold coffee," it would have been better.
There is no such safe and sustaining
drink as coffee for the marching soldier,
tourist or sportsman. It prevents, in
places where food is scarce and bad.
typhus fever, by counteracting rapid
waste of the tissues.
The internal waste caused by fatigue
is the most dangerous of any, inasmuch
as the vitality is too low to throw it off,
and so all the dead stuff in the body
poisons what is living. I have seen
persons, after walks greater than their
strength could bear, suffer as if from
violent poison. In point of fact, they
were poisoned, but merely through in-
ability to get rid of the detritus ot
wasted tissue in themselves. Tourists
should, no more than Gen. Boulanger's
soldiers, when out on holiday excur-
sions, drink water out of the tirst well
they meet, and to prevent the rapid
using up of their own bodies they
ought to fill up their flasks, before
starting on lung walks, with coffee.
which is, perhaps, nicer to drink cold
than hot.-Paris Cor. London Truth.
A Merry Funeral In Jerusalem.
A merry funeral, with music and
dances, took place recently at Jerusalem
-a peculiar kind of funeral, which
turns up every five or six years. At the
Sephardic synagogue in Jerusalem is a
chamber called Chedett llognisoh. There
are preserved all the scrolls of the Torah
that have become ueelees. also Mesusoth,
Tefilin, etc. In accordance with an old
custom, these old doeuments are sewn
into bags or put in earthen jugs and with
music, dance and song are carried out-
side of the city. There is a large cave
toward the end of the cemetery at the
foot of Mount Olive, where they are
preserved. On that day all the stores
and workshops are closed and crowds
fill the streets.
The men assemble in the synagogue,
where prayers for the welfare of the sul-
tan are recited. A proceekon is formed.-
In front Torah scrolla are carried under
Chupatis and at their side men carry
burning wax candles. Then follow
about 100 men carrying bags and jugs.
At the Zion gate the rabbi of the Sep-
herdic synagogue ascends a large stone
and recites a prayer for the sultan, the
state officers, rabbis, and the congrega-
tions throughout the whole world. Then
the procession wends its way through
the Josaphat valley to the cave, where
the bagel and jugs are deposited. The
celebration lasts till late in the evening.
--Jewieli Messenger.
A Mother's Prophetic Vision.
The toothier of Paganini is said to have
seen a %wondrous vision respecting the
future of her mariteloue son. She re-
lated her dream to Mtn in :these terms:
"My son, you will be a great musician!
For an angel, radiant with beauty, ap-
peared to me in the night and said that
any request I might make should be
granted. So I asked that you might
become the greatest of all violinists, and
the angel promised that my request
should be fultilled."-Chicago Tiniest.
1)611'1 :-11 ilealer imfrees )4M it het.
tie tof_Selvetisott Oil a Mean lab. I-, 1.r
wrapper*, or in it mutilated or ache-eel
pai•hage, don't buy It it
there lit a Wrung-It nil' be a
anti )011 van rest assured 
that
deilgerous awl worthies.. counterfeit,
!owlet upon goithig lietfret,
•
tlettill fie 00. dye ,
Witch r,l'hatiocey 41. aa's
iiroesiiiE the Winks ard ties Pallet's, In
Paris, the other ila). lie met Semitol
'ellen, alio grayed In PI' there hunt
op Ills ancestors' "Weil seal the rail;
ptesi lent, "f suppiae• yiril
e'reowl, newly ilea 1°' Celle-us shoek Iti-
"Ifolleve," maid lie, peony, ''l
listen't usieerstseni a wen" I've henel
two Weeks. eXiTIot What 1'11: hail lily -
self." •
--sew se,
TIIK think allti tires) mg iegetation of
✓ogions ilea If:Cleared 1.1 timber, expos-
1.0 tile fa% • of the suit, le -iire to breed
nottarta. Dr. .1. Lettiee
and Fever Cuns by mil.' end g. tole se
Owe will reolleally cure. 50 cente a bole
le. Sold by II. It. Garner.
Gen. Botolsterer yesterday opened the
M iiitary oriiiisoage at Iti.stoboialiet,
Franee, fonetimi by Ileriot. Tin. War
Mitlieter made a martiel epeerli.
Interesting -*--I.'---Experiences.
Hiram Cameron, Furniture Dealer of
Columbite, Ga., tells his experience,
time: "For Oiler t tre have tried ev-
ery remedy Oil the [Wicket litr stomach
Ditoordeta. but got no relief,
moil I imeil Electric ICHerit. Took live
!Hallett and alit note cooed, awl Mink
Electric Bitten' the Boat Blood Purifier
the erorl.l."-11.jo, .1. B. Ree.l. ol
West Libel iy, Ky., used Electric Bitters
for an old standing Kideo-y affecti.ut and
ways :"Nothing has ever dime me AO
• gOod lectris• Iiittere.•'-
Sold at fifty eente a bottle by II. II.
Garner.
1r rot: are guttering with weak r in.
flamed eyes, or granulate.' eyelids, you
VII II be qeickly cured by owing Dr. J. H.
McLesan's strengthening Eye tilve. 25
veld. a oox. Sold by II o. elitreer.
- - - --ass • - -
W Sm I th, negro, w ho a•setilted
Mrs. Dolan and Miss Moran I
feerntiy, !men arreatell. Ile liar-
rtirly efteitiit.1 being lyeelitel.
_ * eles_
Iteht 11.4 hehitoo
101114: ; iliii IIHOif I II: Mk III i ' ‘ '
limo', itogilii, Holfizylipsy ii ,, „..,-_------aat t oiL-...- - -
Pim, ;11E44011i oiistl, }Milli:al I , , I
sil'il:iiIiiirtiC. irilal li giss"Kriltiattiliiilitallf.rykittglefi:rbf $7-1 ; 1:1:..;, 1 1,,,,
gide id Gi mond, li eland. I
i Pen ,, , ,, i , I i 'd , I in- . li 211.1
TAKE One ol 1-".4. .1. 18(1. -IIV.1.011,11.11 I.II- Inele.d -
by II. B. Garner.
tle laver Pilleim at niget betore you goo II tat( r.eli itgiat ileiti.is
to bed RIO yoll lit ill he 'surprised hew • the pew- I I ,e, ••• • le- Is i2 tio,i."11",:iis
loonyent arid tissoretio. y0111 »di reel it, ',wall, . it, - .ar. illaito I .5- a I...tr.-e-
llen day• °al). 25 Mina a Vial. Sold tor of disordered system tiicie is nothing
114.1-1
IH riven, fight
motives tor its iiiingtflve, the liiivertior
of Stitittroi, IS men mid
his temoln, tho Id-cirri of Menterniiiii.
-40. •









Theft prowler nr vet varies. A marvel ot puri-
ty. strenght amt wholesomeness. More eminom-
real than the ord.nary kinds, and cannot be mold
in competition with the multitude of Ikr teat,
idiort alom or Mate ietwdees,
--r 1p in ova. ROY ti. litntso Potrimga 1'0 ,
NV:LI' 5trot, N. Y.
1,151' Ole LA Nits "'HE II AN DS OF
Jno. W Payne s
Heai Estate Agelli,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
e-Up.talr.„ oninette the tourt-house.
No. 4
Farm, odntar meg 145 acreoar land, situated
mules ss est of I lopki usv ills, Kr., near Princeton
road. There is a small .1welling house upon it
Land is of One quality, about 1,s cleared. A
good ['argon, l'nel Ire in the purchase
of this Pric.e /LON. remiss, ds MOM. bal-
ance iii 1 and 3 years. with intermit on deferred
pny meek.
No. 7.
Lot torSale.eontaining 1 -, acre, (-set of rail-
road sod north of road to fair grounds. it sr a
cheap lot forsome our deeming • honk in Rep-
t inoville. l'nce
NO. In.
Let fiir side containing of an acre and situ-
ated tei Subtitle greet, oppssitite south keu
leg.) 1 It ie a splendid lot for budding
porpmes. Price 5100. A good bargain is
store- for some otte.
No. II.
A pareel of gotairel containing •01111e g or
aerea,11111 nal& on Russell) tile road. just outaile
the eduporate 'imam of the city of ilutikinaville,
tool fronting the ItIneemore property. This
piece of geoll has a frontage of serf feet. ft lb
nh eXce.114•111. Vlore Of ibrOperty euscepti-
tole of being des idol info 4 or s building
'as, with an uteri. e depth of SOU tem. There is
quite it nilinber of ruit trees in beariug Ott the
i•Inee And also • iries1 vineyard. eor buildittir
purposes. there is 1101 A more derarathle Force of
property in or near the city. Price and terms
reasonsook.
No. 12.
nem tor sale, contemina about fn. Kennet
land. taunted en the obi Canton road. Nix mike
teem Ihipaiitsc Me. The land to of good quality
and prose bileaceo, •,:orn. wheal. clover awl
foudy. The .1 s riling is not in very
good repatr, but with a little expenditureor
I money it e..1.1.1 be made quite comforted' e.
There Is a good 1.:,r1, and staide isesolts other
oda.% entent. on the Ware. Any one ileeiring
s pont Term could secure a good imargaili
14in ?mottos' thly tract of tend. Terms and
rearonelde.
No.13.
House and lot ai bit.iateul on
Russellville street. The Mouse i- a large end
commodioue one, having V rooms, with kitchen.
.wri ant', nom. and all necessery
mire. 'Them h. a ir at new mdahle on the place
that acconamodaie head of horses. a
go4.41 carriage ..r loortg)- hollee. A good ciebern,
a, There are 3 acre, of ground in the lot, alma
open it are over air0 peach, pear and apple trees
in hearing. The bwation is healthy and the
property is very desirable in every nespect.
No. It.
Ted in city of 'fontanel:Me, Northwest corner
of Jackson and Elm ntreete in Jesup'e addition
to *eel etty. Let fronts (in Jackson street 14
feet end rune Imek leo feet to a 20 ft. alley .
Lie. beautifully ami m well (trained from front
to back. Price 112:.1•1
splendid reeiden•N•en:irii iteltville street, this
city. not fee from Mdin. ith St good rooms, all
of a hieh are in ev-elient roil/Mon. Remit.'
thie there are a servarde room, kitchen. stable,
"old house, mei in fact all nceeseary
cellar ILA cistern and quite a
number of fruit trees au hesiriug. An) &tenon
17,1 LC: reas...oiside.
sale Mg a a.sei tomunt-tiollni see Mil One. Price
No.16.
Farm, of lit arrest ..11 land near liarrettatiurg,
Christian cauilty. ky with lio acres cleared and
balance in do.- timber. The farm es tocated
aqUila 0. Mlles of the depot of the I. A. e. Rail-
road shied. per.-irale the e.u.stImerim !art of
the eminty. and In also lot ,Ae41 'tt 1,11:e of f
churches and a S, losd-house, Terre is a good
dwelling soh 8 good rooms. a new stable that will
,better se..,y ataelt, and ell other necessary
odtbuildings ins place: also a barn that will
house 'PO acres of tobacco. 0. ar.rsof the land are
in clover. ferias and price reasoueble.
A good house and lot for Sale In the city of Hop-
atosvMs with three giAN>do.r.:Imoins. kitchen, servants
osan. t astern, stable, •ge., with le acre ot land, situ•
ate.1 un Mown street. It se an excellent home
and • good bargain is la store for 'some ow..
.5 :arm for sale of IIIIN.a.crtlie. situated near the
sulturbe aarrensioure. this county, with
rood, roomy residence and all necesaary out-
1:imge. The soil is of excellent quality.
vise sh.re house and tobacco factory In Liar-
re.itt-gbousriginisine.m. houNse". 24.mn'. Russellville street.
within 1-2 4.411are of Main, for sa,e or rent. The
house bas a erase more room with a rouple of
rooms. good for ofikee or bed rooms, Metes.
No. II.
flows. and lot for sale eu the city of Hopkins-
vale ahd the Southern port! thereof. Led
eonteirting t• of an acre. leiceoframe dwelling,
sub 3 losst ro.mnis and hall, ritehen, aervant's
room and ail lierensary outbuildings A good cis-
tern with plenty of inehl Water In It. Price, Red
Hotin• and lot for sedNeol.n=city of HopkinevIlle. In
front of Lir D. 4. tiish's I...obi...ice. frame. 2 story
reierience with * rooms. kitchen ac. Price and
terms reasonable
NI, 24-
Farm f.•r sale In this Colittly 4 or* miles from
HopkinsVille and 1 ::.1Ie from Princeton pike. of
res.s.l.or 70 sere. of the land le cleared,balanee
di floe touter. There In a frame house, on &ante
a ith a large and Comfortable rdoula, kitchen,
servant's room, ICIXKI *table. barn. ac. Tbe land•
*di grula sliest. tolasee, orii and grass splendid
iy. Here is a aeomi bargain for some one. Price
*tot terms reasonable.
No. M.
A cod and desirable ntore• house, snouted at
helty's 5tatioti. and in noun. met of the at. law*
• 's. It. It. Tr* building is a troupe one. 1Sigi
feet, with tail good family roonie over bailie.
'there Is Cf so acre lot the lot and :be siore-holow
admiraidy adopted for the dry goods grocery
business. Apply to bee for price. ter:taste.
A limier lona tot voiNsa"Ir21:t; the city of Hopkins-
, Me. on Jeoup Amine; there is of intend
attaehd. Howe. has five meet room*, stable.
with Halle mid left, a good (norm. real honer
end all necessary out hollnee. There ma also •
good Drink (etre around the premises. Prior
ao.1 terms usaeonabie.
House and lot en1111.1e.-11:Ir Avenue. in cll'y
rooms. Cold 1 ttttt lie and other good an.1 nevemary 
Hoi3ki ns v e. - - Ky.Illeekinsville. The dwelling has time ri.ott
;offidtalits and al., past oink re,,,.e
',I...mid same. There es Is itere of groutel at-
tached. Price and terms reasonable.
No. K.
✓ann of 111 saes sot sale, le the neighbor-
ieeel of Met (eh( "tory% t hemline county,
Ky., on eeruiran springs roma. ou acres of the
land are cleared mid in good .tate of cultiVa.
lion. bedsore he timber, under good iletirws.
hTahlelr:ecirsiab.1w.saelLiine! tontr..krwhito .ets.'.a
cistern, plenty of fruit troes, a (mai vineyard
..Alai. cisme. e..no,nient to schools.
church...and iewt-olliee. and la good iieighisur•
hood Terms and price reasonsies,
So. ea.
Fann for sale. Ousted Oda mitintt, attain
al grille. of t, notion, containing abotit acres.
A greeter 'onion of this land i• eleard and Is
'nee...eel-a stew et souls stem. the lot! anee la
ill 011ie timber. There ms .mu the Oar* a first-rate
dwellieg a ith gms1 and comfortaide rooms,
barite .1.41.1.. eti all outer neeessarr out.
Chererme, eehoola and poet Ake are in easy
heat 'sneers of peaches, apples, prom gr.
reach id the plane. Prle., met terms seasassaaa.
holies. 'there Is alms* prrIbbWo a Yount:
ana sigorotts orchard. hearing the latest and air Dressing
peach, apple plum end cherr tree.. Prete see
tonne i reasonable.
No.
Farm, situated 7 miles wept Ilopkietav ill.
on the old Canton roast. 21,  males from end
he pike, and from A It It. It.. moo ti
4 -.11 strUctloti. Contains lu res. ol laud. leo
clewed. balance in timber; of the cleared
lois erre* us in closer and grass. bairn., in tear
stale of euitiv (Mob. finprow einem. t•ii.eist
comforte b:eif Milne( ot n Adin, s, itch...m.4n. •
to.11.c. Ire bowie, carriage •no ottter nee
Cssni ontouslidnige, a good Writ, eiment. g
elide', for or tarsal of stock. a nee crib wi
bran bin and room and ....• staid, lo
a or right brail cool •ritaritett. 'I lit.e otsi.le-
h•s e large. room) lofts. oinkieut tO bold 16 eds
Of hay , One log and 4 frame eadeue.
latter e etory •Lose each Old orchid,'
Imar'llir and young orelianl of Imo sMeet trey
now m.t ears. Plenty of shoe!. s liter met it:
execlient neighborhood. lemma ea.) Apply
to John W. Payne. or is. L. Dune ou premiss-.
No. 45.
( °Maine frii acres. all Unit...B.-an. Ilea.. tie
Finking tort. adjoining the farms of Mni. John
aui! vl ark Me( arty. is all good land Niel it.
i(i e permed. or otioneetion Ith
1111. 'It aerie( Is A part Of ill.' .•
intimt:oned els.% c number and -boom le. •
as part tit but f tett deeireml as a pai •
the amine tract, call and %Ill be wild sepairatei,





La 1.01Mg. No. If, A. r. • A
. . lark, I
%-e 1 11.41110 Ito4maa
1.. testier.
n. M Feirkige. •.
• H. inetrwh. re. .
a. Hopper. 14 D
1'. 14 sore s
B. Lateen....
• titectr al Illessalir son
bon/peon Ithoel k. Norway ...vat
bout,
0KIF.NTAL CH rrocrt tco. :..
rented eon voralloie Mlittltay ••1
0110111tb at IlMattnIC (fall.
ewes
N. F. Thomas Rod-
man. jE.J.
Pritchett. h.; K , kt
Sleivitt. 5.; J
I. Lander.. H.;Consp
R. W. vtone. P :
I (imp. Bryan Hopper.
4. A. .; map. IC. M.
Anderson. G 91 sd ;
a. rairleigh.
G M. 24 V.; temp.
H. H. Abernathy. G
11.1st V.;
No. Oa. ! Comp. G. W. Leinder. Treas.
Meese end lot for sale, on Clarkevilie street i - t' If . Dietrich. ',key.
opp.eite the residence of Eugene W.s.d. le te. •• w. K. Lander, tinged.
cti) ot I lopk mantle. The lot contain...44 meet MgOltE, I 0114M A IV DKRY 110.1. g. i
the dwelling is a two story frame, with :
gond emote.. kitchen, cellar. stride. earnam
louse, in Diet all necrasary outbuilding., cheer
tr. AI...quite a variety of fruit trece on IJ
place. Prier and Gnu, reaeonable.
Nu.47.
Farm of 230 acre* fur sale, sit u ated in Chet.
lion county. 25,i, edit.. west of Illopkiusville. 0.
the Prineelon side Irani.. 2-story build-
ing. 4 rooms. kitelieu. smoke house, stabile. In
addition to the I above (keened, there
is a tellellIte 1101.1de itilln a ha Mile ol the
former otie and on the same place. There is aim
excellent Imam boxier feet Is. it 2 pen. arol doub-
le ehed on the preen tees. • . •ere, rime IA weigh
the plaee and •ffords dent stork %pl. r
auntie the entire year, ..I o a ',ever faegue
sprtng e hieh furno.l.e. . not. tig water a/
acres are cleared, Imalance in flue Duds I*1./
iieree Wive been in rioter for 2 years at le• •
Itroketi up this fell. Tills Is one of tl s beet
tracts of land tbe nty. every foot ef the
and toeing rich and fert de and .11 &dig tett b
the, row th of tobareo, eorit ned is tient. • ft ex
rellent bargain cast eertired here. Pr ce arc
terms removable. '
No. Pi.
Farm for sale containing 240 acres II(
altuate.1 in the southern port ttttt of the totality
in the Nevi-meatt neighlortueet. ith double log
hotme a ith 6 rooms, kactom. (Albino, Meade.
barn, ((Mere, spring. This lend extendo dowi
Little liver. There -is aleo a post pond on th.
plare. Also quite. a varnay of fruit trees no*
in bearing. About Ido aeres of the lend are
cleans!. litilitnee in tine tainher. This laad
rich and ell adapted to the grde th of tobacco,
corn mei *heat. Prim awl terms reasonable.
No..49.
Farm for sale of 00. acres, 'heated ot
rvouth thrtetian county, in the hiewstead
neighborhood. with (ivielling of good rooms, t
cabins, inioke house, excellent stable* tied
crilsi,a .arte and commodious barn. There art
alto t floc sh pond. on the premiere. a pro!,
never-failing .praig. which affords A A/411HW
dairy !eater, also large cistern. .1 hoot go,
acres of this laud Is in rultiranom balance 11
doe lando..r. Thi• land is peculiarly adepted t.
the production of telteeco. a heal and corn. P
hargant n Ise haul In the porch/use of thee trsct
Price and terms remonaltle.
No. 5e.
Farm fo. tee acres of land
situ•ted Clirlstiall eounty, Ky.. 3 mile
nortl.ne.1 of 11..pl. mot- Ale, 011 toe But tenet':
neut. 'I here 1, a soma cottage dwelling of fiv•
rooliel. it li fret.' mei keel, ledee. gond slahle,
crib and learn that will house lb aerie, of tot...
• Inept:ice 1 here Is al., eu ese...!,..t se
1.11.• "ri.l.srd. erne* a ell and a. branch of I.e..
failing stock s aster on the premises Also&
acre* of line timber. This is fertile •n.
well adopted to the intern' of tobacco. corn.
w heat, mover, &c.
No.61.
Farm toroth.. sittmeel in ( hriettan comity.
Ky., talent V 1111.1es from Hopkins% ilk. In Do
Nes stead 'comity, conleining stems of land,
all of *1,1(.11 cleared land, There la a goo,'
cistern and an almunitsiire of stock water en
the farm. There Is a Ire tile 'wilding tsv I
none. Oil the ertmoo..; mei a 7711.0.1
home It, Ain, a point( pcart niht apple or
ellen' now lu bearing. The neighlsmrhood
whieh this isn't is a good oue. liebtsolr
and cleurcheaeonvenient. A good mill Within
IS, miles of the platy. The produrtit quallh
ol the land is exceptiouably good. Price ant.
terms removable
No.52.
Farm of Ill scree situated rear Newrtead
Christian county ith a comfortable douh•
le log cabin, :ppm' barn and all necessary out.
buildiueson the plare. shoo a good well. aloe'
pon.l. and the land is cleared. Thie place ie
within 1‘, mike of the 1. A & T. It. K. etude'
excelleet quality,
No 511
Farm ef HIO acres .eituated near Newetead
Christtan (-outlay, Kvo withio 12 miles of Hoe.
kinsviile and 2'1 11111e. Of the I. A. & T K It.
There are two good loge-tibias .m the place. also
barb. -tables, ad.. 525 acres clear.. I balance iv
ffne timber laud rich and productive. '
Farm for sale. enneatning 13.5 acres. situated
in the vieenity- of Build widge. loriet Ian county.
K y-,. on the caree 55/41.adlloonvtlle road. te
acre...lemre.l. balance in iteedi timber Then-
•etI double leg house wdli four ',ono, and
hdll. large eteelded barn. etaide. eaten. we
eprings awl a fine npple ()Wear' on liar
place. Thus is (*help and s Ix pold on easy
termFAILM FOR 1.1-..-ConatotirF serfs
of hind situated on idussediville pile, one tulle
east of the city of llopkinsv.Ile. These is on
the land • large log wraturr-Loarhot Loops, 2
stories, anti ondorta Isle room.; 11 tine cellars:
also good stable., nervaut'e house and olive;
epringof neter-faiitog seater: 10 aeries tri-able
an.1 could be oonverted int. excellent building
lots; balance in timber A •allIaliie place for
nolne Otte a Ito desire. It gOOd honor. Ilenr city
Androvi Hall,
-DE VI FR -
Bootee and IA for sale)ost ofilsOr ww.r.
ode 11..iita of the .•ity of 111.1.bi n..4 bet wren
Woosl's mill and the riot res.i. cliere sn here
aground tato lied, a woh•I ft dole and
raion on the premises.. Property rents for 1111
per tttttt th. Prlee awl terms resionable.
No. .
Farm for sale situated albott a miles northeast
of the city of Hoek Imo ille. on the middle fork
of Little river. contempt,' Po stereo. 75 mere,
of How land is cleared, balance In eIll
earth' Rue timber. This t• in it ccellent
erinolitIon for cultit et ion. I... Of it tieing
suitable to Ili- groWth of heal. tobacco. corn,
and grave. Po There is plenty of drinking •ntl
stock water on the place. 'there three_,(ii past.
never-Dolma sprilige wet sin 11111a. There Is
also *small "mbar' of ...Iraq fruit aireadv
bearing, tants' !wenn., respoerricie /tr. There
is • rona &MM.. St.trr, holt se, en1,113, / .111.er
avant stable. barns &e., on the I/mm[4es. Terms
and price remit:nal/Ie.
No. IL
Pt operty for sale constating of w sere of ground
lying beta/reit the Madisonvilis road and the L. &
N. Railroad at Kelly's station, Christian county,
Ky. There is a neat and desirable cottage beim-
tee (in the pla,e. anti I good roaring a box store
honer which could he easily converted Into a ho-
tel. au excellent cistern &c. price low and terms
very reaaonable.
No. T.
Property far sale a: Kelly's station. Christian
0,3outy, f;:•. consisting of 4 acres of ground, log
buimdinawith ta feet rooms. plvlartire and 2 shed
rooms. good cistern. 'flu-re are alof on the preiti-
tows quite • number of ft uit trees ai read I ti hear-
ing. Prlee lon. and terms reimonahle.
No, Is.
roperty for •1110 consisting of sere. of almond
retested a; Ken stat:•.n. eolifity, Ky.
Th•re Is a lune! log tolildltIK storlen high, %Rhin
go yards of dep.:. I here Is mod wen on the
place. elm prots.rty Is 011 ill. I.. a N. It. It.
No. M.
Property for NOP at Kelly's Station. erettlan
Openly Ky.. on the I.. d N. R.. N. &Sere of ground
elm tan house with (so is feet rooms.
*No. 0.
Proporty for sale at Kelly's /stallion, Christian
county. Ky., on L. & R. It. There are acroi
;round, MIMS. building wan rooms, front and
back porch. lathed, plastered and nicely papered
good etaterii, die. WORM fruit tree, In good hear-
ing.
No. It.
Property at Kelly s Stalloe, Christian comity,
Kt . tun-, of neer depot Ilood
redo on the tdare
41o. tf.
•toit,.“ 1.13.11%
I thIll•s froth It 111111.
311.1 111.11 I 41.1o.10.1 Ind ills,
1114.4;1 10,01 1,AI
.1 I 0111 1-01111.11111 et
,1 41r -11 111,11 ,1 •'{ 1:!1! 11111 011 '.1111;
rildid Ff.' 1.11' 111,1A, 4, • gill. g slif is
14;1.1' (.•C . I 11.1•, III V 1,T)
VI. • 1-4 tdd 111111v clue. •
• N.
I .• '1' .I•
11. • .t , '.) l'al ,111.1 11111..11'. '
UN .01111/, ,.1.1 II Ill 1111 t• 1,1,14.'111
• , l•
roll. moor% d . a.•.,,,
11,14 WI HI/ :1, solf ior f- AP. P A :1 Vitt. t retro", •rerm•I Inv. rates. •;0..2 trt.s1 I• . spring '•••••• !sec.. of this ne.mpany for ism.4•, omelet,




orrier irgind. and Spring. Strome.
Sufi 1151111S & CO.,






Done in the very lost style A misted hy ft
Jon. • 411.1 ii. Jones, Ali
retiteantt 11141116ml Karbera.
tenet ("root the Piare.
vl lie of , doing
Livery and Feea
--STABLE,-
T. L. Srn:th, Prop'r.
Hopkinsville, - - Ky.
Large WM IllI111111, arid 1111111,.
411/11 for horses. anellal attention giVrn to fnrnis1
rg 'good borne, and vehiciee to CI eu.s,
elepbone c.)nnectioo eVeryst here
7 TA " 1E-1 7E: 2'
Female College
Ilopkinsville, Ky.
.1 f T.•1-111 Ni .No.IY. AC-
1 30. 'el. An eNnerienerd Ilmor
oust. ite-truct ion and terms se heretofore.







- • -,1.1re-Hpip " •
1 ). !. 1 & CO, I FRGRANTs
Sr. K1 . F. L. IA eller N.C.
•• •• Hunter Wm",
•• •• Thorium Ito, man, Capt. Ger.
•• fluorin. Nom.. .
•• S. L. Salter, V1
" It. W. Stolle, .1 r. W
Wn.. akerritl. 51'.1 Br.
•"" V.. W .}.4w anis, sir. Br.
•• •• H .tbernathy, artier.
•• " .1. . Treaeurer.(. •C . If Dietrich, Recorder.
" •• Wm. B. Lander, C. of G.
ROTAI.AitCANUM,HOPKINeVII.
CIL. NO. Me.
loe. 1. Landes, Regent.
Glum. H. Dietrich,-Paet Resew
Thos.l.ong. Vice itegent.






en. P. VC infree. snake,:
oh to Muayon. Guard.
Meets mato tth Thursdays le sae* near.
OAYONCOONCILN0.6CHOnEN FYI EN
LipOiln".Chief 41.,4111114elor.
.1. K. f wt men. t'.
V. W.1 raid.. 5errelary
L.P ne. Trees/wirer.
T J. Mein. Prelate.
a. 1). West, Mambal.
I F. Warden.
N' LAX. lild,Ard,
.1 Day. sentry .
Truenes.-J. M. Hipkiee, J T. Ricketts and
fir II Merritt.
Meets in K. of P. Hall Ibil and 4th blonds> is
tee& Meath.
CHRISTIAN IA/HUE. NO..20. K NIGHTe
HONOR .
ft M. Anderson. Dictator.
lehn Orr, Vice Di. tater
1' L. Smith, Ain't Lhetator.
Burnett, Reporter.
• Tamely. r.k..porter
I. s. Porrey. Treamaurer
hinter N hsplaira.
I- W. Ilennla. Mantiral Knower(
I. P. Peyne. Guide
I. A. R. Johneen. Inside Guard.
• W. Pyle. Outeide Guard.
EVFattiREEN L01)14E:NO. N. K. ttir P.
J K. Gast, P C.
J. elites. (
W Wright, I' (
t.. W. ollievs, Prelate
.1 W . Pay De. K of !,1
R. F. West. of F.
1 M. Melt/ halo. of F.
s, al at Arm•.
IL B. Ithis, buard.
R. W. Henry. Out Guard.; W. 1., Wright, T.
for L. T.: 4. A. You im. E. G. Sehree • MI jobs
W. Payne. Trustee. W. A 0 Fund.
Lodge meets theft and 4tb Tburedars ev-
.11 month.
ENDOWMENT RANK, K. OF P.
Meets every al Monday in every month.
It. Oasis, Pron't.
IL tu. P
K. If A ntiereon, See'y and Treaa.
KNIGHTS Til E GOLD EN elf.GeS
Meets the 1st and Fridays in earh amen,
ft. W. Norwood. -N. C.
Kow. A . Mogen., K. R.
e. tier Smith. F. K. R.
J. W. 1. Smith, Treasurer.
&meet Foulke, H.
Com Gahm,. P.
v. W. If Tabh,W.
-1. C. Day.
4NCIRNT ORDER. OE UNITED WOKKMkal
Time of meeting, ri and 4th Tu....lava.
W. H. I.ee. M. W .
A. A. Ntiore. 44. r.
Sloayon.
R toteenbalim, G.
e s 31.11Sell, F.
W.1', Wright. K.
R. P. West, It.
C.REKNI HIV KR LODGE. Pi 0. lot, 0 1). .
W4Sjf,,Ilt ‘‘..15.1:-tilreht. 14; t?..0.
w . T. home. See•y.
. I i. R. Beard. Tre.ne.
Meek every Friday night.
b4), rf*.igNmhit.Acif Prig. RNT. NO• 111, I. 0. r
H. F. MeCamy. P
r. Henderson, S. W.
• K114.111tn4'aia'ritedrTTiec'eta:ji.
Lodge meeto lot and 1.1 Thursday angina.
ORDElt OF THE IRON HALL
Janie. A. 1 dung. J. P. J.
William T 1/..tote.C. J.
w.e. a right. Are't.
John 1102, 011. Cashier.
Andrew tkargeut, Examiner.
John (.. 1/ay. Herald.
Thomas .1. Wain. Prelate.
Lome woloman, Watchman.
J)ont rip. . r. Bleesemy and Lents P.
Y. M. A -Roma', over Russell's (Irv:goods
dor.....ortier Sloan and Nteth. Lem,- open on
t it it relay and Saturday es eii nes fnum
to 1J 0', \JCL .
COLORED LODGES.
UNION BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.
Meets let and 3.1 Monday evening Ito each
nontie f o'rh.ck, at their lodge room, MAII
!•.:e:st,,,one.,;:nel story over Homier and Overshot-
,r's imitating. R. McNeal. Preeilent: Ned Tur-
FREEDOM LODGE, NO. B. F.
Meet* nit •nit kit Tuesday nights in Postell'a
Hall. Court street. K. W.dlaes, W. K; L. 8.
Ruckner. Secretary.
MUSA DORA TEOMFP0LE,2..0. N. S. or r.
Meets kf and Ith Tuesday' in each month l•
C. It. Y. Hall Poetell's block Court street.
fugue's Monien. W P; tattle Basta. D. P;
Katie Canty. Secretary.
HOPKINSV11.1.1i LOIK:E., NO. IMO. C. O.
Meete 2nd awl eth Monday nights at 'lettere
opt Tovershiner's lia Mate street. 1 banes
;esti N. te: William Gray, V. ti; E. W . Glass,
P. St Willie. clerk N. V.
MYSTIC TIE LODGE: NO. I9K, 0. N. O.
Ole F.
Meets 1st landau-4 Wednesday eights of each
+loath. Silas Johnson. !CIL:: C Ff. Rueln P. S.
A11,414 SILL I °PUY NO. 15 r. a --meets 2nd
Ith night in each month at their Lodge room at




Never fails to cure every form of dieorder
pecaliar to eislaria-infected dtdricts. It
Is Warranted,
In every ease. when used in neconixner
with directions. It montsee. no guinea,
mid not only neutralizes Mintinetii• (Mode.
bid( ethltillities the Liver to lindtlit net iota.




''Dr. J. C. dyer 4. Co.: •
"Gentlemen: For more than
40 years have livrd in loraTh.
ties abounding in Malarial
disorders; have been the sullied
of their attacks in many forms.
and found no remedy so reli-
able and safe as dyer's gue
Cure. Taken according to
directions, it will never fail to
cure.
(T. 17. MI HUNTER."
Ayer's Ague Cure.
TRH' titt:t. NY
DR. J. C. AYER CO., Lowell Ram.
Sola by all Druggists.
Price $1; six bottles, 1247,.
THE CREAT
Through Trunk Line
Witgoit Chngeind vitt qui Unrivaltf
81101rii-ST AND QUICKEST ROUTE
r-.• St tont.. I:v•nrsilla lad Pearl,. •
Istock triter, Also elght r -ref in or 'bard or I Sand 'Octal. for 100-Page Parriphidis.  ob Louisiana. Ep.
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I II- 4111 10414. St filistfIll al144
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NO:1111 !CIUTH & WEST
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